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CRISIS IN THE WORKPLACE: THE MISMATCH
OF JOBS AND SKILLS

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1989

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

Washington, Da
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:15 a.m., in room SD-

628, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Albert Gore, Jr. (member
of the committee), presiding.

Present: Senator Gore; and Representatives Obey an'd Scheuer.
Also present: William Buechner, professional staff member.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR GORE, PRESIDING

Senator GORE. The hearing will come to order.
I want to welcome all of you this morning to the Joint Economic

Committee's hearing on Crisis in the Workplac3: The Mismatch of
Jobs and Skills.

Congressman Lee Hamilton, the chairman of the Joint Economic
Committee, has graciously afforded us the opportunity this morn-
ing to examine the growing gap between the skills of American
workers and the requirements of the workplace and also to explore
avenues that both the public and private sectors can take to pre-
pare our work force better for the jobs of today and tomorrow.

Those of you who are closely involved in the critical area of job
training know the challenge we're Leing. American industry has
told us and report after report has confirmed that there is a grow-
ing skills gap between the work force and the workplace in the
United State.; of America.

To put it simply: many of our people are simply not being edu-
cated and trained to meet the demands of the jobs we need filled.
From basic entry-level positions to technicians to engineers and to
scientists, workers who can do the job are becoming increasingly
hard to find. And in the face of current demographic trends and
rapid technological change, this skills crisis is becoming a menace
to our nation's economic Cuture.

This hearing is not just about job training. It's about giving
Americans the power to take control of their own economic desti-
ny. Our standard of living, our national goals and aspirations, our
hopes and dreams, all of these depend upon our work force. Human
capital is the key to our future productivity and economic growth.

The goal of the hearing is to find out where we are in terms of
training, what we're doing right, what we're not doing and how we
can do better. Hopefully, we can learn what it is we must do in

(1)
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order to enable us once again to arm the American worker with
the right tools, the right skills, and the right training so that we
can once again outproduce, outcompete, and outthink the people of
any other nation on Earth.

We will hear from some expert witnesses today who can provide
some insight into current training efforts, the abilities and limita-
tions of our work force at present, and strategies we might consider
to effectively address the job skills crisis.

We will also look forward a little bit later this morning to hear-
ing from the chairman of the House Subcommittee on Employment
Opportunities, Congressman Matthew Martinez. He has heen
deeply involved, in the Employment Opportunities Subcommittee,
in developing legislation to combat the job skills problem.

I know there have been many discussions over the years about
this subject, but it is time we get down to business and really solve
the enormous problems which now control: us. I sincerely hope
that today's hearing will move us closer toward that day.

Now, before recognizing our first witness, let me say it's a dis-
tinct pleasure to acknowledge and introduce the Congressman from
New York, Jim Scheuer, who has chaired numerous hearings on
this and related issues and I'm honored to have his help this morn-
ing in today's hearing.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE SCHEUER
Representative SCHEUER. Thank you, Senator. I congratulate you

for having shown the wisdortr,and leadership to convene this hear-
ing. The time couldn't be more right. We've had hearings and re-ports ad infinitum over the past; now is the time to do something
about it.

We know what the problem is. If you don't know, come to New
York City. New York City is thriving as an economic entity as we
move into the postindustrial era. And w 're the center ofcommuni-
cations; we're the eenter of the think industries; we're the center of
insurance, finance, telecommunications of all kinds.

There are lots of jobs out there waiting to be filled. Jobs that re-
quire young people who are computer literate, who can read, write,
count and, above all, process information; that means making judg-
ments with the facts at their fingertips.

Yet, at the same time we have a large pool of unemployed, of
young people who are out -of school, out of work and out of hope.And this is a tragic and dramatic example of this job skills mis-match.

We have a typical rate af dropoutism in our schools of 25 or 30percent or more. These are young people who cannot make it in
the postindustrial society, who do not have literacy skills, who do
not have numeracy skills, and, above all, who cannot process infor-
mation and makt. logical judgments during the course of a workingday or a working life based on the information that's available to
them.

To me, it's a pitiful indication of a gross failure in our society:
the failure to make the capital investment in our most precious re-
source, our youth. It's pitiful. It's a terrible indictment of the Con-
gress and the administration. There's enough blame to go around

-.,
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for all of us. And what we need are answers and what we need are
action programs now and we're looking to you for guidance.

Thank you.
Thank you very much, Senator.
Senator GORE. Thank you, Congressman Scheuer.
Our first witness is Roberts T. Jones, Assistant Secretary for Em-

ployment and Training in the U.S. Department of Labor.
Secretary Jones, without objection, your full prepared statement

will be included in the record and if you could summarize the i..a-
lient points in 5 to '7 minutes, we would appreciate that.

Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF ROBERTS T. JONES, ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF
LABOR FOR EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING, U.S. DEPARTMENT
OF LABOR
Mr. JONES. Thank you, Senator. We appreciate the opportunity

to be here before you today and to continue a discussion which, as
both you and Congressman Scheuer have pointed out, has become
au issue of national imperative to this country.

This is a timely hearing. Last week Secretary Dole announced
that we are embarking on a new agenda, a work force quality
agenda, a series of initiatives which addresses many of the most
compelling work force issues that we think are now before us and
I'll highlight these over the next few minutes.

As America approaches the final decade of the 20th century, sev-
eral critical factors are convening which must elevate the quality
of our work force on the domestic policy agenda.

You all know, and the rest of the country is fast becoming aware,
that our laber force is growing slower and we are entering a period
not only of a skills gap but a numbers gap for workers themselves.

The restructuring of the American economy will continue with a
resultant need for a higher level, wider range of basic skills in the
work force. Rapid technology change and the fundamental shifts in
the nature of work require a work force that is both highly skilled
and highly adaptive. Workers need basic literacy skills which in-
clude cognitive skills that enable an individual to continue to learn
and adjust to work situations.

The productivity of the American work force will rely largely on
the quality of our human capital and will be a decisive factor in
our competitiveness in the global marketplace. Within this market-
place are countries whose industries are technologically advanced,
whose workers are well educated and highly skilled. Thus, Ameri-
can industries must continue to upgrade their processes and their
work force in order to maintain a competitive position in the world
market.

An increasing portion ol labor market entrants will move into
the market unprepared for the job opportunities, as Congressman
Scheuer has just pointed out; 25 percent or about a million itu-
dents drop out of high schools annually. Of the 2.4 million who do
graduate, approximately 25 percent are functionally illiterate
unable to read or write at the eighth grade level. The average high
school student in Japan outperforms the top 5 percent of America's
students in a test of math and science skills.
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Indeed, we may be witnessing a new population of disadvantaged
young people, those unable to step up to the career starting line,
not solely because of proverty backgrounds but rather due to a seri-
ous lack of skills and a lack of motivation needed f3r the demands
of entry-level industrial and service jobs.

The skills of a large number of current workers are now obsolete
or soon will be made obsolete-by changes in technology. Additional-
ly, at least 20 million, possibly as many as 40 million adults experi-
ence substantial illiteracy problems.

The subject of this hearing, "Crisis in.the Workplace," is very ap-
propriate, for unfortunately our societybusiness, labor, education,
government, and the community at largehas not yet responded
meaningfully to the problems I have cited and to the work force
quality challenge of the future.

Busiriess Week magazine stated: "* * * after years of neglect,
the problem of human capital has become a crisis." It is not an ex-
aggeration to state that America's economic future is imperiled by
the inadequacy of the basic literacy of our workers.

The task before us is both urgent and massive. We must assure
that within the next few years each youngster entering our schools
will have the opportunity to master the basic skills he or she will
need to function.

The Department's plan for action announced by the Secretary
last we3k is designed to deal with the complex and multifaceted
task of bringing America's work force to the level and quality
which will be needed in the 1990's. Let me highlight the major
points:

One, norms for work force readiness.
The recent education summit in Charlottesville marked an im-

portant milestone on the road to building a quality work force
through a national education strategy. The Department of Labor
has a special commitment to increasing the levels and quality of
basic literacy and educational achievement of youth entering the
labor market, in part through examining academic standards and
curricula to ensure that they meet the needs of today's workplace.
We are considering the need of achievement norms which will be
an expression of the critical elements needed to assure work readi-
ness. Students who have reached the competency levels required by
those norms would generally be ready to enter the work force.

Secretary Dole will establish a high-level commission of business,
labor, and education leaders to consider the achievement norms
employers require as a minimum level for entry-level work. This
advice could be used to tailor reading, math, diagnostic skills, and
other curriculums to the needs of local business and industr3.

Two, credentialing.
Increasing evidence points to work-based learning as the most ef-

fective method of skill acquisition because this method of experien-
tial learning generally workP best for individual learners because
the training can be tailored to the employer's needs.

We propose a two-tiered strategy for raising the skill level of
America's work force: First, to strengthen the current apprentice-
ship system; second, to encourage expansion of structured work-
based training which incorporates successful features of the ap-
prenticeship system.



There are a number of industries that have outstanding training
programs based on these theses. Workers receive training and in-
struction which are widely accepted and which sex.% e as portable
credentials.

We believe this principle should be extended t, other industries,
particularly many in the rapidly expanding service sector. Secre-
tary Dole will appoint a high-level commission on workplace train-
ing with representation from industry, labor, and education to ex-
amine the value of such a structured training system in the work-
place.

Third, school-to-work transition.
The Department of Labor is very much concerned with what

happens to students after they leave schools, especially the 50 per-
cent of young people who do not go on to higher education. These
are the youngsters traditionally known as the fnrgotten half. The
United States is one of the few Western nations without a formal-
ized school-to-work transition system. With our work force growing
at its slowest rate in 40 years, we can no longer afford such a loss.

We will fund a series of demonstration programs to test the inno-
vative models which assist the school-to-work population. Next
spring, we will convene a national conference of employers and
union and educators and training professionals to review and dis-
cuss such a system and to share programs. We will examine ways
to improve the assistance to the noncollege youth in their transi-
tion to work.

Fourth, work-based training.
Over two-thirds of America's work force in the year 2000 are cur-

rently working today. We will have to move beyond programs for
future workers and devote needed attention to upgrading the skills
of current workers. America's employers only spend about 1 3 per-
cent of payroll expenses on formal training programs. Given the
demographics of the labor force of the future, business must !n-
crease this proportion.

In the United States, we have traditionally looked to employers
to provide the job-specific skills needed in our economy. While em-
ployers spend about $30 billion per year for formal training and
anywhere from $90 billion to $180 billion for informal training,
they may have to greatly expand that level of expenditure to meet
the competitive pressure of the global marketplace.

There may be ways that the Federal Government can assist em-
ployers and workers to increase the investment in training, primar-
ily because such investments in the development of human capital
will yield tangible economic returns, as do investments in physical
capital. With the assistance of management and labor, we will ex-
amine the incantives to employers to invest in the education and
training of their workers.

And finally, this yeal the Labor Department has introduced
amendments in the Job Training Partnership Act, which is the
most successful training program ever undertaken. It can be im-
proved. The disadvantaged and underprivileged people of this
nation who need to take advantage of the opportunities in this
workplace can be better served by improving the programs that we
are successfully using today to reach this population.
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Legislation amending JTPA was submitted by the Department to
the Congress earlier this year. Within the framework of that
public-private partnership and local flexibility, we would propose to
better target, enhance the program quality, increase program ac-
countability and achieve a more comprehensive, coordinated
system to ensure a higher level standard of outcome.

Senator Gore, we think that these initiativeg, are imperative in
order to improve the overall quality of our work force and to
ensure that young people coming into school today can effectively
assume that they can succeed in the wurkplace when they enter it
and graduate from school.

At this time I would be pleased to take any questions that you
may have.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Jones follows:]

1 0
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PFEPARED STATEMENT Or ROBERTS T. JONES

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Commie.se:

I am pleased to have the opportunity to testify before you

today on the challenges tn our economic future brought on by

expanding worldwide competition, technological change, and

siqnificant demograp%ic shifts in the composition of our work

force.

This hearing is vexy timely. As your letter of invitation

notes, October 8-14 was National Job Skills Week. This was an

official opportunity for all us to examine and renew our

commitment to developing and maintaining a competitive and

productive work force. Secretary Dole has Just announced that we

are embarking on a Workforrn Quality Agenda -- a series of

initiatives which address many of the most compelling work.Sorce

issues now before us. I will highlight these in my testimony.

As Amer:Ica approaches the final decade of the 20th century,

several critical factors are converging which must elevate the

quality of our work force on the domestic policy agenda.

First, we are moving from a labor surplus to a labor

shortage job market. The labor.force is g,Towing much more slowly

as a result of declining birth .!ates and changes in immigration

policies. The pool of young workers is shrinking thereby

requiring employers to look beyond their traditional sources for

1 1
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requiring employers tc look beyond their traditional sources for

entry level workers. While, in absolute numbers, the supply of

labor iz projected to be adequate to meet employment demands,

greater percentages of the labor force vill be comprised of those

groups which have traditionally faced the greatest barriers to

full participation in the labor force.

The mstructuring of the Amorican economy v111 continue vith

a rescltant need for a higher level and wider range of basic

skills in the vork force. Rapid technological change and the

fundamental shifts in the natwee of work require a vork force

that is both highly skilled end highly adaptive. Workers need

basic literacy skills vhich include cognitL7e skills that enable

an individual to contir.e to learn and adjust to work situations.

For example, studies estimate that the "occupational half-life,"

tho time it takos for one-half of workers, skills to become

obsolete, has declined from 7-14 years to 3-5 years (National

Research Council, 1986). For some companies this period is much

shorter.

The productivity of the American vork force vill rely

largely on the quality of our human capital and vill be a

decisive factor in our competitiveness in the global marketplace.

Within this marketplace aYe countries whose industries are

technologically advanced and whose workers are well-educated and

highly skilled. Thus, American industries must continue to

upgrade their processes and their vork force in order to maintain

a competitive position in the vorld market.
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An increasing proportion of labor market entrants will move

into the job market unprepared for the available job

opportunities. Twenty-five percent, or about a million students

drop out of our high schools annually. Of the 1.4 million who do

graduate, approximately 25% aresfunctionally illiterate -- unable

to read or write at the vighth grade level. The average high

school student in Japan outperforms the top 5% of America's

students in tests of math and science skills.

Indeed, vs may be witnessing a new population of

disadvantaged young people, those unable to step up to the career

starting line, not solely because of poverty backgrounds, but

rather due to a serious lack of skills and lack of motivation

needed for the demands of entry-level industrial and service

industry jobs.

The skills of a large number of current vorkers are now

obsolete or soon will,bs made obsolete by Changes in technology.

Additionally, at least 20 million, and possibly as many as 40

million adults experience substantial literacy problems.

The subject of this hearing, "Crisis in Workplace: The

Mismatch of Jobs and Skills, is very apprppriate, for

unfortunately our society -- business, labor, education,

government, the community at-large -- has not yet responded

meaningfully to the problems I bave cited and to the vork force

quality challenge of the future. Or, as Business Week magazine

has stated, "after years of neglect, the problem o" human capital

has income a cr. ;is." It is not an exaggeration to Ltate that
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America's economic future is imperiled by the inadequacy of the

basic littracy, mathematical and critical thinking skills of our

workers.

The task before us is both urgant ind massive in scope; ve

must assme that, vithin the next fev yearn, each youngster

entering our schools vill have the opportunity to master the

basic skills h or she will need to function effectively in

tomorrow's job market.

The Department of Labor's plan of action announced by

Secretary Dole last week is designed to deal with the complex and

multifaceted task of bringing America's work force to the level

and quality vhich '1: be neaded in the 1990s. I vant to

highlight some of the key features of the plan.

1_4_10111-1.9.r--10Ikftaraandli-MUTI

The recent Education Summit in Charlottesville marked an

important milestone on the road to building a quality workforce

through a national education strategy. While the Department of

Education is working with the States and localities on reform of

the educational system, there are initiatives that can be

undertaken by the Labor Department to complement this effort --

particularly in the area of building on the connection betveen

educational excellence and business success.

The Department of Labor has a special commitment to

increasing the levels and quality of basic literacy and

educational tchievement of youth entering the labor market, in

part through examining academic standards and curricula to assure

t4
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that they meet the needs of today's workplace. Us are

considering the need for achievement norms which will be an

expression of the critical elements needed to assure work

readiness. Students who have reached the competency levels

required by those norms would generally be ready for entry into

the workplace.

Secretary Dole will establish a high level commission of

business, labor and education leaders to consider the achievement

norms employers requirq as as a minimal level for entry to work.

The advice could be used to tailor reading, math and diagnostic

skills to the needs of local business and industry.

Credentialinq

Increasing evidence points to work-based learning as the

most effective method of skill acquisition because this method of

experiential learning generally works best for individual

learners and because the training can be tailored to the

employer's needs. We propose a two-tiercd strategy for raising

the skill level of America's work force: first, to strengthen the

current apprenticeship system, and second to encourage expansion

of structured work-based training which incorporates successful

features of apprenticeship.

There are a number of industries that have outstanding

training programs Lased on apprenticeship. Workers receive

training and instruction which are widely accepted and which

serve as "portable credentials." Employers throughout the

industry know precisely what skills are possassed by those who
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complete tho program, and the process of matching employees with

employers is greatly expedited.

We believe this principle should be extended to other

industries -- particularly many in the rapidly expanding service

sector. Secretary Dole will appoint a hi 'I-level national

advisory board on workplace training with representation from

industry, labor, education and government to examine the value of

structured training in the workplace.

school to V,Irk Trsnsition

The Department of Labor is very much concerned with what

happens to students after they leave school -- especially the 50%

of out young people who do not go on to higher education. These

are the youngsters, who tragically, have become Ynown as "The

forgotten Half." The United States is one of the few western

nations without a formalized school-to-work transition. With our

workforce growing et its slowest rate in 40 years, we can't

afford this.

We will fund a series of demonstration projects to test

innovative models which assist tlus mdmol-to-work population.

one example might be a work-based "2 + 2" Program, where students

spend their last two years in high school, and two years in a

community college, pursuing an integrated curriculum both in the

classroom and the workplace. Employers would participate in such

a program through a partnership with education, and by hiring and

training the students during the learning process.
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Next spring, we will convene a national conference of

employers, unions, educators, and training professionsla to

review and discuss the school-to-work issues and te. J.are

effective programs. We will also examine ways to imp re

assistance to non-college youth in their tranpition to work.

Work-Based Training

Since over two-thirds of America's workforce in tne year

2000 are Currently working today, we will also move beyond

programs for future workers, and devote needed attention to

upgrading the skills of our current workers. Currently,

America's employnrs only spend 1.3% of payroll expenses on formal

training programs. Given the demcgraphics of the labor force of

the future, business may need to Increase this proportion.

in the United States, we have traditionally looked to

employers to provide the job-specific skills needed in our

economy. While employers spend about $30 billion per year for

formal training ane anywhere from $90 billion to $180 billion for

informal training, they may have to greatly expand that level of

expenditure to meet the competitive pressures of the global

marketplace.

There may be ways that tts federal government can assist

employere and workars to increask their investments in training,

primarily because such invest%ents in the devnlopment of'human

car'tal will yield tangible economic returns, as Oo investments

in physical capital. Rith the assistance of manageasnt and labor

we will examine the incentives to employers to invest in the
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education anA training of their workers.

Job Trainins'Eartnershtp'Act

The Labor Department's Job Training Partnership Act is the

most successful training program ver undertaken, but we believe

we can use this program even more effectively to address a

changing work place and work force. Xany disadvantaged youth and

adults have an urgent need for basic skills training, such as

literacy and remedial education.

Legislation amending JTPA was submitted by the Department of

Labor to the Congress earlier this year. Within the framework of

maintaining the public-private partnership and local flexibility

that are the cornerstones of the current JTPA program we seek to:

o better target JTPA progrars on youth and adults most at-risk

of failure in the job market;

o enhance program quality throcgh individual assessments,

service strategies, and addrassing basic skills

deficiencies;

o increase program accountability by enhancing performance

standards and establishing achievement objectives for

program participants; and

o achieve a more comprehensive, coordinated human resource

system.

We believe these amendments will improve the JTPA program

and make it responsive to the labor market of the 1990s. We hope

that the Congress will complete action on the legislation in the

near future.
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Mr. chairman, this concludes my prepared remarks. At this

time I would be pleased to answer any questions that you or other

Committee rclqbers may have.
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Senator GORE. Well, thank you very much for your statement,
Mr. Jones, we appreciate that very much.

On October 18 the Secretary of Commerce, Mr. Mosbacher, testi-
fied before another committee in the Senate that the United States
has obtained all the mileage possible from the lowered dollar and
will now need to con 'entrate on improving the quality of its prod-
ucts in order to make any further progress on the trade deficit.

Is it your testimony here today that poor educat'un and inad-
equate job skills are currently halting the cclapetitiveness of
American industry, or is this merely a prospective problem?

Mr. JONES. No, I think it's absolutely the case that the education,
training, and skill level of our work force across its full spectrum
distinctly impact our ability to compete and our ability to produce.

Not only do financial issues now cross international lines, but
technology crosses international lines, natural resources are no
longer a constraint, as we've seen in years past. The one single
issue over which we have the ability to control our contribution to
a marketplace edge is the quality of the work force and the process
that one uses to produce that material.

This country has always kept itself on the leading edge of the
process for production and can continue to do so with relative ease.
The main issue is the new emerging relationship of understanding
the investment in education and training as an absolute quality
contributor in product outcome.

Senator GORE. Do you happen to know what the total amount
spent on education today is?

Mr. JONES. About $330 billion is the figure that's generally used.
I think it's very difficult to ascertain that in total in the public
education system. There are figures as high as about $30 or so bil-
lion in the private sector if one uses formal, infoi mal, and higher
level manager training. The figures I UR :1 in my testimony are
more generally used.

There is also, Senator, a figure recently published showing about
a $268 billion cost of those who are failures in our education
system. It is interesting to note that we are spending almosi as
much because of the failures in our system as we are for the educa-
tion of our work force itself.

Senator GORE. Well, that's the point I was getting to. According
to rec:Int studies, American businesses, American employers are
havbg to spend almost as much to repair the damage and upgrade
the skills that were not acquired in our education system as was
spent to educate these individuals in the first place. Do you agree
with those numbers?

Mr. JONEs. Absolutely. Absolutely. And will continue, Senator,
for the next few years, no matter what changes we make. If we are
able to rise to the challenge, as the Nation seems to be ready to do,
right -now e must understand that it still takes 15 years to edu-
cate a young person coming through that school system today. So if
we are to succeed, you can't solve it overnight, there's a leadtime
here. And during that period of time industry, unfortunately, will
be faced with continuing to address its own work force and its abili-
ty to adapt to these changes.

Senator GORE. It has become a cliche to point out that we're in a
global marketplace now. That fact is abundan4 obvious to all who

0
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have eyes to see. And in the past, entry in the world marketplace
has meant that many American industries were penalized by the
higher value in their finished products that comes from a higher
wage scale.

But the level of automation is now reaching the point in many
industries where that percentage of the final product's value is low
enough, that percentage represented by labor costs is at a level
where it is loss significant in determining the competitiveness of
U.S. products in the world market overall.

We are on tile threshold, therefore, of reentering many manufac-
turing fields where we used to be successful but -then fell behind.
The key to taking advantage of this opportun.ty, however, is
having a work force capable of dealing with the increased levels of
automation and the new technology that make that automation
possible.

Can we acquire those skills in our work force in time to take ad-
vantage of this new opportunity?

Mr. JONES. Well, I think the answer is we must. I don't think it's
a question of can we. Obviously, we can, but more importantly we
must. If, in fact, it is the quality of the work force and educational
level needed to fill those particular jobs to maintain a quality
standard and a quality produCt, then that's the answer and we
must set about doing it. The four or five points that we outlined we
think are important to that particdar outcome.

Part of it is the school system, where we must set norms and
standards and begin to teach to those levels to ensure that those
people coming through the system don't have to be remediated, but
can move effectively into the work force. And the second part is to
create a training system, both in the school to work and in the
workplace in this country that is an investment target, that moves
the quality of that process up and ensures both worker and employ-
er that they have the necessary skills to succeed in that workplace.
It can be done. But it requires in effect making the 1990's and
years beyond the age of human resources. This is the issue of in-
vestment.

Senator GORE. Why do you think it's so hard to get people to
take this :ssue seriously?

Mr. JONFS. I think one of the greatest prides in this country has
been our public education system and the ability in this country to
come through that education system, to move into the workplace
and the ultimate American dream of anyone who does that and
works hard can work up to the top of the process.

We've changed the rules and we forgot to tell the American
people that that system no longer gets you there. The education
syster- 'oes not today prepare most entry-level people for the work
force they're about to enter and, second, you don't get in the com-
pany and participate in an upwardl:r mobile job growth opportuni-
ty without basic skills. It's the ultimlte of absolute discrimination.

Senator GORE. So we're enerating o. lie basis of an illusion that
we've carried with us froni the past: it used to be true but it's no
longer true, is that basically it?

Mr. JONES. I think that's it. It's not an illusion, it's in fact the
primacy of the American dream and it will continue to be. But the
rules of how to actuate it :lave changed al d it's absolutely impera-
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tive that we L,.s a society and a country adapt our systems to ensure
that everyone still has access to that dream.

Senator GORE. My children sometimes watch "Road Runner" car-
toons. And you may be famiiiar with the scenes in which Wylie
Coyote is racing at full speed and comes to the edge of the cliff and
keeps on racing and his feet keep on moving and only when he
looks down and realizes that thc ground is no longer underneath
him does he fall rapidly to the canyon floor.

It seems to me that we are in a similar position, assuming that
we still have the ground beneath our feet in the form of a good
solid educational system that will prepare us for the future, and
yet when we look down and see how A's actually functioning, we
find that disaster looms unless we quickly find a way to meet
thisto solve this problem.

Let me conclude my questions at this point. I want to welcome
Congressman Martinez.

Congressman Scheuer has questions for Secretary Jones. I'm in-
formed that Congressman Martinez has to chair a hearing. If it
will not be disconcerting, I might suggest that we will ask Con-
gressman Martinez to deliver his statement now, I'll then recognize
Congress Scheuer for questions to Secretary Jones, if that's amena-
ble.

[Representative Scheuer nodding affirmatively.]
Senator GORE. Congressman Martinez, you're my partner in

many of these efforts and we've worked on National Job Skills
Week together and a number of other matters and, of course, as
chairman of the subcommittee in the House, you've been an out-
standing leader in these fields and we're delighted to have you
here this morning.

Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF HON. MATTHEW G. MARTINE:, A U.S REPRE-
SENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE 30TH CONGRESSIONAL
DISTRICP OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
Representative MARTINEZ. Thank you very much, Senator Gore.

Of course, like you say, we have collaborated on quite a few things
and it's been enjoyable and rewarding.

Let me say before I start my statement that 1 also have had the
pleasure of working with Mr. Jones for over an 8-year period now
and I've found that he's very cooperative and he s very intuitive
about the issues and situations that exist out there. What we both
need, Senator, is a lot -of cooperation from a lot of other people,
both in the House and in the administration, to work toward ac-
complishing some of the goals that we have.

Let me start. It's my distinct pleasure, of course, to appear here
before you. As the chairman of the House Employment Opportuni-
ties Subcommittee, I have a deep concern for issues of employment
and productivity. In addition, I have had the honor of being the
joint sponsor with you, Senator Gore, of the annual resolut;on des-
ignating Job Skills Week to underscore need for job nkills training
in our nation.

Senator Gore, as President Kennedy once observed, if we as a
nation work together to invest in the future, then when the eco-
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nomic tide of well-being comes it will raise all the boats in the
water. If, however, we do not take those long-term measures to pro-
vide for the market needs of the future, then, as a nation we will
fail to attain our global and economic destiny.

Let me begin with some observations, which I will present as the
bad news before I give you the good news.

We are in the midst of a war for the hearts and minds of ,,:::-
nation's youth and, thus, for much of our nation's future. Every
day local news accounts are filled with stories of teenage violence,
drug addiction and trafficking, teena3e and juvenile pregnancy,
and the school dropout crisis.

Our nation is one of the least literate countries in the world,
with minority student dropout rates in some cities reaching 75 per-
cent. In addition, older and displaced workers are finding their lack
of literacy an absolute bar to finding jobs in an increasingly serv-
ice-oriented economy.

Skilled industries, such as the emerging high-tech industries, are
finding it harder and harder to meet their labor needs.

Welfare dependency is becoming an intractable problem; severe
malaise and generational cycles of poverty and welfare dependency
ensure a permanent underclass society which is not being produc-
tive while siphoning away limited public resources.

The manufacturing and basic industry sector of our economy are
leaving the American shores sometimes never to return again
unless we do something and do something quickly. While the jobs
in the labor market are moving to service industries which, as I in-
dicated earlier, require greater levels of education, our labor force
is growing older. More mature is another way to put it. By the year
2020, almost one-third of our working population will be over the
age of 50.

We are also facing the feminization of pove:ty. By the year 2000,
100 percent of all families living in poverty will be headed by a
female.

Finally, the critical question to be asked behind the surface issue
of how to focus policies is the age-old one: who pays for what a.1:1
how much?

The fortunate thing for us is that there are solutions to these
problems. Not because I have faithwhich I certainly do, I have
faith in America's innate resourcefulness and the pragmatic can-do
attitude typified by our nationbut because the key elements of
programs and resource bases are already in place.

There are some essential ingredients for tackling our work force
problems. First, as a society we must adhere to value systems of
personal, family, and local responsibility. Not surprisingly, Federal
interventions have not been entirely, and can never be, adequate to
instill values or work ethic, professional responsibility and commit-
ment to other members of family and society. Many, many innova-
tive programs on human resource development arP generated at
the local levels which can be replicated elsewhere

Second, work force development must focus on long-term invest-
ment in long-term skills. Short-term fixes, except for some benefit
of accumulating job experience and mirimal work attachment, will
generally only get short-term results. On the whole, skills training
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needs to be augmented by cognitive quality skills training and sup-
port service assistance to be successful.

Support assistance includes mundane but critical concerns such
as transportation, medical coverage for the family, child care and
career and other forms of counseling. It should be emphasized that
most studies show that the most flexible and beneficial long-term
skill that an individual can acquire is education, a good basic edu-
cation.

We have in the past, in different studies and hearings that we
have held in our subcommittee, found out that in the long term if a
person has a good basic education, they may change jobs often but
they will always be able to get work. In the long run, I believe that
it's easier to educate and motivate than to incarcerate.

Fourth, all approaches to job skill planning and implementation
must be accomplished in partnership between the public and pri-
vate sector. The private sector must be utilized for its direct vendor
and purchaser expertise, resource base and creatiiity. These part-
nerships are essential if we are to achieve full productivity and em-
ployment.

Fifth, we must use all current systems in a way which a- 's du-
plication and ensures that various systems work with each .er to
deliver the final workplace product, a prepared worker.

We are all aware that varbus institutions such as education, job
training institutions, welfare and economic development, vocation-
al and adult education, and apprentice systems jealously guard
their turfs and moneys and never work with each other as part of
a whole unit. This must change.

Sixth, any on-going program or system or new programs must be
driven by the outcome and performance measures that reflect not
only the program goals but the needs of the business corn:trinity.
While it is not a popular notion, government must take an agres-
sive leadership role in providing technical assistance and in moni-
toring and enforcing the efficiency of the public programs. This
notion of performance measures and outcomes shoulcl be tied to the
larger notion that as a nation we demand quality and competence
in any pmgrammatic and personal endeavor that we engage in.

Seventh, in a similar vein oc- outcomes, all public programs and
moneys must be tied to a system of accountability. We are spend-
ing tax dollars and must hold officials and programs accountable
for outcomes and assessability. While we want local flexibility, we
cannot condone fraud and lack of program accountability or direc-
tion. While cognizant of the general reaction against redtape, to
implement successful programs we still need relevant data. We
need to use- data in a better way to square programs with desired
outcomes.

Eighth, knowledge must be institutionalized as a r2source base.
There is no reason that local and State, as well as private sector,
initiatives can't be replicated elsewhere. There's no reason to rein-
vent the wheel when so many successful and alternative methods
exist to accomplish the same labor resource objectives.

Finally, and very importantly, we must eradicate from our work-
place any and all vestiges of discrimination and artificial barriers
to employment oppurtunities. As a nation, we can only be as pro-
ductive and healthy as our weakest and least productive link.
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As a nation of immigrants from other cultures, our strength has
been our diversity and our pursuit of the unified American dream.
Our elderly, our displaced, and our disabled all have a lifetime of
wisdom and experience as well as a talent to offer us. We must
harness all of our nation's precious human resource in order to suc-
ceed in the coming millennium.

I will end my discussion at this point with the good news: That
our na' m's private sector and our public sector education and
training systems are more than capable of meeting the challenge of
work forcc- 2000. The manner in which we approach the next
decade of challenges and accountability will restore America to the
forefront of the free world countries.

I began my statement by referring to the economic tide of well-
being that will raise all the boats when we as a country prosper.
On an individual level, I offer a parable from the bible that is ap-
propriate: If you feed a hungry person, you merely feed him for one
day. But if you and I can somehow teach our nation's citizens how
to fist. for themselves, then we will have fed them for the rest of
their lives. This is the critical role ofjob skills and educatiou train-
ing and what it means to our country.

Senator Gore, I commend you for your thoughtfulness and con-
cern on behalf of our nation f.r holding this hearing and trust that
in Congress we will emerge with a meaningful solution to this
crisis of the workplace.

I thank you again for inviting me.
Senator GORE. Thank you.
We're delighted to have iat statement and I want to again com-

mend you on the leadership you have for so long provided on this
issue

I don't have any questions and I know you have to get back to
chair that hearLig, but I want to afford my colleagues any opportu-
nity they want to take to question you.

Representative SCHEUER. Well, I just want to congratulate Con-
gressman Martinez for his insight and his leadership and his cour-
age in coming and saying some hard facts that have to be said. It
isn't easy for him, as a distinguished leader of a minority commu-
nity, the Hispanic community, to put the facts on the table. Yet, he
has done so fearlessly, very thoughtfully and I congratulate him for
the outstanding leadership that you're contributing, Congressman.

Representative MARTINEZ. Congressman Scheuer, I thank you
very much for those kind words.

You know, as a Hispanic and a member of a minority communi-
ty, I'm concerned about them. But I'm concerned about all Ameri-
cans.

You know, what we don't realize is that many of those ghetto
neighborhoods that we talked about, they're not only poor Hispan-
ics there that are suffering and they're not only poor blacks and
not only poor Asians, there are a lot of other people who are living
in those circumstances because they don't hove e ,57 alternatives.
And we haven't done enough to provide the ahernatives.

And what we need to do is open our eyesand it's not that we
haven't opened eta. eyes. As I said earlier, Mr. Jones, over at the
Department of Labor, as long as I've known him over the 8 years,
I've always known that he has intuitively known what the prob-
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lems are. But there's the restriction of money, there's the restric-
tion of control from different governme, agencies and the admin-
.:stration and Congress and what they can do.

But as Senator Gore said earlier, are we insensitive to the situa-
tion or why don't we know that it exists. I think there are a lot of
people that do know it exists. But I don't think until the general
public becomes aware of how much this is a factor to our well-
being into the future will they start to react and create the politi-
cal precsure that needs to be created to L'ause us to do the things
we have to do.

Representative SCHEUER. Congressr an, let me respond to that.
I think you have done a marvelous job in alerting the American

public. In fact, you have succeeded. The American public is so far
ahead of the Congress and the administration in their awareness of
the inadequacies, the gross failure of our American education
system, it's pathetic.

We in the administration and in the Congress are a bunch of
dumbbells. The American public understands the situation far
better than we do. As a matter of fact, Lou Harris testified 2 years
ago at a hearing that I conducted-9 days of hearings on what we
have to do to achieve a competitive work forcehe testified that he
questioned Americans, "Would you be willing to pay an extra 2
percent in taxes if it went to education purposes?" and something
like three-quarters of thorn said yes. They're aware of the problem.

We have maybe 15 Governor.. around the country, Democrats,
Republicans, the whole works, who have spent major funds, State
funds on education. And they have benefitednot only has their
State education benefited, but. they've been rewarded at the polls
by their citizens who paid the extra taxes gladly to achieve a better
education s:, m.

So I feel that you have really done your job to a fare-thee-well.
The American pubr: is well ahead of us on the loop and it's about
Able we caught up with the public's awareness of the desperate sit-
uation our American education system is in.

Representative MARTINEZ. Amen. Thank you, Congressman
Scheuer.

Senator GORE. Congressman Obey, do you have any questions for
Congressman Martinez?

Rc.presentative Om I don't haw_ any questions. I simply want
to apologize for not being ..ere to hear your statement. I m sorry
I'm late.

I do want to say I disagree with Congressman Scheuer, I don't
think were dumbbells, dumbbells have weight. [Laughter.]

And in fact, this town has lost all weight because it isn't serious
any more on these issues. It attacks these pliblems with all of the
determination of a featherweight.

Representative MARTINEZ. I agree with ynu. I get so frustrated so
many times because I can see the probiems there and I talk to
people like Mr. Joues, Senator Gore, Congressman Scheuer. and
the rest of you and still we don't move.

I mean, it's obvious. Last year when we had an opportunity to
pass the Engiish Proficiency Act, which would provide moneys for
community-based organizations to instruct people to learn Eng-
lishbecause without learning English you're not going to do well
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in schoolthose kids that are in school need more bilingual educa-
tion, and I'm not saying that bilingual education is for everyone,
there are some kids that overcome the languag:. barrier without it.
But for those that do need it, we should provide it. And there are a
lot of programs like that that we don't act quickly enough on.

And I guess I have to agree with you, Congressman Scheuer, the
public is aware of it and they're telling us but we're moving very
slowly.

And I agree with you, Congressman Obey, we're moving too
slowly, and we ought to come to grips with that because if we don't
we're going to have some real problems.

Thank you.
Senator GORE. Thank you, Congressman. We appreciate your ap-

pearance here.
Mr. Jones, thank you for your patience. We're going to resume

our questioning of you after your excellent statement.
Congressman Scheuer.
Representative SCHEUER. Well thank you, Senator.
Mr. Jones, I've never met you before and I don't want you to

take any of my remarks in a personal way. But you're the guy
that's here, you're the only guy I can kick around.

Two years ago I had your predecessor here--
Mr. JONES. Yes, sir.
Representative SCHEUER [continuing]. With the same title, Roger

Semerad. Republican in good standing. And I had his boss, the Sec-
retary of Labor, Bill Brock, a terrific guy. They gave brilliant testi-
mony on exactly, precisely the subject on which you testified today.

Yet here we are reinventing the wheel. I almost went into cardi-
ac arrest Viten I heard you say you're going to have a conference
next spring on what to do about this problem. Mr. Jones, we don't
have to reinvent the wheel.

I had a set of hearings over 9 days and we came up with a lot of
good answers. But there were hearings before that and hearings
after that. This subject has been so studied and mulled over and
thought over and raked over. We don't need another study, we
don't need nother conference next spring.

I suggest that you go back to your office, call former Secretary
Bill Brock, call former Assistant Secretary for Employment and
Training, the same title that you now hold, Roger Semerad, and
have lunch with them some day. And you'll put together one hell
of an action program and you won't have to wait until next spring.

We had a variety of Governors, Governor Bill Clinton, represent-
ed the National Governors' Association, Edward Dupree of Rhode
Island, Robert Orr of Indiana, Richard Wylie of South Carolina,
James Hunt of North Carolina.

Here are the corporations, the Fortune 500 corporations where
either their chief executive officer or somebody damned close to
CEO testified before us, urging us, appealing to us, cajoling us: Du
Pont, IBM, TRW, Motorola, Aetna Life Insurance Co., Proctor &
Gamble, and Telesys.

What more do you want? What more do you want, Mr. Jones?
Why do we have to wait 8 months for you to convene yet another
group to put together a program that will probably take them 3 to
6 months. So we'll be here a year from now looking at yet another
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report. Why can't you hit the deck running, come to us on the first
day of the second half of the 101st Congress and give us a legisla-
tive program?

Representative Martinez and the three of us up here will greet a
sound, well thought out program with joy and with enthusiasm and
with birartisan support.

As I said before, the American people are so far ahead of us, the
administration and the Congress, so far ahead on the loop it's just
painful. We seem to be uncapable of governing. To govern, you
have to be sensitive and responsive to situations out there. And
this situation has been drummed into us time and time and time
again.

I don't want to read you the conclusions from my reportI
could, it woule take 5 minutes. They're the same conclusions you're
giving us now and the same conclusions your group next spring is
going to give us next fall. When are we going to get to the job of
doing it?

A very good start, I would suggest, is to fully fund the Head
Start program.

Right now our county is so spoiled, so self-indulgent, so oblivious
to the future, so committed to a consumer binge in the present,
that while we're borrowing $160 billion a year to buy consumer
electronics and cars from abroad we don't have the guts and the
integrity and the caring about the future of this country to fund a
program, a proven program that helped kids who are at desperate
risk of education failure.

We don't have the decency to spend $5,000 or $6,000 or $7,000 for
them over a 2-year period to help them make it. Giving them an
enriched preschool experience that can help kids from seriously de
prived homes: homes aithout a book, withoet a newspaper, without
a magazine, homes devoid of cerebral thought, kids that don't hear
a cognitive sentence or paragraph at home, kids who don't know
the days of the week when they come to school, don't know how to
tell time, don't know how to tell the difference betweek silk and
wool, kids who are out of it if they don't get some help in the form
of an enriched preschool program.

Head Start; it's a demonstrable success. It was the gem in the
crown of the poverty program. Why aren't we fully funding Head
Start for the $7 or $8 or $9 billion that it would cost? I have
an answer that I can accept. This is an investment. It is not an ex-
penditure, it is an investment in our most precious capital re-
source, our most precious capital, c human capital. Why cannot
the admin_Aration come up here and say they want to fully fund
Head Start?

It's not a matter of staffing, we could do it over a 2- or a 3-year
basis and we could pull in all kinds of school aids.

Many States are doing this. They're saying to the bus drivers
and the maintenance people and the people who serve -lunches: If
you want to help kids, come ol, in and we '11 give you a course for 2
or 3 or 4 or 5 months and then you'll help to man a Head Start
program.

After all, there are lots of mothers who manned a preschool en-
richment program. my mother did, your mother did, these mothers
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did, and they didn't get a hell of a lot of specialized education. And
yet they raised kids who could make it.

Why can't this administration come in to us next January with a
well thought out program for enriching our education system and
doing it now? And not force us to wait for a report that we'll get
maybe this time next year for a conference that you're calling next
spring.

It's ridiculous that we have to reinvent the wheel like this every
year or two.

Senator GORE. Do you want that question repeated, or do you
want to [laughter]--

Mr. JONES. Let me suggest, Congressman Scheuer, in the true es-
sence of the feeling that your comments are expressed, that I
would appreciate if we could go back just for 1 minute and focus on
what I said.

I disag:ee with you. We're not calling a conference next spring to
reinvent this wheel. We've been at the :eart of this discussion for
some time and we're ready to move on, to talk about solutions.

I don't think those solutions come in any instant legislative pack-
age that somehow miraculously hasn't been introduced up to this
point in time by a lot of people who are a lot smarter than I am. I
think it comes from some very difficult questions, and let me just
go back and name them.

If we are to change the products of the school system today,
whether it's the early group in Head Start or the later group in the
midyears or the high school failures that we having, then that's
not going to happen in a legislative package. It's going to ha 4)en
from some fundamental changes in the education system.

And what we called for, which I think is at the heart of every
discussion we are having with every one of the people you just
mentionedwith whom we consult constantlyis a call for a meet-
ing of educators and business people to set national norms of what
it takes to work in today's workplace and to begin to direct our
school systems, as Senator Gore pointed out, to teach to those
levels.

That's a major fundamental change in the system that we have
but it's probably the one you're going to he.,.e to undertake if we
want to change the outcome of the system in anything other than
just process ways.

And you can't legislate it; it doesn't exist today. We're going to
have to create what those norms are fi om the business world that's
working in a new workplace and a new system. It's going to have
to be done with credibility and it's going to have to ultimately be
done at the State and local levels. But there is a very significant
role of national leadership that can be played and I think that's
what we have proposed and what we're about.

Second, I think the issue of school to work and the issue of how
we structure training in our workplace are absolutely at the heart
of how to improve the quality of workers that are currently in that
system, along with the incentives for business to begin to invest, as
well as the States and the Federal Government.

Those are fundamental issues of what it takes to change the
state of play that's out there today. It's entirely possible, I'm sure,
that once the products of some of those efforts come out that per-
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haps legislative changes will take place. We v.ill propose some our-
selves.

But I would not stand in front of this committee and ever sug-
gest that anybody could walk in here today with the legislative an-
swers in those kinds of arenas that change the fundamental struc-
ture of our system in terms of its outcome n some instant way and
think that it's going to solve this problem.

Representative SCI1EUER. Mr. Jones, I agree with your goals, we
do have to make structural changes in our education system at the
State level and some changes at the Nationat level. The vocational
education system, to take one, is a disaster.

But these problems have been discussed and discussed and dis-
cussed ad nauseam. Business leaders were in here from the For-
tune 500 at hearings that took place 2 years ago, from late Septem-
ber until early December of 1987. We published our report in 1988.
And here we are at the end of 1989 and you're raising the i-,ame
problems that they raised 2 years ago, that we have to have a
nexus between the school system and the world of work.

We had all these corporate CEO's. I just read their corporations,
they testified to the same thing 2 years ago. There are programs in
New York City and elsewhere where there is a continuum between
the world of school and the world of work.

Why don't we just put together the programs? We know what to
do. We don't have to know everything before we do anything. And
we know a hell of a lot about things that State Governors and the
corporate CEO's from major Fortune 500 corporations say will
work that are being done now. We're doing this in New York City.

Why do we have to wait for a year from now for a report about
this conference you called for next spring? Why don't we just work
on the accumulated evidence and wisdom that has already been ac-
crued, that's part of the record?

If you sit down for lunch with Bill Brock and with Roger Se-
merad and with Admiral Jim Watkins who testified before us, who
is now our Secretary of Energy, in 2 hours they will sketch out a
programmatic design to vastly impi ove the efficacy of our school-
work situation and bring people into the work force with reading,
writing, and counting skills and the ability to process information
and make judgments on the job, which is the most important thing.

It has all been there. It's all there. Why don't we just do it? Why
don't you come in for a program of full funding for Head Start, the
indispensable precondition of education success for hundreds of
thousands of kids who are desperately at education risk?

These problems that you've addressed have been addressed
before. The problem of structural change in our school system has
been addressed before. There are peoplethese people that I men-
tioned to youplus and expert from the Carnegie Foundation,
Mark Tucker, who is executive director of the Carnegie Foundation
on Education and the Economythey've thought through this and
rethought through this and formulated programs. Why can't we
get at it?

Senator GORE. Do you want to respond?
Mr. JONES. Well, I think the only thing I would suggest is in fact

the very people you have mentioned are the ones that we're work-
ing with, who have, with us, agreed thet the agenda that we've out-
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lined here is the next step that ought to be taken in this process.
Every one of those people that you just mentioned has been work-
ing with us directly on these issues and we think these are the
steps that are necessary.

And I do not believe once again that there is an instant, immedi-
ate answer on school to work or credentialing or the norms in the
school system that any of the Governors or anyone else has put in
placethat's why they called for it themselves in the National
Education Summit. I think we are now into what those next steps
are, I think they're imperative and I think they're specific and I
thInk that changes will result from them.

Senator GORE. We're going to have to move on to Congressman
Obey, but let me interject one question, if I might, just to put a
focus on one part of Congressman Scheuer's question that I don't
think you have respLnded to:

Do you agree that Head Start is a successful part of any strategy
to upgrade the education levels and skills of our work force?

Mr. JONES. Indeed, I do.
Senator GORE. Why then do you not recommend full funding of

Head Start?
Mr. JONES. Well, No. 1, that's not myjob. But, No. 2--
Senator GORE. Well, would you recommend that here today?
Mr. JONES. I would recommend a whole series of chE_nges in

the---
Senator GORE. Would you include thatwould you recommend

full funding of Head Start?
Mr. JONES. Senator Gore, that decision, both in the administra-

tion and the Congress, has to be taken in context of the total in-
vestment in this discussion, not just one piece of it, whether it's
Head Start or whether it's--

Senator GORE. So you're not sure whether you would recommend
full funding of Head Start?

Mr. JONES. I would recommend funding of any program that we
think is necessary in this discussion to the extent that we can
afford to do that.

Senator GORE. Well let me just say, with all due respect, Mr.
Jones, I do respect your knowledge and the excellent work that
you've done in this field and I think you're a resource for the ad-
ministration to draw on.

But it might be that one reason our country has not moved for-
ward more boldly and effectively is that there has been lack of pre-
cision in communicating exactly what needs to be done. It's some-
times easier to simply describe the overwhelming urgency of the
problem than it is to really commit yourself to doing what's neces-
sary.

Everybodywith the exception of MI! Bennett, I think everybody
else agrees that Head Start has been a fabulous success, all the
studies indicate that. Everybody knows you get the biggest payoff
in early education. Yes, a lot of other things need to be done, true.
But we've pinned that down, we knew what needs to be done. We
know that it pays off handsomely many times over for each dollar
invested.

But for reasons that have to do wit!, the large context of the
budget, you're unwilling to say here., after all of the fine state-

al
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ments about how serious the problem is and how our n ttion's desti-
ny depends upon resolving it, you're unwilling to say, even on the
one program where there's no disagreement, we should fund that
program? You can't even say that.

Do you feel constrained and hog-t ed by the fact that the Presi-
dent of the United States is willing to swear on a stack of Bibles
that we don't need new taxes or siglificant structural changes on
the spending side, is that basically the reason why you're unwilling
to even recommend funding of Head Start?

Mr. Jorms. No, Senator Gore, I don't. And I think it's irresponsi-
ble for any of us to argue that the sole significant answer to thisissue should lie in whether we want to fund one program, anymore--

Senator GORE. I just said that. Of course, there are other pro-grams that are needed.
Mr. JONES [continuing]. Than the Congress itself has not ad-dressed that same issue over the last 4 or 5 years, any more than

the administration has. Because they don't balance it one-on-one; it
has to be balanced in the context of the othei issues that are in the
education continuum.

Senator GORE. Well, let's just leave it in this big vague morassand nothing will get done and we'll continue to just be dead in the
water on this. I mean, that's the recommendation that comes afterthe fine statements.

And I don't want this to sound personal. I really do respect yourwork on this issue. And I think I understand why you're reluctant
to recommend specific answers to it.

:gut the problem is serious enough now that we have to get
beyond this impasse. And people like you, who know what needs tobe done, have to be willing to stick their necks out a little bit andsay, look, I'm tired of going up to Congress and dancing aroundthis issue with vague pronouncements. I recommend publicly thatwe do the following things, Mr. President, a, b, c through z. Andthen let the chips fall where they may.

But that's obviously not going to happen this morning.
Congressman Obey.
Representative OBEY. Senator Gore, I don't want to take a lot ofLine; I'd prefer to hear the panels. Let me simply ask Mr. Jonestwo questions:
What do you think we can expect the administration to do with

Job Corps in the coming years?
The reason I ask that comes from wearing my other hat as amember of the House Labor, Health, Education and Social Services

Appropriations Subcommitteethe titles get longer than the workday on those subcommittees these days.
But, as you know, for a number of years we had to battle recom-mendations to gut the Job Corps in the previous administration

and then, for the past 3 years, we've had a lot of problems simplytrying to get five new Job Corps centers constructed that the ad-ministration was told to provide under that appropriation bill.
Whnre does the Job Corps fit in your plans and what can weexpect to see happen with respect to its budgets in the next 2years?
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Mr. JONES. Well, as you know, we've suggested several times that
the Job Corps is an extremely successful program that continueslo
be at the heart of many of the discussions that we're having.

We announced earlier this year those six new Job Corps centers
that were to be built and they are all in process at the moment.
That process will take some time. In some cases it's regional site
selection all the way through the engineering and the rest of that
process.

The only debate that we have between the committee and our-
selves constantly is the amount of money that it takes to run the
operations of the on-going 40,000 slots versus construction costs,
and to make sure that those are in the right categories and we con-
tinue to work with the committee on that issue. But it's not a
policy issue in any respect.

Representative OBEY. Last question: Most of the progress that
will be made with respect to improving the nature of our work
force, I'm convinced, will be made by people other than the Federal
Governmentthe private sector, local schools, et cetera.

Nonetheless, assuming the Feds don't totally bug out on their re-
sponsibilities, if we had $3 billion mere to allocate next year, where
in your best professional judgment would that money best be put
between Head Start, JTPA, Job Corps, or any other programs you
want to name.

Mr. JONES. Well I don't know, Congressman Obey. I think we
have to focus onprobably the most important set of issues here
continues to be, whether it's Job Corps or it's basic high school or
voc ed, any of those three, we continue to put people through the
system, whichever system it is, and not bring them out with a level
that allows them to believe successfully that they can enter that
workplace and be successful.

If you were to invest In JTPA, you and I know we can't solve
that in a 6-month training program. Even Job Corps doesn't bring
them to that full level in 7, 8, 9 months average length of stay.
And in high school you can't solve it in the 12th grade, you have to
step back to a lower level in order to remediate people and you
have to invest in that issue.

I don't know the amount of money. I don't know whether that
amount would do it or not. And how far back you have to go to
remediate to bring people to that level.

I do know this: It's more than an economic imperative. It's an
absolute national imperative that a young person today enter a
public school and be able to succeed when they graduate and not
fail because of the failure that's in that system. And if $3 billion is
what if takes to do it, then that's where you are.

Representative OBEY. Oh, I'm not suggesting that that's the right
number. I'm frankly just picking that number out of the air and
asking if we had thatwhich we undoubtedly won'twhere would
you put it.

That's all.
Mr. JONES. And the answer to that is that the second chance sys-

tems, any of them, by themselves, are not priorities over the basic
education system.

Representative OBEY. Thank you, Senator Gore.

278 0 - 90 - 2
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Senator Go.R:2: Well, I don't understand the answer. Does that
mean that you would then put most of it in Head Start and in the
basic edlicatien a! part of it?

Mr. JoNEs. I think if you're trying to address the totality of the
issue, that's clearly the major impact that you're going to have is
in the mainline system. And second, to raise to those levels in oursecond chance system is a major second investment. I mean, wehave very short-time access to those people.

Senator GORE. Would you do it two.thirds in the basic education,
one-third in the second chance systems?

Mr. JONES. Senator Gore, without understanding the impact of
the dollars, I wouldn't know how to divide it. I've made the point ofwhere I suspect the greatest impact can be and the highest level of
achievement must be.

Let me make one other point though: in spite of all of our argue-ments, the issue here can't be money by itself. It has to be whatlevel it takes to work in this system. We need to articulate that in
the school system, in the family, in ine workplace. The biggest
issue today---whether it's money or not is unclearis the fact that
we don't test and we don't remediate and we don't educate to alevei that we understand is a successful work entrant. Until thatissue is addressedmoney can disappear into the process faster
than anything in this world and still not meet that standard.

Senator GORE. OK. Well, thank you very much.
I want you to understand, as I hope you do, that the frustration

we feel with the lack of progress after Congressman Scheuer'shearings 2 years ago, after the work Congressman Obey has done
on this question, Congressman Martinez and others, is not directedat yo rsonally. I had hearings in the House of Representatives
Some ago and I agree with Congressman Scheuer's earlierstateme....s that the nature of the problem has been clear for sometime. And yet the solutions have not been forthcoming.

And again the frustration that you hear in our voices is not di-
rected at you personally, it is directed at the lack of any progress
by this administration and by this countryand indeed the prob-lem is more complicated than just getting more money. I thinkthat's a-useful point to remember. But a lot of the solutions cannot
be implemented without more money.

If you would supply for the record your listing of the other
things which should be doneyou said in response to a question onHead Start there are a lot of other things which should be done. I'dlike you to list those, if you could, for the record. Would you bewilling to do that?

Mr. JONES. Yes.
Senator GORE. Thank you very much and we appreciate your tes-timony here today.
[The following information was subsequently supplied for therecord:]
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As I have indicated, I believe Head Start
is an important program that should be supported. I also believe

that follow through with students in subsequent years is

necessary. A prevailing concern of the Department of Labor is

the challenge presented by youth who are not adequately educated

by the public schools. Particularly in inner cities, there is a

problem of minority males losing interest in school quite early

in life. Associated problems include juvenile delinquency, drug

abuse, idleness, and lack of educational achievement necessary

for participation in the labor market as an adult. Employment

and training programs are a "second chance" system that deals

with youth who fail or are failed by school systems.

I believe we need to address the problems of basic skills

deficiencies and lack of work readiness. Young people,

especially those at-risk, require clear awareness of the skills

they need to obtain to succeed in the labor market, and the means

for achieving them. To better define the skills that are needed

in the workplace, Secretary Dole has annount> that she will

establish a h.gh level Commission of business. labor and

education leaders to develop national competency guidelines tnat

reflect work readiness, to be ised at the State and local levels

to aid in the development of curricula for both schc Is and

training peograms.

We also need to find ways to better assist non-college bound

youth in making the transition from schcsl to work. We may need

to develop new institutional
arrangements for merging school and

work. As a first step, we will conduct a series of research and

demonstration projects, through business and education

partnerships, that combine the learning of academic skills with

applied learning in workplar..e settings. These projects will

result in a series of models that may be adapted by educators and

ecployers for building local school-to-work transition systems.

We also plan to convene a national conference of employers,

unions, educators and training professionals to review and

discuss projects that have worked, and to explore options for

fundamental reform of how we assist non-college bound youth in

their transition to work.

We need to make sure that poor, at-risk youth don't become the

victims of school reform. School reform has created stricter
academic standards in our scalools. Measures such as school

dropout prevention are nee d to ensure that at-risk youth are

not ignored.

We need to consider restructuring
schools which are of such size

that certain students cannot cope and are lost in the shuffle.

We need to recognize that different youth learn in different

ways. One promising approach, which we are testing, is to

provide education in alternative
schools which give the personal

attention necessary for reaching youth with disadvantaged

backgrounds.

"tI
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Senator GORE. Let me call to the witness table our first panel of
witnesses: Mr. Anthony Carnevale, executive vice president and
chief economist for the American Society for Training and Develop-
ment; Mr. Badi Foster, president of Aetna Institute for Corporate
Education; Mr. Larry Hirschhorn, senior research manager, Whar-
ton Center for Applied Research; and Thierry Noyelle, associate di-
rector, Conservation of Human Resources at Columbia University.

Gentlemen, without objection your entire prepared statements
will be included in the record in full. We invite you to i;Toceed with
a summary of 5 to 7 minutes. We'll start with you, Mr. Carnevale.

Let me say that by prearrangement I'm going to briefly turn
over the gavel to Congiessman Scheuer because I have to present
testimony in the Senate Foreign Relations Committee and, as soon
as that is over with, I will return.

So thank you very much and, Mr. Carnevale, ifyou could begin.

STATEMENT OF ANTHONY P. CARNEVALE, EXECUTIVE VICE
PRESIDENT AND CIHEF ECONOMIST, AMER:CAN SOCIETY FOR
TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT

Mr. CARNEVALE. What I'd like to do is try and nddress some of
the issues that have been raised in the prior testimony, at least
from the point of view uf somebody who not only interacts in
Washing-ton but in workplaces throughout the Nation.

I think what we're talking about here today are barriers to
change and there seem to be many of them. I think that the pri-
mary one, however, is old habits that are dying very hnrd; dying
especially hard because at one point in time they were very good
habits.

There has been a fundamental shift in the way we compete in
this economy and :n the world economy. The old time religion is
really dead and in many cases we, as a nation, are having trouble
shifting to the next economy, br the most part because we're so
good at the last one.

And what I mean by that is that for well over a hundred years
now, since the middle of the 19th century, we've been the world's
productivity leader and we still are. Others are running faster and
will catch us by the end of this century: five nations, given current
trends, will do so, and the Japanese by 2003.

But we're still the master of the mass production productivity-
based economy. We're better than anybody else at making things
in great quantity and at lower and lower prices.

Unfortunately, that's not the way the world competes any more,
at least not principally. We now compete not only on the basis of
productivity but on the basis of our ability to provide quality prod-
ucts, on the basis of our ability to provide variety in products and
services, on the basis of our ability to customize products and serv-
ices for the consumel uf the user snd on the basis of our ability to
provide convenience in the consumption of the product.

And while, over the past 20 years or so, we've made some fairly
decent gains in productivity and then finally a wi:apse in the mid-
1970's with a fairly minor comeback in the 1980'sit concerns
me that that comeback isn't based almost exclusively; on changes in
the overall costs of production; that is, we've decreazed cost and in-
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creased productivity principally by firing people and by reducing
the overall commitment of resources required to make goods and
deliver serv:ces.

And I would agree with the remark attributed to Secretary Mos-
bacher here that we have obtained essaitially all we can on a r.t-
duced dollar value, out of downsizing, that we're more and more on
an equal playing field in competition in the world, but that the
next steps in competition will require much more profound changes
in the way we do business. The old time religion is not good enough
any more.

And one of the principal changes is the wsy in which we use
people. In the old days what was required was a very hierarchical
and large institution with white collar and technical elites in-
stalled at the top of it who made very speciai purpose machines,
combined those with relatively unskilled workers and then pro-
duced at lower and lower cost and higher and higher quantity.

Nowadays a very different set of skills is required. In the old
days, if you were in the noncollege half of your high school class,
you got a bad education ar '1 it didn't matter much, either to you or
to the economy itself. It matters a great deal now, both in terms of
the earnings potential of individuals and the competitiveness of in-
stitutions.

In the old days when you went to work at an American work-
place if you were a nonsupervisory worker you got very little train-
ing, you were essentially responrible for your work effort and for
your job assignment and it was a narrow one.

Now machinery has taken more and more of the redundant work
away and more and more of us operate like white collar and tech-
nical elite workers. More and more of us are required to take re-
sponsibility for the quality of the product, more than our work
effort, to interact with people up and down stream in the produc-
tion or the work process. And so we require interpersonal skills.

More and more of us are required to customize the product for
the customer or to provide convenience in its delivery, which
means we have to have a whole set of skills. We have to problem
solve, because more and more of uslike white collar and hni-
cal elitesare dealing with exceptions all the time.

And when you're dealing with exceptioze you need a set of skills
that are robust enough so that you can use them to do a variety of
things as they come up. Most of us, for instance, as managers don't
hire or fire people very often, but when we do, we need to have the
skills to do so.

American workers need skills u. reserve tr. do their jobs, more
skill than is required to do their job most of the time

And so I think the primary barrier we face is that we're in the
midst of a very profound change in the way we compete and that
we, as a nation that was so good, the past master of the old econo-
my, are having difficuity shifting co the next one. And our educa-
tion and training institutionsthat fit quite well in the old econo-
myno longer fit at all, I would argue.

A couple of other barriers I think that are reasonably clear; one
is that for a very long time, really since the Great Depression,
Americans were used to the notion that people are in oversupply
And it is still one law of economics that most of us still agree to
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that when things are in oversupply they generally are regarded ascheap and we don't pay much attention to them.
Demography is changing on us. What was once in oversupply is

now scarce and more valuable. And that is especially the case inour 16- to 24-year-old population group, where the numbers of
people are declining and, what's worse, where a higher and higher
proportion of the people in that age group are coming from popula-
tions in whom our prior investment are woefully inadequate and
they are simply not prepared to take the jobs that are available to
them at higher and higher skill requirements.

Those being, I think, at least in terms of the more profound bar-
riers to change in the American system, the two most significant
ones.

And then there are the smaller barriers: in order to clp these
things on the public side, I think we do require money and there's
no money in the till. On the public side of the equation as well, we
have :Jui lt a system that focuses almost exausively on those last in
line, America's disadvantaged and disenfranchised.

And there is an open issue here for the Congress and other State
institutions as to whether we will move into concern about the skill
preparation of the vast majority of Americans who are not disad-
vantaged or dislocattd workers, and we make that decision at a
time when there's little enough money to do anything for those
who are last in line.

I think those barriers are there. I think in many, many casesthey are being worked on with some success. We have a crazy quilt
of successes and failures out there.

And if there's one thing I think we cou!d do that is reasonably
cheap and it would do us some advantage is we could begin to
make more of the successes. That is, we can ;)egin to find best prac-
tices and show them to others. That is essentially an R&D or a dis-semination function, it's reasonably cheap, something I think in
the short haul we can afford to do.

I woul argue that that R&D needs to be done more in the areaof workplace learning than in education. We're already doing $130to $150 million in research on teaching in school rooms; we're
/17:ig virtually nothing in terms of trying to maintain and push
the state of the art on the training of adults or of disadvantaged
workers in the workplact.. or in public programs.

Thank you.
[The following artille was attached to Mr. Carnevale's state-

ment]
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school and on the job The other hal
will be determined by a MIX of chanCe
opportunity, chosen career and loca-
tion A person may trade earning
power for a prderred location. occu-
pation, or employer, but people with
poor skills do not have much to bar-
gain with. Thor choices will be irmited
and their earmOgs lowi

Most studies show that. among
Americans, 10 percent of the differ.
enccs In ear =paver a lifoune can be
attnbuted to pre-employment learrung
in school. But that small figure masks
big differences in the Importance of
education in determining earning po.
tented. For instance education is more
important in determining earnings in
high tech industries than elsewhere. In
high-tech industries, the earnings of a
high school graduate are tome thoseof
a dropout; earnings of a college
graduate are Mire those of a high-
school graduarn and earnings of some-
one wah 2 postgraduate education are
30 percent higher than those of Ca
lege graduate.

In high-tech Industrie& education is
particularly good investment because

It prepares employees for the highly
skilled lobs those Industries generate.
and because it produces 'ovate em.
ployees who can cope , rapid tech.

Mal change.
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Educatton also improves earnings
because st leverage> further Icartungon
the job. Skills learned in school and
skills learned on the job are complo
mentary. For instance compared with
persons who have only high.school
diplomas, those with tvm years of for
mal educatton beyond high school
have a 20 percent greater chance Of

People with poor skills do
not have much to bargain
with. Their choiccs will

be limited and their
earnings low

getting training on the job. College
graduates have a iu percent greater
chance of geturg wrung on the lob
than high school graduates. And in
most American industries, workers
with education beyond four years of
college have a 30 percent greater
chance of getting training on the job
than college graduates. In high tech in
dustraes, postgraduate education in-
creases the probability of receiving
training on the job by almost twice as

tbie 2

Formal Raining By Sex
and Race of Thainee

Muth 25 a College degree
Although educational attaintr ent

certainly Influences eartUngS, leans013
On the job has the most powerful and
substantial effect on earr.ings Studies
by !Allard and Tan. Bishop. and others
Consistently show, that people ho re-
cent formal naming on the job enjoy
an earnings advantage of 25percent or
more CACI those v. ho not receive
formal training in the workpbce

Training in the workpbce host -cts
on product.vity and earnings beyond
the current job. Most people, after all
use what they learn on their current
jobs to get new and better jobs Ac-
cording to lallard and Tan. employees
who have had some formal training at
a prior fob earn 18 percent more in
their current job than those v. ho have
not Those who have had informal
training at a prior job earn 20 percent
more than those v. ho have not.

Workplace training 2150 5CCMS to
have a more durable influcnceon earn-
Ings than education and training from
other sources. The positive effect of
workpbce leanung on earning lasts 13
years, compared v. ith 8 years in the
case of learning in schools

How training affects earnings
depends on the subject matter as well
as the provider Management trarning
and prokss.vrte and techracal turning

Dorriogradia Greup

RNof tr*kq by !want

Shan el cv wardens bY Perot

Ufa US Caw bmot41) Suwl Palmer n Au tau..
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increase earnings morc than other
kinds of training (16 percent and 14
percent more. respectively)

Skills and competitiveness
Education and training arc cnucal

not only to mdrvidualopporturum but
to the productivity and competitive
advantage of cornponiesand the whole
nation Learning in school and learn
mg on the job are by far the most im.
portant factors behind American eco.
nonuc growth and productav sty in this
century. and vnil determine the na-
t ion s econoin prospects in thc next
In fact both formal education and
leartung on the job have been con-
satently more important than machine
capital in expand:rag the nation's pro.
ductsve capacity throughout this cen
tury Between 1929 and 1982, educa.
tion prior to work 0:25 responsible for
26percent of the expansion in the na-
tionsproduove capacity Learninion
the job contnbuted morc than half,
about 55 percent. of all improvements
in the nation's productive capacity
Machine capital contributed a respec.
table but disappointing 20 percent

Further, the economic importance
of learning on the job is increasing
The economic history of the modem
wvrld shows acquired human skills in-
exorably replacing Oltural and ma.
chine ICSOUrCeS 25 thc basic building
blodts of production and service. In
1890. resources from the earth, in-
cluding minetals, energy, and food. 2C-
counted for 50 percent of the gross r
tional product .Today. those resources
account for less than 10 percent of pro-
duction and services. In contrast,
human resources now account for
more than 80 percent of the nation's
total cconomic output. The acquired
skills and abilities of the population
have bccomc the pivoul resource.

In thc last century, economists mu-
tinely listed land, labor. and capital as
thc factors essential for economic pro-
duction. but In the post-industrial
econeow, land is no longer a pnmefac-.
tor of production. Available data sus-
gest that land played no pan in the pro-
ductivity Lerma between 1949 and
1966 and had a negative impart on

productivity between 1965 ard 1978
In today's world economy, high.

skilled, technology-intensive produc.
lion and services are concentrated in
develOped nations. af'td low-skilled.
technology-poor production and ser-
vices 2ft Concentrated in less.
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developed nations. The competitive
advantage of the less.developed
nations lies with their low-wage, low-
skilled labor tsool. The competitive
advantage of developed nationslies In
the application of technological ad-
vances In combination wall an increas-
ingly skilledand adaptable work force.

As the baby boom moves toward re-
tirement and birth rates stay low Or
dechne the Urated Suteswvil find it in
creasangly difficult to match Sweat
equity wIth the millionsof new work
tra whO Van CO= of age over the next
quarter-century in underdeveloped na
lions Consequently, the nation can no
longer compete on the basis of low

Table 3

Formal Training
By Age of Trainee

wagolow-skill produ.ion. but must
shift to a service. and information-
-zed economy sn hich highly skilled

pc sole and large doses of technology
are cntical factors of production

A Closer 100k at workplace
learning

Learning on the job is nothing new.
Mc t people learn their lobs on the job.
Mi. A get ahead by leveragng v, hat they
team in the current job inroa new and
better job. Moreover, for many people.

pOb is the btSt teacher Relatively few
people excel in academic settings, but
almost everyone is able to learn on the

lbaincog & DevelopmentJournal. February 1989
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job, either by doing the job. by being
coached by peers or bosses, or by at..
lending formal courses provided by
the employer Applied learning, done
an the context of 2 VA, has inherent
advantages as a pedagogy for both ern.
ploy ers and employees. Applied learn
ing ts, by nature, more flexible than th-
academic format. Individuals can learn
at their own paces on the job Applied
karning encourages the learner rouse,
rather than lose. new knowledge
nally. individuals 2ft InOtn'afeCt to learn
on the job because increased profi
ciency brings immediate reesurds, in
ter.ns of achiesement, stmts. 2nd
earnings

The employer's interest in learning
tailored for the workplace, in contrast
io more general academic preparation
stems from the fact Ina On the job
learning directly supports the emplos
et s institutional culture and strategic
goals Such t raining occu rs in the con
text of the employees working team
encouraging efficiency an the work
group In addition, employer based
training occurs in the context of the
cmploycr s stratc8F. products, and M23,
ket niche, thereby encouraging new ef
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ficiencies, quality improvements, and
Innonmons

The national interest in employer,
based training stems from the fact that
learning systems in the workplace aft
the first line of defense against tC0.,
WOW and technical changes The abil.
ity 01 nation's employers and em
ployees to respond expeditiously to
such changes largely determines how
adaptable and competitive the nation
9.111 be.

Although employees haee 21%2)3
learned on the jots the trauungprocess
has changed substantially 9. ith a con
sulent shift from informal toward for
m21 learning As the paceof economic
and technical change has accelerated in
the Ian half century employers have
tried to ensure the efficiency and qual-
ity of learning by fnrmahung learning
processes. Employtrs hare managed to
maintain the link between learning and
real lobs by apply ing 2 Careful tnefh
odology that translates reahucrld
learning needs into st ructured learning
programs That methodologg called
Insuuction2/ systems design," es an ap-
plied approach to learning. The
strength of the applied approach LS fluf

it strays as Lute as possible from the
workuday reality of the rob and the
employee It be-gins with a careful anal-
ysis of the gap between job require
ments and thc employees skills, and
ends %lib an Millarlon of thc employ
ce's performance on the lob.

Employer based training is not lack
mg in importance s:ze, or scope, but
it lacks cohesiveness and presence and

is la rgel) ine isible as 2n education sys
tem This shadow system is delivered
by no single institution, is the subject
of no law or policy, and functions
quietly and efficiently, goes ing ins is-
MN a sdent postscript to the employ
ee's formal education. Even now. exec
um, es, managers, supers hors. and
others train without the a, - non or
assistance of training professionals

Most people delivering employer
based training do not recognize dui
they are part of a training system They
see themselves as managers, engineers,
marketers, chemists, or sales managers,
for °ample. They tend to be rewarded
and recognized by thee peers on the
basis of their professional expertise,
rather than their ability to rain and
develop employees Only reci ntly has

Training & Development journal, February 1989
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training taken its place as an Institu.
urinal function and professional dnei
plane In the consciousness of business
leaders, in business school curricu.
turns. in the business press, and In the
thuddngof theonsts, economists. and

Thecurrent orginization and &lit,
cry of learning in the workplace re.
fleets its roots at the worksite. Most
learning on the job is still located as
close as possible to the job itself. Even
in large institutions, training depart.
ments tcnd to supply fess than half of
the formal training and development
that employees receive. But them are
exceptions to that rule. Training in.
tended to provide skills beyond thc
current fob tends to be centralized at
the corporate or chvasional level. Com.
panics also centralize developmental
programs for certain occupations
such as scientists, engineers, and
executivesand the developmental as-
pects of the training of senior
manager&

Some kinds of training and develop.
ment are centralized because they are
new.. A ncw product, strategy, or tech.
nologi may require training large
groups of employees as quickly and
consistently as possible. So employers
tend to provide centratly controlled
training in thc first stages of innova.
non& Once innovations are in place,
training becomes decentralized to fit
thc specafic purposes of divisions and
individual lob categories Some train.
mg is organized around specific instal.
tional purposes, product Imes, or Ural.
egies. The traudng of sale& market mg,
and CUSIOMCf SCINKY posannel, for In
stance, tcnds to bc organized around
specific products or strategic units at
the etvision level.

How much training and who
gets it

How do thc nation's employers sp .
portion their training investment?
Emp'uyers spend about $30 billion a
year in direct costs for formal training
courses that they provide themselves
or buy from outside sup). ers. The
current average expenditure is about 1
Percent apayroll. but ypenctiturm of
Z percent of payroll are not uncom-
mon. Expenditures of 3 and 4 percent
of payroll arc more rare but INN un.
common among trainlitg.intensive
employers.

Women =elm a duprcportionatdy
large share of formal training. although

%Ming & Draelnpment journal, februsry 1989
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Table 5

Formal Employer.Based
Training By Industry, 1984
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it is less than men receive, Whites
=we adispropomOnatcly large share
compared with blacks and Hispanics
(see Table 2) Most formal employer.
based training-68 percentis pro
vided to employees between the ageS
of 25 and 44 (Dblc 3)

Employers provide 69 perceat of
their formal training themselves and
buy 31 percent of their formal training
from outside providers Table 4 out
lines the relative importance of the
%Indus outside providers

How extensively formai employer,
base.' t raining is used vanes signifi

aly by industry (Table 5) Industries
that use formal training the most 2re
those with high concentrations of the
personnel who can benefit the most
from such trainingmanagers profes-
sionals, technicians, and sales person-
nel Regulation and certification re-
quirements typical of industries such

41

as mining and heith care also encour-
age formal training.

Small vs. large
Small emplo)rrs operate's) relatively

small markets and, therefore, have lobs
characterized by broad assIgnments of
responsibility. Technologies als0 are
less specialized than in larger busi-
nesscs The tack of specialization
mum both the employees and the em-
ployers flexible and provides a gene r-
abzed learning experience that aids in
career transitions, Ar the same lime.
Mall employ-cis do not have enough
emplo)ces to afford tt. time away
from work that is required for training
during working hours As a result,
employees in small businesses in* less
training than employees in larger
businesses, 2nd the training thcy
receive is more concentrated in infor
mai categories

OW WIN 4111 .1.11100.. webow11.1.
1.111tmeCMINOWIN11116~0 11110 111001~41C Et 6..11 Alai 01

Tabk 6
sm.....

\Sources of Qua' 1 f ?fug and
1.1pgnsdIng 7Yaln ng. All Employees

According to a survey by the US
Small Business Administration, almost
half of employees in companies with
$OO or mOrc employees received some
kind of training from their current or !
former employers By comparison,
only 27percent of employees in corn
panics with fewer than 25 employees
received any kind of training from cur,
rent or former employees A study by
John Btshop showed that employers
with morc than 500 employees pro-
vided almost three times as much for-
Mal training in the first three months I
of employment as firms with fewer
than 500employees People who work
for small employers get their training
off the loll MU from Ors show that
In firms with fewer than 100 employ
ees 7; percent of employees who
recewe training are tralM.51 Off the lob,
compared to 58 percent of employees
tra Larger firms

Large employers also tend to pay for
MOM of the employee training done
outside the workplace. Data indicate
that employers with fewer than 100
workers pay for 23 pereent of training
done outside the workplace, whAr
ployers with more than 100 wcrkers
pay for 32 percent of that trairvng

The Importance of
occupation

Training also varies by ompation
Dchn.cal professionals are the most
highlytrained group, folkswedbynom
technical professionals, technicians.
management support specialists (such
as accounting managers and personnel
managers), general managers, median.
tcs and repairers, precision production
workers, and craft workers (see Table
6). In thote occupational category:a. 61
percent to 9-1 percent of emplofees get
training to qualify for their lobs, and 26
percent to 63 wsercent are upgraded
once they 2f C on :he job

Among clerical workers sales em-
ployees, and extracts re wo.kers (such
15 miners and oil w01 kers), roughly 50
percent gct qualifying training and 33
percent receive upgrading The IC1St
educated and trained employees are
machine operators, service workers,
transportation workts, and laborers
In tl lse categories, 18 percent to 37
perct.it of employees have qualifying
training and 14 perCent to 25 percent
receive upgrading

Table 6 reveals mary of the general
charactertuks of lob-related tramin,4 in
the United States

Raining & Development Journal, Februaty 1989



Preparation to qualify for a job Ls
more common than upgrading once
on the fob. While 55 percent of Amer.
icans report some qualifying training,
only 35 percent upon any upgrading
once on the job

qualifying training more often in.
solves formal education and informal
learning on the job than formal learn.
kg on the job Of those employees
who received qualifying training, 29
percent got some or all of the training
from schools. 10 percent got some or
all of the trainn aft from formal courses
provided by their employers, and 26
perceni got some or all of their quail.
lying training from informal coaching
on the job

For upgrading. the three sources of
traininy are of more nearly equal kn.
portance. Of employees who received
upgrading after they were on the Job,
12 percent said they got some or all of
it from schools. II percent from formal
training on the job. and 14 percent
from Informal training on the job

Employer.based trainingformal
arid inform:I riedLs a more im.
portant source ,411ifying training
and upgradtng than us SChoOling MOM,
over, employers pay for a substantial
share of job.reb trd education, Among
Americans wh, Used education to
qualify for their jobs. about 8 percent
had their courses paid for by employ.
cm: employers paid for the coursts of
41 percent of those who used educa.
lion for upgrading.

Still not enough
When one looks= the scope of job.

related education and training in the
United States it is clear that there is not
enough of it Only 55percent of Amer.
kans have preparation for their jobs,
and only 35 percent receive any up.
grading once theyare on the job Data
about training also shows that human
earned in the United States Ls unevenly
disvibuted among demographic
groups among Industrie.. and among
large and small employers.

It is difficult to know how mistri job-
rela' ed learning is enough or whst LS
tiv proper distribution But it Ls more
and more clelr that the ability of the
nation's learning enterprise to achieve
its economic mission will be tested
over the next several decades. A grow.
ing and mutually reinforcing mix of
economic, technical, and demographic
factors is bringang human capital to the
forefront of national concern.

'Darning A Development Journal. February 1989
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Employers increasinly depend on
thc skills of all their emplores for im
pnovements in efficiency, quality, and
customer service, and for the develop.
rnent of new applications for exqtAg
products and serticcs. The Increasing
reliance on hwnan eace-rlin the work.
place Ls on a collision co..:k with the
emerging demographic reality ihe
United StateS the quantity Of hut=
resources available for entry.level fobs
is declining. Moreover, the qualm of

entry.level employees Ls ckclining as
more and more yoting wOtketT afe
drawn from populations unprepared
for work.

The Unired States may be facing a
growing humankapital deficit that
threatens our competitiveness, our
ability to provide work for every able.
bodied crtizen, and the nation's secur.
I" y. The size and quality of the learning
enterprise will be decisive In our abil.
ity to meet and master the challenge.
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Representative SCHEUER (presiding]. Mr. Hirschhorn, please pro-

ceed.

STATEMENT OF LARRY HIRSCHHORN, SENIOR RESEARCH

MANAGER, WHARTON CENTER FOR APPLIED RESEARCH

Mr. HInSCHFICIRN. I'd like to talk tr) some of the issues that Con-

gressman Scheuer has raised of what's in the way. We know a lot,

but what's in the way?
To give you an example from my remarks, think of a factory in

which there are some assembler^ who are assembling circuits, pri-

marily women. On the other side of the wall are some engineers

who are designing these circuits. The assemblers get the informa-

tion on assembling from blueprints that lie in baskets on bins.

What's happening in that little microworld?
Well, what's happening fundamentally is that the rate of change

in the circuit design is much, much faster now and people who
used to rely on the foremen to tell them what to do or who just
could operate from memory on how to put something together are

not able to do so. Instead, they have to start to read the blueprints
and to figure out how to translate from reading into hand work.

Surprisingly enough, this is a dilemma. We didn't realize what

the obstacles were and how unprepared people were in these basic
skills. It's not just that they have to learn to read and write bui,
the uces of reading and writing and numeracy were less than we
imagined in the old industrial world that Mr. Carnevale was de-

scribing, because there were many other ways to sn^:eed.
Ironically enough, as we get to a computerized world, that's

when we have to realize the deficits we have in the basic skills
which is interesting to me, I hadn't anticipated that.

Now that's a context. You can also see in that setting that the
need for communication between engineers and supervisors, engi-

neers and workers, grows.
For example, in the setting I just described, they are going to be

putting in some computers that will link the two groups, which

means that an engineer will do a circuit drawing on the computer
and transmit that instantaneously to the assembler. Changes will

come more quickly and also communication between the two
groups will grow.

If they can grow. Because I think we'.:e discovering there are

very significant educational, class, and cultural barriers that sepa-
rate those two groups.

Now that's a context I want to think concretely about. We've
heard everyone say that this world creates a need for more prob-
lemsolving ability, the basic skills, thinking more holistically,

taking a systems view. What's difficult about achieving that?
I think we're talking not just about an education problem, I

think we're talking about a cultural problem and a cultural crisis

and I want to show that at several levels.
First, we are talking about the paraprofessionalization of the

work force. This means that people who had occupational identities

that they associated with vocational training, blue collar life, are
inadequately psychologically and culturally prepared to operate in

a paraprofessional environment. And this is more than just simply

7
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giving more programs, it involves some restructuring of family life
and school life to get people oriented so that they can take up dif-
ferent kinds of roles.

We've seen in many settings where very educatedactually well-
trained workers are still very shy and inhibited in communicating
aggressively to engineers. That gets in the way of doing productive
work. And engineers, of course, exhibit similar arrogance in relat-
ing to the people on the shop floor.

These are cultural barriers and class barriers and barriers thnt
have to do with occupational identity, not just training and skills. I
think that's one reason why it's so hard tc get off the dime.

Second, to reinforce the comments that M. Carnevale just made,
the issues of workplace iearning are embedded in workplace design.
That is, the way in which people learn at the workplace is notthrough just formal training programs. More importantly, it's
through what kind of work they do. Do they get feedback on their
performance?

When they learn certain skills like examining data for variances
in production, what happens with what they see? If they tell a fore-man that 1' ',eve noticed a variance, is there any result; do they
see eonsequt;nces for that?

I've seer many programs in factories that begin teaching statisti-cal skills to workers, st-tistical process control, but these skills are
lost as quickly as they are acquired. The problem is not that they
can't acquire them, it is that they're not reinforced. They're not
embedded in a work practice. They're not embedded in relation-
ships between the supervisors, the engineers, and the workers. Thisis a cultural question.

We've learned a lot about how to design work settings to pro-mote learning and give incentives for learning. Why don't these
practices diffuse more, as Mr. Carnevale said? It's a cultural ques-tion.

But is management prepared to actually give up some of its uni-
lateral power to take the risks entailed in involving people more invarious decision processes at work? I'm not so sure. I'm saying
that's a kind of deeper question than simply skills.

I interviewed, for example, a worker just last week, a woman in
her fifties who went through a very rigorous statistical process con-trol program a couple of years ago. When I interviewed her about
what she had learned in the last few years, she never mentioned
that program at all because it had simply been unreinforced, it
meant nothing in the context of her actual work practice. So that'sa barrier at a cultural level.

Third, I think we've touched on the fundamental issues of basic
education. I'm not expert in the area, but I do know just from
living in Philadelphia that behind all these questions is this ques-tion of racism, the question of do young black children 4 to 5 years
old feel that they're really being given a place in America?

I can't imagine that, short of a cultural renewal that creates amore multiracial climate, I can't imagine any program is succeed-
ing in convincing them that it's worth making the effort. There's
just too many day-by-day instances that tell them that it's not
worth making the effort.



So it seems to me we're talking about not just skills and training
and education in the narrow programmatic sense in which we dis-
cuss these things, but we're talking about some broader cultural
questions. And I'll just reiterate ,..n1 just to male them clear:

We're talking about a new conc4it of professionalism and para-
professionalism in the work force which challenges educational,
cultural, and class distinctions which have shaped the way in
which people experience work in the workplace. That's one very
important thing to remember.

And I've seen this to be a problem even among very educated
shop floor workers, technicians, mechanics, et cetera. The difficulty
they have engaging more broadly in problemsolYing is not just a
question of their cognitive abilities; it's a context.

Second of all, we know that for learning and training to be rein-
forced at work it has to be built into the workplace design. This is
a question for management. It's a question of the culture of man-
agement and their willingness to take the risks entailed in involv-
ing people on the shop floor and in getting engineers to get down to
the shop floor to start to work together. This is a question for man-
agement and, again, it's a cultural question.

And third, the question of skills for people of color, minorities,
black people, I firmly believe is the deepest cultural question and
relates to the broadest problem of whether or not we can construct
a multiracial society.

Am; short of addressing these questions at the cultural level, I'm
afraid we're going to be a little too technocratic and programmatic
about these things and find ourselves to be quite disappointed in
the results.

[The following report was attached to Mr. Hirschhorn's state-
ment]
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=Cinema SMART

The following report is based on an exploratory study of the technical

training divisions of three manufacturing firms, and one company that

produces and sells training services. Based on the initial hypothesis

that new technologies and market conditions are reshaping the skills

workers need, and the workers employers want, the report explores this

hypothesis and examines how training professional: are responding to new

vablems and opportunities they consequently face. The following tables

presents basic data and information on the firma examined here.

Firm: in Study *

Pim Product Revenues Employees Technical

Training Staff

Engine, Inc Industrial 5570 27,000 70

Engines

Control, Inc. Conttol 1660 10,000 25
Systems

Elevator, Elevators 1,9000 43,000 250
Inc. and Repair

Training, Training 70 1000 50
Inc. Programs

*
"18 numbers here ars 4mtiZates of revenues and employees for the

flagship operations of the first three companies, based on both public
financial reports and estimates provided by company personnel. The
training staff numbers include technical trainers only and exclude
personnel involved in management and supervisory training. Estimates for
Training, Inc. are for ths company as a whole.
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Table II

Training Division Activities

FliM Activities

Engine. Inc.

Control.. Inc.

Elevator. Inc.

Training. Inc.

2

Runs vocational school for its
apprentices, trains entry level
operators on basic skills, develops
courses for manufacturing
engineers, trains parts-planners (
vho create flow charts for the
movement of parts through a
particular production sequence).
creaZas videodiscs vith the help of
outside ven4ors.

Trains operators on basic skill:.
both in machining and assembling
circuits, develops and -rm' _ts
courses for its engineers c...t new
control systems.

Participates in industl don
consortium, produces tt sical
training materials to uydate
technicians and installers, manages
a system f headquarters staff.
regional trainers and training
volunteers vho come from the line
side of the kouse.

Sells problem solving training
course for eupervinors and
operators LL.; manufacturing
settings. Also conducts special
training audits and provides
consulting on training services.
Is currently developing new
products. e.g. a training course on
int.. la/ innovation.
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The report is organized into seven sections. The first uection

examines the contextual forces that are reshaping the demand for

rrening, the second examines how these contextual changes specifically

reshape skill structures, the third shows bow workers' changing

characteristics are changing their skills, attitudes cnd expectations,

the fourdm as how trainers are responding to these different

changes, the fifth highlights the limits of training as a instrument of

organizational change nnd skill formation, the sizth summarziss the key

findings of the study old the seventh a the policy impllcations of

these findings.

Fourteen Hvuotheses

The following fourteen hypotheses present the key conclusions of the

study. Ax hypotheses, they are presented ta help guide further study on

the 11iü tween training, the new technologies, and =argils market

conditions.

1. ma modernization of manufacturing sets the stage for the

transformatiam of training. Hanagers modernize factories to meet

global competition by upgrading quality, increasing the variety of

goodX they produce, and becoming more responsive to changing customer

demands.
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2. To modernize. managers undertake two critical steps. They invest

in automated systems and machines and they rationalize the flow of

mterials, so that the the rhyrh"+s of continuous and zustainee flow of

materials and parts begins to replace the job shop character of

production. In industries that work with metals and solids, this

entails a major reorganization of the work process. At Engine, Inc.

this means replee'ng a functionel layout based on uechine types with a

product layout based on the similarities between parts. At the sama

time the machines themselves become more multifunctional at automation

and the microprocessor enable a single mechine to perform vany

functions.

3. Offices and service settings face similar challenges and t 'assures.

For example, facing the challenge of competition and changing

technologies the call center at Elevator, Inc. had ) MOre

systemstically use its data base, train its receptionista to

undee-stiand elevators, and is cur:ently organizing them into regional

units.

4. 7he need for manual and craft skills declines, though skilled

medhanics ate still engaged in the hand/brain directed production of

new tools and parts. tut workers need three nem meta-skills; they

must have better basic reading and numeracy skills, they must be able

to think more abstractly by examining relationships, fuhttions and

contexts =her than objecrs and situations, and they must take a

polyvalent or holistic role as they do their wtrk.
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5. The basic skills become more important as the rate of technical

chango makes "hand-me down" knowledge obsolete and vorkers must read

instructions and Prints to knoe what to do. Abstract knowledge

becomes more important as workers monitor electronically governed

machines, and are called upon to monitor production trends, solve

problems and communicate vith engineers. For example, the elevator

mmchanics at Elevator, Inc. can no longer simply see and touch faulty

gears and wheels to assess and repair a Malfunction. Instead they have

to understand the more abstract logic of circuits and controls.

Polyvalence ant; holism emerge as the new technologies integrate design

and manufacturing, the drafting room and the shop floor, so that

vorers, managers and engineers, must have a deeper understanding of

one another's roles.

6. Skill profiles and training are affected by the qualifications of

the workers, the culture of careers, and the recalibration of the

links between internal job ladders and educational background. Where

technical colleges are linked to industry, factories can obtain the

skilled workmen who have associates degrees to repair and maintain

electronic and electro-mechanical machinery. They face more obstacles

and must invest mors resources in developing the engineering talent

they need af the top and the shop floor talent they need at the

bottom. Needing polyvalent engineers, that is, angineers conversant

vith the different disciplines and specialities that shape the

manufacturing process, factory managers must develop a new training

!-)5
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system to retrain end upgrade their currant engineering staff, while

at the same time linking these engineers more completely vith the

designers who create new products and process. Similarly, operators

working am the shop floor heve weak basic reading znd arithmetic

skills This can create obstacles to factory nodernimation si7

reading becomes more important as instructions and blueprints replace

hand-me down knowledge, and arithmetic becomes important as operators

are asked to acsess trends and deviations in the quality of the

output.

7. Educational valification and continuous training may reduce the

significance of seniority in shaping internal careers vithin a

company. Thus, at Engine, Inc. en increasing proportion of the parts

planners came from four year colleges rather from the shop floor, the

salesmen for Elevator, Inc. came out of college rather than the

field,at the Elevator, Inc. call center, an increasing nueber of

raceptiamists are going to college, the maintenance technicians at

Control, Inc. have tvo-year associate degrees, and the engineers at

Control, Inc. cre now taking company sponsored courses to become

familiar ulth the new technologies of cmntrol.

8. Operators enter the shop floor vtth a new relaticnship to

authority. They vent to knov why they aust do something rather than

just do what they are told, and they are less villing to work at the

same job or machine for a large part of their vork lives. They vent a

piece of the action and want to put themselves into the picture.

Managers and supervisors remain ambivalent about this emerging culture
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of authority. Venting to tap worker knowledge and win their

cooperation in rationalizing the shop floor they encourap

participation, but fearful of the chaos that might result, they

ray tighten controls af workers show too much initiative. It

seams thut first line supervisors and foremen come to express

uoagement's ambivalence, often feeling that training restricts

their ability to get the product out the door. Finally, though

workers want to participate, they may lack the basic skill and the

problem solving skills to make themselves effective. This

suggests that training's function is not only to enable workers to

solve problems but to provide workers and managers with a shared

framework or language for communicating with one another about

problems, so that the anxieties and discomfort associated vith

communicating between levels is reduced.

9. As a result of changes in technology, labor supply, and skill

profiles the training function is being upgraded and is being

progressively linked into business unit planning. Trainers vho once

lived in an organizational ghetto isolated both from one another, the

shop floor and upper manegement, now have increasingly public and

valued roles and era expected to contribute to the prcfitability and

integrity of the manufacturing operation. As training's role is more

visibly linked to the business units, trawlers themselves need no

longer come up from the zhop floor but can come from a range of

professions and disciplines. While expanding the opportunities open

to non-technical professionals and diversifying the skill base in

training divisions, thia development may also block the upward

LI
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mobility_of.trainers ehe, though lacking education, hsve "shop

smerts."

10. As technologies change rapidly, the training 4e2artme4st must

developsothods for delivering "just in ins training" that balances

the needs to help workers master a new n-ehnology withort training

r..em too far in advance so that their skills decay because they have

no new machines to work with.

11. To accouplich its more valued mission, trainers are increasingly

using interactive videodisc technology. Sucb programs mix video

segments with computer screens and questions, are strtctured to

provide immediate feedback to students, and enable 'the student to

return to old segments or move forward to new ones at wIll.

Interactive videoprovides good returns on investsent vhen trainees are

dispersed and are large in number. Moreover, since each student can

go at his or her ovn pace, average training time per student can fall

by as mu:It as fifty portent. In the longer run, training with

interactive video will be delivered through video stations adjacent to

the shop floor. Supervisors, often reluctant to release groups of

workers for training, will find it easier to release one vorker at a

time at frequent intervals to master a particular skill or review a

particular product.
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12. There are nonetheless limits to training's ability to improve

vorker competence and skills. As machine systems are automated,

workers need to deepen gnd accelerate thar learnings from experience,

sinca they most frequently take action in navel or unexpected

situations. Work designs that help integrate working and learning,

such as the application of Statistical Process Control, Just in Timis

production systems, group technologies, gad the development of

semi-autonomous teams, can help workers focus their attention on

anomalies, and understand the production process as a whole.

MoreoJer, sudh new vork designs also reorganize the vorking

relationships between managers, supervisors, operators and engineers.

To implement such designs managers must change plant culture.

13. Undaremphasizing learning, and confusing learning vith training,

managers often neglect the links between work designs and learning

while sonetimes hoping that training can resolve vork design and

relationship problems on the shop floor. They alternatively

undervalue or overvalue training.

14. Working as staff personnel vith a limized budget, training

professionals cannot single-bandedly link work designs to learning.

Instead, they must work closely vith those managers interested in

transforming plant process and culture.
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POLICI IMPLICATIONS

This study highlights four possible avenues for policy training

related to education and economy.

1. The problem of adult illitoracy and people's deficits in basic

skills may emerge as an obstacle to econoMic dowslopment. Ironically,

the devclopnent and application of high technolowy systems str sssss

the workforce's underdeveloped basic skills not its presumed inability

to vork at high-tech professions. Reading, interpreting, and problem

solving, become extremely important when informal methods of training

and vork organization give vay to more formal ones.

2. The shift to abstract and conceptual skills rather than manual

and situational skills, might lead educators to expand their concept

of basic education. This study suggests that methods of thinking and

relating may becoue more important than the skilled performance of a

particulc: ,:ask since the latter changes with technology. Four

methods mcy emerge as key:

a. Problom solving using the classical methods of sciGotific

reasoning, that is, discovery by induction based on hypothesis

testing and the use of disconfirming evidence.

b. statistical reasoning to sssss s the meaning of trends

variances, probabilities and frequencies

60
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c. systems thinking to the links between a problem and its

context, and a role and its setting

d. the old but continued importance of thinking in shapes and

geometries, and visualizing three dimensions.

3. The importance of two-year colleges, the obsolescence of

particular manual skills, the relatively poor preparation of students

why go to vocational schools, indeed, the absence as Hoachlander

points out, of any critical difference in the courses taken by

vocational and non-vocational students, suggest that at least in the

U.S. the vocational high schools cannot be expected to play a critical

role in reshaping technical education. V. seem to be developing

instead a deeper adult education system both outside and within

companies in which adults, faced vith career opportunities or blocks,

actively and freely choose to learn skills. This suggests that high

school should emphasize a general education. But to prepare the new

operators they should focus increasingly on basic skills and core

methods rathee than un particular s ills or simply the casual

smattering of course work that often shapes curriculums today.

4. Government procurement policy can shape training activities. While

currently government agents audit training departments, procuring

avenues in ths future might consider rewarding contractorw vho use job

designs as learning and training mechanisms. SPC not only improves

quality, it also enables operators to learn when and why

aranufacturing process fails. Other "learning at emrk" designs, such

as QC circles, team systems and "pay for knowledge" compensation

sdhemes might be rewarded.
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5. In developing a policy of training and retraining we should no

longer usa the image of the "displaced worker" as the framework for

policy thinking. Increasingly, the employed, as well as the

unemployed. must be retrained, and policy should focus not only on

ttnse left out and left behind but also on the mainstream companies

and educational institutions that will shape the post-industrial adult

education systems. In particular, ve need to evaluate the links

between the high schools, the community colleges, the technical

colleges, the vocational schools, the training departments, and the

training companies to see if their relationships best serve our

retraininr, needs. What planning and coordination mechanisms should be

developed to more effectively integrate their different efforts? How

can vot allow these institutions to operate within a spirit of

entrepreneurship while at the same time assuring that their separate

efforts add up to a coherent set of national initiativet?

62
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Representative SCHEUER. Thank you very much, Mr. Hirschhorn.
And now, Mr. Noyelle.

STATEMENT OF TIHERRY NOYELLE, ASSOC INE DIRECTOR,
CONSERVATION OF HUMAN RESOURCES, COLUMIHA UNIVERSITY

Mr. NOYELLE. Thank you, Congressman Scheuer.
Let me begin by pointing out that today over 83 million Ameri-

cans, or nearly 77 percent of this country's labor force, are em-
ployed in the services. And that, according to the Bureau of Eco-
nomic Analysis' most recent estimates, well over 100 billion dol-
lar's worth of services will he exported this year by U.S. service
firms contributing to a service trade surplus that may reach as
high as $30 billion.

Service exports have grown very fast and will continue to grow
Nr ty fast in the years to come. Despite the mounting evidence of
the importance of services in the U.S. economy, both in the domes-
tic economy and in global markets, we pay only scant attention to
the changes going on in the U.S. service sector.

Its a pity, because I think we run the risk of drawing inferences
about the way in which the workplace is being transformed in the
United States which are overly biased toward what's happening in
the manufacturing sector and not always necessarily relevant to
some of the problems that service employers must face.

Taking a look at the service sectorwhich is what I was asked to
do for the purpose of thi.3 hearingshows that those sectors have
come under the grip of the same basic forces of change that have
affected most other sectors of the U.S. economy during the seven-
ties and eighties, namely, an intensification of compeaion and
very rapid technological change.

What I have chosen to do in my prepared statement is to focus
on two se-Aors of the sertices, namely, consumer banking and re-
tailing. Those are sectors that are typically seen as comprising
mostly low-skilled jobs with very little room or very little opportu-
nity or very little need fur upscaling, upgrading, and transforma-
tion.

The record of what's happening in those sectors shows quite oth-
erwise, that those are secturs that also are undergoing tremendous
transformation with ye. :andamental implications for the type of
work force that they en ploy.

Consumer banking and retail are sectors which, during the late
seventies and eighties, for reasons of their own, hae been subject
to renewed competition. This has come about partly as a result of
market satarationI mean, saturation of traditional markets, and
partly as a result of new entrants coming into the marketplace.

New competition has translated into enormous diversification of
firms' product offerings. In banks, as one banker once put it, we've
gone from 6 basic consumer banking products to over 100 today.
Consumer credit cards have multiplied; we have all kinds of new
ways of giving out luans to consumers, there are new forms of say-
ings--savings instruments have changed, developed partly as a
result of the tremendous explosion of the IRA's and the Keogh's;
we've invented the variable rate mortgage and so forth.

6 0. ,...,
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In the retailing sector, just to give one example of a similar sort
of burst of divcrsity, the Food Marketing Institute estimates that
the average supermarket today carries twice more items on its
shelves than it did simply 10 years ago. The average supermarket
10 years ago carried about 12,000 items; today it's up to 24,000
items or what the industry calls the SKU's, the stock keeping
units.

Combined with diversity, such sectors as banking and retail have
been affected by a very rapid introduction of computerized systems,
with a tremendous impact on the way in which work gets carried
out and in terms of the skill emphasis that is now demanded from
workers in the workplace.

If I were to summarize 'isle changes that have occurred in both
types of service workplaces, the first thing that has occurred is that
computerized systems ha . e come in to take over and automate
most of the routine functions that were once the basic nexus of the
work of clerks, be they service clerks in stores and other retail or-
ganizations, or bank clerks in consumer banking.

In the process, there has been a displacement of skills. There is
increasing pressure on clerks to come in and assist customers in-
creasingly in customer-assistance positions and also in sales posi
tions.

I think the nature of that transformation must be most familiar
to you. Every so often you must go to your local bank, and you, as
well as I, have noticui that there's been a sliarp shift in emphasis
in our local consumer banks from what used to be the teller side of
the bank to what is called the platform side.

The number of tellers in banks has shrunk, in part because auto-
mated teller machines have allowed a substitution of capital for
labor. But the platform functioas, thube across the counter from
the tellers, have expanded.

Consumers can now go to the bank branch and ask for assistance
on how to invest their savings, on how to borrow money at a rate
which is advantageous, given their 1. urticular financial positions,
and so forth.

Combined with this transformation of skills at the lower clerical
levels, there has been a transformation of skills at the managerial
levelespecially at the middle-level managerial level. What we
find across the service industries is again a very similar transfor-
mation.

With the diffusion of these computerized systems, many of the
sort of recordkeeping, managerial tasks that were once associated
with managerial jobs in bank branches, supermarkets, and depart-
ment stores have been reduced, simplified, and largely automated.

What firms, however, are discovering is that managers must play
an increasingly important role in managing the firm's human re-
sources. The middle-level manager is emerging as the human re-
source manager of the corporation, with a very fundamental role to
play in the training of the workers and in the preparation of the
labor force.

This is happening because, at least among the most progressive
firms, there is an increasing understanding that improving produc-
tivity and improving quality of servicethe two pillars of a firm's

1 4



competitivenessare not purely technical issues but, fundamental-
ly, human resources issues.

Now let me try to draw one or two policy implications. It's clear
from what we've looked at in some of our research that the pro-
gressive firms are out there and really trying to (mange the way in
which they are managing human resources and to change the em-
phasis of the training effort.

What's not ciear, however, is how much these new efforts by the
lead firms really carry over to other firms throughout the rest of
the economy.

The second issue which is not clear is whether or not there
might be biases in the way in which even those lead firms tend to
focus their renewed training efforts on particular groups of work-
ers. Do they, for instance, tend to discrimbate among various
gender or racial groups? Or do they perhaps tend to increasingly
focus their training on what are called their core employeeL, while
they only pay scant attention to the training of the increasingly
large number of part-time workers, temporary workers, self-em-
ployed workers which they are hiring?

I suspect that taking a more detailed look at what the service
companies are doing would probably show that there's a great deal
of unevenness--

Senator Goite [presiding]. Mr. Noyelle, we're going to need to
move on, if you could come to a conclusion.

Mr. NOYELLE. I would suggest that we have to deal, in some of
the firm-based trairiing efforts, with both an issue of diffusion
how fast is firm-based training diffusing throughout the rest of the
economyand an issue of distributionhow well is firm-based
training distributed among various groups in the labor force.

In this respect, I would suggest that this committee do some in-
vestigating into some of the policies that have been adopted by
some of our competitors; namely, in Sweden and France. These
countries have instituted policies whereby it is a legal requirement
for firms to invest a minimum amount of moneytypically a per-
centage ranging from 1 to 1.5 percent of wages and salaryinto
the annual training of their workers.

If those funds are not expended, they're turned over to the state
in the form of a tax which then gets reinvested into other training
programs carried out by the :ulic sector.

These policies, I think, ha l. shown to have invigorated the train-
ing efforts of firms, not only large firms which are often best posi-
tioned to do it, but others throughout the economy.

I r. ould also suggest that if we start thinking about a solution in
that direction we would also need to have some kind of a require-
ment that firms can show that the training funds are expended
fairly and equally E.-ress the entire labor force of the company. If it
is the case that firm-based training is taking on a new importance
in the 1i9O's, then we must be concerned that that effort be distrib-
uted equally so that no one gets left behind in the labor force.

Excuse me for taking a little too long.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Noyelle followsl

5
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF THIERRY NOYELLE

SKILL NEEDS IN THE SERVICE SECTOR:
THE ROLE Or FIRH-BASED TRAINING.

Today over 83 million kmericans, or nearly 77 percent of

this country's laborforce, are employed in the services.

According to the Bureau of Economic Analysis most recent

estimates, wall over $100 billions worth of services will be

exported this year (exclusive of factor payments), contributing

to a service trade surplus that may reach as high as $30 billions

for the whole of 1989. Service exports have grown at a fast 15

percent per annum rate of increase since 1986. They will likely

continue to grow as fast in the years ahead, possibly even

faster, particularly if a GATT Agreement on Trade in Services is

reached at the end of 19B1.

Despite mounting evidence of the growing importance of U.S.

services, not only in the domestic economy, but in global markets

as well, so far only scant attention has been paid to ongoing

changes in the U.S. service workplace. A review of what is

happening in the service sector suggests, however, that service

firms have come under the grip of the same two basic forces of

change that has affected most other economic secto:s during the

1980s: namely, the intensification of competition and rapid

technological change. And as in other sectors of the economy,

these forces of change have had fundamental implications far the

skill needs and skill formation needs of service employers.

Hr. Chairman, I work for Conservation of Human Resources, a

40 plus some years old research department of Columbia University

in New York City. Conservation of Human Resources is one of the
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very few academic research institution in this country with a

steady track record of research on the U.S. service sector, going

back, in our case, to the mid 1960$. Sinca the mid 1980s, as part

of our ongoing work on the services, ws have focused considerable

attention on analyzing the impact of renewed competition and

rapid technological change on jobs across a broad range of

service sectors. These include retailing, banking, insurance,

telecommunications, health and medical services, government

services, and business services such as accounting, management

consulting, computer softwane and others.* Most of our work has

been carried out with funding from the U.S. Department of Labor,

the U.S. Department of Education, the Ford Foundation and the

0.E.C.D. With respect to the latter institution, it might be

useful if I mention that my work for the OECD has demanded that I

research ongoing changes in tha service sector, not only the

United States, but in other countries as wall, including France,

Japan, Germany and Sweden.

Mr. Chairman, I believe that we have learned many valuable

lessons from our recent research on the services, many of which

are of direct relevance to some of the questions raised at the

1. See for example, Thic:TY NoY8118, BAYMILInduatrial
Dualian: Market bIld :Job Seamentation in the Nev Economy, Boulder,
Col.: Westview Press 1987; Thomas M. Stanback Jr.,
Computerization and the Transformation of Employment: Government.
Hospitals and Universitiel, Boulder, Col.: Westview Press, 1987;

Olivier Bertrand and Thierry Noyolle, Buren Resources and
Corporate% Strategy: Tschnelmical Chance in Banks and Insuranu
Companies in Five 0.E.0 1. Countriee, Paris: OECD Press, 19811;
Thierry Noyelle, editor, fikluz_y_awnsurinuatimity_b_kb.it
5ervices, A report to the OECD, 1199.
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outset of these hearings. To share with you a. your committee

some of them'. 'essons. X will first attempt to illustrate,

through a few concrste examples, changes that are occurring in

two services sectors: consumer banking and retailing. These two

sectors have been selected 'euse they continue to be viewed as

large employers of low-skilled labor, with few opportunities or

needs for skill changes and skill upgrading. My examples, I hope,

will help contradict such a notion and will show sectors in the

midst o: continuing, rapid transformation. I will then try to

draw some policy lessons. My mphasis throughout my presentation

will be on firms' response to the new skill needs in the form of

firm-based tralning.

'flew Skills in Two Servic Sectors

Consumer Banking.

The most recent .-Ave of transformation in U.S. consumer

banking goes back to the late 1474s.

Until then, the banks' main strateyy for expanding their

consumer banking business involved finding new customers for what

was then a rather limited range of "plain-vanilla" products:

simple checking, passbook savings, and so on. Carryibg out this

strategy involved mostly the building of a large distribution

network of branches through which a growing clientele could be

served. In the branches, rlatform clerks were added to fill out

the forms necessary to open the new accounts and large numbers of

fi S
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new tellers were hired to carry out the ever growing demand for

withdrawal and deposit transactions. In the home office, back-

office clerks were added to process transactions.

By the late 1970s however, this phase of market expansion

peaked, as the percentage of households and individuals with

traditional checking and savings account reached :sear satu.ation.

Saturation of traditional markets resulted in a sharp

intensification of competition, as firms increasingly vied for

the sane customers. Helped by deregulation, the response to

market saturation came in the form of product diversification and

"cross-selling". Hanks' growth strategy shifted from

"quantitative" -- that is from simply building up the size of

their customer bast. -- to "qualitative" -- that is to developing

new consumer banking business by widening the range of products

and services that they offeLed to an existing base of customers.

As one banker once put it to me, consumer banking went from "six

basic consumer banking product 15 years ago to over 100 today."

Credit card products went from relatively insignificant 15 years

ago to become a huge market today; savings accounts became tied

in a myriad different ways to regular checking accounts; savings

product multiplied, helped in part by the development of /RA and

REDGd accounts; variable rate mortgages were introduced as were

home equity credit lines; and so on.

In all of this, of course, new computerized technologies

have came handy as they have helped bankers reorganize production

processes, revamp old products, develop new (Aes ard, in the end,

F: rj
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compete better.

New competition, new technolc;y and product diversification

are factors that have all helped
transform profoundly the skill

needs of consumer banking.

First, through increasing automation of traditional data

entry and processing tasks, banks have been able to do away with
most of their needs for lower-level clerical personnel. The few

remaining data-entry needs have been passed on to other workers
throughout the organization or simply to customers themselves

through Automated Teller Machines, hmme banking and similar

systems.

Paralleling this transformation, remaining clerical

parsonnel in both back- and front-offices has increasingly been
called upon to work in either or both customer assistance or

sales positions. in the branches, this situation is illustrated
by the rapid growth of "platform personnel", relative to tellers

whose numbers have tended to drop. But whereas bank platform

personnel was once employed mostly in "order-taking" positions,

filling out end processing forms needed to open new accounts,

today's platform staff is here primarily to solve problems

outside the range of those that are solved automatically by

computers, to assist customers in deciding what to do with their

money, and eventually to assist the bank in selling its products.

In the back offices, the
same transformation has taken place, as

witnessed by the growing number of back-office personnel employed
in staffing "hot-lines" where, by definition, non-routine
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questions or transactions are handled.

In terms of skill preparation, this shift in skill needs has

translated in both a shift in recruiting patterns and an increase

in in-house training by banks among middle level clerical

personnel. At let,st among the largest banks, :here is an attenpt

by firms to recruit directly from the college-educated labor

market (at a minimum, from the two-year college labor market) to

staff the new clerical/customer support positions. In addition,

banks have increased considerably their firm-based training in

two principal directions: (1) product knowledge and (2)

behavioral skills. Banks are now spending large amount of

resources in training clerical employees in the knowledge of the

products that they need to explain and sale to customers. Thir,

of course, is taking place in a context in ..hich the number of

new products never seem to stop growing. In addition, banks are

spending large resources on developing their employees'

situational skills: how to address a customer, how to deal with

an angry customer without loosing one's patience and calm, how to

sale.

In terrs of their managerial personnel, bank. have had to

accorrodate three shifts: (I) a growing need for speciP:ists; (2)

a growing need for operating managers with a strong

entrepreneurship bend; and, (3) a growing need for managers with

much stronger human resources mnagement skills.

The need for specialists, ranging from systems engineers and

systems analysts required to develop the new ..omputer systems, to
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product developers and market
research specialists needed to

develop new products, and to, yet, others, complement rather than

replace the need for operating
managers. However, in an industry

that had long pride itself for promoting from within, this need

has forced firms to turn increasingly to outside recruitment,

mostly at the four-year collega or above level, to find a growi%.3

number of these new professiJnals. As for operating managers,

many banks have also come to the conclusion that the old

"internal promotion" system was not sufficient to staff

managerial positions and have increasingly tutu to the college
labor market to staff junior

managerial positions.

Complementing this shift in hiring practices, banks have
turned their attention to strengthening the skills of their

managerial labor force. As for lower level employees, more

resources are now devoted to training managers in product

knowledrje. Some attempts are also being made to strengthen

operating managers' entrepreneurial bend, mostly by involving
them much rore directly than in the past in the banks' on-going
process of new business development. In addition, more resources
are spent on assisting

managers in their role aa human resources

managers, since it iS perceived that impaoved productiv'ty and

improve quality of service dependc. not only on better or newer

systems, but also on a better management of people.

72
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Retailing

Retailing is of major importance in the American labor

market. Not only is it one of the largest employment sector,

accounting for 17 percent of all nonagricultural jobs in 1987,

but it is the largest employer of youth (47 percent of 16-19 year

old workers in 1987) and also a major employer of women and

minority workers.

There is a widely-held view that retailing is a largely

unprogressive and unproductive sector of the American economy.

Yet, as in the case of banking, our research provides a quite

different picture. The industry, as a whole, is rapidly being

moved through a combination of renewed competition and new

technology to a new set of merchandising practices, new

organizational structures, and new employment recruitment,

promotional and training practices that are altering

significantly fts characc.eristics.

Before turning to the isuue of skill changes, let me first

illustrate the context 4ithin which some of these changes have

occurred. In the area of general merchandising, prior to the

1960s the traditional department store and a few department store

chains dominate this segment of American retailing. The large

department store, a long-established, highly-popular downtown

institution thrived in the early days of burgeoning

suburbanization by establishing outlying branches, as did the few

existing chains -- Sears, J.C. Penney and Montgomery Ward --

which also grew rapidly by adding look-alike branches.



Beginning in the 1960s, howbfer, the discount department

store chains took off. By the late 1960s, their sales had

surpassed those of traditional department stores. Their sal . and

market share continued to grow throughout the 1970s, but by the

early 1980s, they began stabilizing. The reasons lie in part in

the failure or slow growth of a number of discounters. They lie

also In the emergence of the specialty chains. Largely a product

of the 1980s, the specialty chains have by now cut aggressively

into the business of both traditional and discount department

stores. The Limited, The Gap, Esprit, Toys "R" Us, Kiddie City,

Circuit city, Home Depot are a few aong some of the most

successfrl specialty chains that have emerged during the 1980s,

respectively in fields as variec s apparel, toys, consumer

electronics, or maintenance and repair hardware.

The specialty chains inTorporate strategies that emphasize

the deployment of large numbers of nearly identical stores

coupled with he, y centralization of merchandising, buying and

advertising functions. Within their product line, they offer a

much wider range of goods than is possible for either the

discount or the traditional department store chains. They operate

with razor-thin margins and at prices which are aten competitive

even with those of the discount department stores.

As with general merchandising, food retailing has also been

witnessed to major Changes during the 19805.

The modern supermarket -,,ncept -- low prices, self-service,

and cash-and-carry policy -- vh., introduced during the 19305 and

ti 4
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quickly gained popularity. During the 1950s and 1960s,

supermarkets burgeoned along with suburbanization ant. Increased

autormbile ownership. Beginning in the 19708, various

organstions started experimenting with new store formats. Some

chains started experimenting with larger scale stores and with

using batter their economic muscle to exert stronger leverage on

suppliers. All tried to effect greater scale econcmies through

more effective warehousing and distribution.

During the 1980s, service and specialty departments

(delicatessen, flowers, pharmacies, fish counter, etc) have

increasingly been added to the supermarket, contributing to the

rapid growth in the number and diversity of products offered. The

Food Markt,cing Institute estimates that, between 1979 and 1989,

the number of items carried by the average supermarket doubled

from 12,000 SKUs (of "Stock Keeping Units") to 24,000 Ms. More

importantly, during the 1980s, the supermarket industry has

become incrsasingly segmented into two major groups of firms:

those emphasizing low prices and those emphasizihg quality foods

and services, partly at the xpense ,I price. The first segment

is giving rise to new types of retailers, mploying new

strategies to bring down costs and attract customers -- for

example"hypermarkete and warehouse clubs. The second has moved

into upscale supermarkets and broader product lines (Ralph's

Grocery i the Los Angeles arca, Food Emporium in the New York

area, Giant Food in the Washington D.C. area, and so on).

Successful retail organization of significant size have come
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to rely heavily on computerized systems to support buying,

inventory ccntrol, pricing anu reordering functions at the level

of headquarters, distribution centers and individual stores.

Distribution is now synchronized with both reordering from the

stores and purchasing from the suppliers. Store stockroom

inventories have been sharply reduced, if not virtually

eliminated, so that most large retailing organizations lowadays

operate with a "just-in-time" delivery system. Vendors are

rapidly being integrated into the firm "quick rer,ponse

computerized system, receiving reordering information as needed.

At the lower echelons of the retail organization, the

widening diversity of products, the intensification of

competition, the increasing attention to customer service as a

means to compete have all combined to place new skill demands on

store personnel, including more extensive training in (1) product

knowledge and more training in (2) service behaviors. Product

training ranges broadly from that required by salesclerks in a

department store, say, to assist customers in mixing garments and

colors according to current fashion or to inform clients in the

proper upkeep of new garments, to that needed by supermarket

clerks as they may be asked to advise on how to best prepare a

?articular cut of meat or fish, or even that needed by

supermarket baggers who must be taught how to best bag the

customer's groceries.

Paralleling product training, retailing organizations are

also placing a new emphasis on training their sales personnel for

r")
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service behaviors, ranging from proper dress emde, to "role-

playing" training in the handling of difficult customer and other

crisis situations.

At the level of store managftment, store managers have been

relieved of many of their traditional responsibilities involving

oversight of inventories, purchasing decisions and so forth,

thanks to the new computerized systems. On the other.hand, their

role in managing and training the store's human resources has

increased considerably, in line with the understanding that a

store's capacity in continucJsly improving its productivity and

the quality of its service -- in other words, its competitiveness

-- lies increasingly in the quality of its human resources.

Further up the hierarchy, the increasing emphasis on store

specialization has led to a great deal of centralization of

merchandising decisions at headquarters. It is there that high

level managers specialized in buying, marketing, advertising and

other function3 assume a wide ranga of responsibilities in

defining and promc'ing the firm's unique corporate image, to be

carried through consistent operation of virtually identical

stores throughout the entire organization.

One disturbing finding from our research on the retail

sector, one which is similar to that revealed by our .'esearch on

banking, is the tendency for the most successful organizations to

become increasingly demanding in terms of whom Cloy hire and

employ, especially at the lower echelons. Such .inding suggests

that the role that some of these largest service organizations



once played in providing avenues for remedial training for the

least skilled is dwindling, as competitive pressures make it

Increasingly difficult for ..hem to write off or pass along to

consumers the costc of such investment.

Likewise among middle level snd upper level managers in the

retail sector, there is 7rowing evidence, at least in the largest

organization, that the opportunity for internal mobility for

those with less than a college education are shrinking, in part

because the new manager 41 responsibilities are seen as more

demandi%g thinr in the past.

Policy Imolications,

Hopefully, these two examples will have helped illustrate/

the fact that, even in two areas of the services that have

traditionally been seen as .-elatively low-skill, there are new

pressures to upskill the workforce. As in other s'ectors of the

economy, these pressures are being met by firms partly through a

reassessment of whom they hire and at what level, but partly also

through an upgrading of firm-based training efforts.

Of course, I do not mean to trivialize the issue. How

successfully firms meet the new needs for work-place training

remains somewhat questionable. First, most of the case study

material, from which my observations on skill transformation are

drawn, cames from analyses of "lead" firms in each sector. While

lead firms are at the cutting-edge of change in their sector,
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their adoption of new
mi,lagarial practices tells us little about

the speed at which some of the new training practices are

diffusing among other firms in those industries.

Second, even in the case of the lead firms, there remains

some questions as to how well the new training effort is being

distributed among workers in those firms. For example, do lead

firms tend to discriminate by gender or by race? Or do they tend

to discriminate by
employment status, focusing their new training

efforts principally on their "core" employees, while giving only

minimal training attention to the growing numbers of part-time

employees, temporary workers, self-employed
consultants and other

"contingent" workers that they employ? While limited evidence

from our case study work would seem to suggest that lead firms do

not discriminate along either one of these two dimensions --

because they see consistency in the quality of their labor force

as their ultimate
competitive weapon -- we are in no position to

generalize this finding. To the contrary, the few available

aggregate data might suggest otherwise.

In 1983, the Bureau of Labor Statistics
conducted a special

survey of "Bow Workers Get their Training". Notwithstanding the

fact that this survey is in dire need of being updated, the

survey shed new 145ht on the growing importance of firm-based

training and on its distribution among the labor force. The

survey observed the growing importance of skill-iyorovement

training (training needed to improve current job skills -- mostly

firn-based training)
relative to qualification training (training
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needed to acquira current job -- mostly school-based training).

The survey also observed that women and minority groups had

improved their access to qualification training relative to white

men, reflecting a sharp improvement in those groups educational

attainment relative to white men. But tLe survey also observed

that women and minority groups lagged in their access to skill-

improvement training (mostly firm-ba-cd training), suggesting

biases in the way in which firms distribute their training

efforts,2

There is no doubt in my mind that finding a way to address

through public policy the issues of diffusion and distribution of

firm-based training could serve some broad and important

objectives of both economic competitiveness and social

development. As I have suggested in my openiag remarks, even

services will come under increasing global competition during the
1990s.

In this respect then, I find it useful to look at several of

the policies that have been adopted by soma of our competitors to

promote firm-based tlaining. In Sweden a4d France, for example,

firms are required, by law, to spend a minimum amount of

corporate resources on firm-based training: typically between one

and one and a half percent of total wages and salaries. If they
do nst, these resources

are turned over to the State in the form

. See Revrer Stacey and Duc-Le To, "Adult Education andTraining Markets", in skills. Names and Productivity in theServices, op.cit.
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of a tax that is used to finance other educational and tzaining

programs managed by the public sector.

Needless to add that such policies have served AS rather

powerful incentives for firms to invest in their human resources.

For it takes little time for firms to d4,c4over that once one is

stuck having to spend money on training, one might as well do its

best to spend it as wisely as pordzible. In additic. such

policies have come at little or no cost to the public sector

In my view, the implications of the introduction of a

similar policy in this country deserved being debated. But in my

opinion, also, a similar policy for this country would need to be

coupled with a requirement that firm, based training resources be

distributed fairly among all, regardless of gender, race or labor

force status. For if it is true that firm-based trainiA is

growing to become an important dimension of workers' individual

development, then a concern as to whom will benefit from such

training must be central to the new policy. Short of this, this

nation's concern for equal employment opportunity, one that has

been written in its laws for over 20 years now, tvill gradually

erode.

& I
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Senator GORE. Thank you very much, Mr. Noyelle.
Our .Inal witness on this pine! is Mr. Badi Foster, president of

the Aetr. t Institute for Corporate Education. Mr. Foster, please
proceed.

STATEMENT OF BADI C. FOSTER, PRESIDENT, AETNA INSTITUTE
FOR CORI'ORATE EDUCATION, AETNA LWE & CASUALTY CO.

Mr. FOSTER. Thank you, Senator Gore. I'm glad to be here. And
Congressman Scheuer, its ow! to t ee you again. After 2 years I
feel like I'm back in church or temple or mosque or whatever. I'm
going to try to move through rather quickly.

I've been spending the last 2 years back in the trenches. Aetna
has about 45,000 employees; we handle about 27,000 students a
year, offering everything Prom basic skills to Anagement educa-
tion. So it's nice to know that the folks back in Washington are be-
ginning to hang a lantern on this problem.

Very quick:y, I agree with almost everything that's been said. I
would just underscore a couple of things.

First is the point on positive self-esteem. If you don't like your-
self, I don't care what kind of training you receive, you're not going
to be very successful. So we nend to reflect on these questions of
who are ou and how do you feel about yourself because that goes
to the very heart of this natio) managing change in your job. If
you are what you do, then whL. you when you cease to do what
you do? Most people find it diffb.alt to manage that. Giveit the ra-
pidity of change in the workplace, increasing j sitive sif'-esteem
critical to successfully managing in such an environment.

Second is obvioucly learning to learn. We don't do that very well
in elementary, seccndary, or postsecoadary education. We should
spend a lot more time on learning to learn.

I'm willing to bet that 10 years from now the big eight firms,
when they do an audit to so0 whether a firm is bankrupt or insol-
ventthe first indicator is going to be the intellectc.al bankruptcy
of that organization. That at the very top of the organization
ihey've stopped thinking. From there it won t be long before those
managels make lousy decisions about human beings, which eventu-
ally leads to collapse.

So some attention needs to be focused on the quality of intellec-
tual capital in that organization and how do you measure that and
reward it and nurture it?

Education and training is more than a one-act drama. You used
the term "crisis" in the hearings. The etymology of crisis is separa-
tion. The point is that initially we can b::dge such a gap but then
the crisis reappears.

So that education and training has to be more than a one act,
drama. Unfortunately, the way we tend to think about it is a one-
act drama or a vaccination. It comes back to learning to learn.

We have a probkr: with short-term thinking. Let me illustrate.
I'm in the insurance business. People loan me money by buying my
stock, in return for my making a promise to perform in the atture
under certain circumstances.

When they loan me the money, they want 15 percent or 18 per-
cent or some acceptable return on their investment. Those include
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the retired schoolteachers and the pension funds. I have to per-
form, otherw;se they're going to take their money someplace else.

Well, if everybody wants 15 percent and they want it quarter by
quarter, it's awfully difficult to explain to the person that loaned
me the money that I'm going to have to invest some me....ty in my
employee's education and training and maybe I can only return
you 14 percent. Nationwide we have to reach a point of saying
we're willing to sacrifice 1 percent for the greater good of develop-
ing American workers.

Now, I'm an Af&an-American. I was born on the south side of
Chicago and educated in segregated schools. I couldn't agree more,
I believe in the oneness of man:zind. But in terms of productivity,
in terms of justice, in terms of potitical participation, until we
COME, to the issue of accepting people for their differences and judg-
ing them by the content of their character, until we do that we are
going to have a very difficult time largely because the nature of
the work we have today involves teamwork.

And if I can't find a way to cinnect with you because you happen
to come from Tennessee or New York or whatever, an accident of
birth, and that keeps getting ;n the way, I have a real problem.

I've just been honored to be appointed to the Governor's Commis-
sion on Integrated Education for the State of Connecticut; 90 per-
cent of the peoph who are poor and of color are segregated into 16
towns. And I really don't know what we are going to do to try to
overcome that. But I do know that if we don't do it, the State of
Connecticut will suffer.

So what has Actna's response been? I think this goes to the
notion of how do you concretize these problems.

We've developed what we call an Aetna management process,
which is a set of seven quesons which may appear to be very
simple but they're not simpEstic. We are using these questions to
try to change the way in whith our managers think about the busi-
ness. The first qt.,:stion is, why do you exist as a unit? What's your
mission? in nickel and dime words, why are you here?

No. 2, if you can tell me your mission, tell me the four things
that have to go right every single day for you to achieve that mis-
sion. Or, turn it on its nead, if I wanted to destroy your mission,
what are the first four things I'd do?

If you know those critical success factors, then how rlo you scan
the environment to understand how that environment is having an
impact on those factors, thereby creating a gap.

And once you've analyzed that gap, how do you close the gap?
How do you set objectives, allocate your scarce resources and how
do you monitor how well you are doing? Simple questions but not
simplistic.

The point is that I can challenge a manager of a unit in 5 min-
utes to answer those questions. If that person hasn't mentioned
work force 2000 or issues of diversity are having an impact on his
critical success factors, I know that manager hasn't analyzed his
business that well. And therefore I can come back and force him or
her to concretizc or to ground these issues of the work force into
his or he, business plan. And based on how well he does that, I'll
compensate him or punish him.
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Now, if we can get more organizations to do that kind of think-
ing, it's going to be a lot easier to find ways to coanect the issues of
this hearing to best practices. But most importantly, it will allow
us to tell our managers that you must be leaders in two things: se-
lecting and develo:ing your people. Once managers know that is
their obligation, it's going to make it a little easier to drive things
down through the organization and to be sure that education and
training does connect and it's not simply superficial.

As for directions in school reform perhaps out of the Charlottes-
ville Summit something will happen. hopefully, each State could
do what Connecticut has done.

We have a common core of learning adopted by the State board
of education that describes the expected outcomes of a high school
education. No mystery. If you have those outcomesand by the
way those outcomes are precisely the things that we would like to
have in new entrants to the work forcethen in fact transform, re-
structure, do whatever you have to do according to those standards.
If each State had that, I think we'd move along.

In terms of the role of higher education. We can spend another
hour on this, but as a result of World War II the mission of higher
education increasingly has drifted away from the issues that we're
talking about. The people that you find in higher education who
might be able to bring something to the table, they operate at the
margins of those universities, for exampl-., continuing education.

Somehow or another, through Federal leadership, if we can get
higher education to refocus their energies on the constituents that
they're serving, I think that would be helpful.

And I'm not pointing an accusatory finger, because there are
always three fingers pointing back; we're all responsible. I under-
stand that.

Certainly we need more money for urban edua,.i tied to the
National Assessment of Educational Progress standards. That can
be done.

As for R&D, you have a study being conducted by the Office of
Technology Assessment. They're currently describing what other
countries are doing so that you have some comparisons available.
We need more of that.

You certainly need a clearinghouse for excellence and best prac-
tices. I think ASTD has demonstrated how you can do it. I wouldn't
give the task to a university or to a trade association, but to some
national center where in fact you can find best practices Oissemi-
noted.

And then, of course, if ye- could find a way to get the account-
ants, the big eight firms, to ,reate a category for measuring the in-
vestment in human capital, perhaps I could show that on the i-ack
page of the annual report, and tell the people who loaned me the
money that I did invest it in people. That may lead to tax policy

at would be helpful; that is, human resource accounting.
And I guess the last thing has to do with will and capacity. Two

weeks ago I was invited down here to have .breakfast, with two
other businessmen, with Senators Kennedy, Mikulski, Duren-
berger, and Simon. We spent 2 hours around a table talking. That
was the most encouraging discussion I have participated in a long
time, because we were unencumbered by the formality of this proc-

Fq4
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ess but, more importantly, they were genuinely listening and they
were saying that we have to connect with Senator Gore and with
other people. I'm beginning to see at least in Congress some sort of
coalescing in terms of the will and the capacity to address the
issue. So I think that's the good news, and on that point I'll close.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Foster, together with an adden-
dum, follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF BAD7 G. FOSTER

Good morning, Mr. Chairman, and distinguished members of the

Committee. I'm pleased to 1.-o here. I have been invited by Senator

Gore to comment on human resource development in the service

industry from the perspective of an educator working within a major

corporation.

While I welcome the opportunity to present a corporate viewpoint, I

should say that the views I express ;:re my own, and do not

necessarily reflect the Official views of the Aetna Life and Casualty

Company.

I am an educator by training, experience, and disposition. After

several years as a university professPr and administrator, I had the

good fortune to participate in the creation of the Aetna Institute for

Colporate Education-an institution, I am proud to say, that is now

regarded as among the most successful organizations of its type in

the private sector.

Briefly, the Institute offers over 150 courses and programs in

executive, management, and supervisory education; general skills

development; and information systems education. Each year, some

FiG
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25,000 Aetna employe.es - more than one-half of our total workforce

- take advantage of these offerings, either by participating in

traditional clasdroom instruction in our Hartford home office facility,

by pursuing self-paced educaticn at their worksite, or by enrolling in

a direct broadcast telecourse. In addition, the Institute administers

the Company's employee tuition assistance and continuing

professional education programs. Last year, nearly 8,000 employees

took advantage of these opportunities. Finally, through special

arrangements with a number uf drea colleges and universities, our

home office employees can pursue studies leading to the. GePeral

Equivalency Diplc.ma, Associate and Bachelor of Arts Degrees, and the

Masters Degree in Business Administration during evening hours at

our facility.

I should note that the Institute is a corporate function. Each of our

major operating divisions maintain their own education and training

functions. They are responsible for career-related education in such

areas as underwriting, marketir.g, claim settlement, and engineering.

In total, the Aetna Life and Casualty invests about $45 million each

year in formal empLyee devzlopment activities. This figure does not

include the compensation paid to employees while they are

A 7
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participating in these activities.

I would like to share some observations about the changing

employee skill requirements in our industry. While these

observations may not directly pertain to circumstances common to

other U.S. industries, or even to smaller firms within the

insurance/financial services industry, there are likely to be enough

similarities to permit a meaningful oegree of generalization.

Specifically, I will direct my comments to three nreas that I think

will be among the most crucial with respect u the viability and

competitiveness ot our industry. I will then suggest a number of

expectations we might properly establish for each of our major

education and training ir.stitutions, i.e. elementary and secondary

education, colleges and universities, and the corporate sector. I will

conclude with a small number of program and policy proposals that

might help t'',ese institutions contribute in a more significant way to

the resolution of the human resources development issues before us.

r do not think we can talk about skill requirements without

mentioning the adult literacy issue.

R 8
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It is interesting how this problem has surfaced among the handful of

tor items on the social welfare and "human capital" agendas. We all

know that it has been a "back burner" issue from sometime, so I

think it would be instructive to very briefly consider why it has

finally moved to the forefront.

I am sure the explanation lies, at least in part, in the very significant

changes in the labor market that have occurred during this period of

economic growth. Through I realize this prosperity has been

somewhat uneven regionally, many areas of this country are

experiencing virtual "full employment" situations.

In the late 1970s and early 1..30's, the modest growth in the net

demand for unskilled or semi-skilled workers was met largely by

mature women who were either entering or re-entering the labor

We never r.....11y recruited from the ranks of the so-called

"marginal" or "contingent" labor force, which includes the less

educatea male adults and inexperienced youth. During this

recovery, of course, companies like Aetna are recruiting from these

very labor pools. And what we are finding in terms of "presenting

FsD



skills" has been discouraging, if not alarming. This is especially true

of young adults from urban areas who as teens spent much of their

time either unemployed .or ont of the labor force. In certain

respects, I guess we are now reaping what we have sown; those of

us who thought that the "youth unemployment problem' would

disappear when the economy improved were clearly wrong. It has

disappeared only in the ledgers of the statisticians who keep track

of such things. It is all too apparent in the recruiting offices of

major firms across America.

The secued factor that helps to explain why the literacy issue has

moved into currency is that the nature and scope of the problem is

now being characterized in a way that can be readily understood.

Here I am referring, for exampt . to the study by the National

Assessment of Educational Progress on functional literacy skills

among 19-25 year olds. I strongly urge those of 3 3u who have not

yet reviewed the NAEP report, Literacy: Profiles of Americk _Yang

Adults, to do so. The study takes the relatively abstract concept

"functional literacy" and operational:7.es it in a meaningful way.

Thrte dimensions of literaey are iden led: document, prose, and

quantitative. The scales used to measure an individual's level of

90
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functioning along each of these dimensions are drawn from everyday

experiences. When you note, for example, that 40 percent of the

high school graduates in the sample could not correctly ideatify

and/or accurately express the main idea in a newspaper article, you

can not readily mistake the message.

So the problem is a very real one. It especially affects companies

like Aetna where basic literacy is a requirement of competent

performance in the vast majority of jobs. Our productivity is

adversely affected and we must absorb the cost of remediation.

Moreover, the individuals who lack these basic skills will have few

real opportunities for advancement within the Co.apany.

The second area .where we are experiencing changing skill

requirements is electronic data processing. This is an area that is of

a great colcern to those of us in the insurance and financial services

industries.

The vast majority of the basic produ, and service, marketed by the

thousands of diffrrent insurance and financial services companies

are, in essence, quite sikailar to one another. Add to that dm fact that

we all operate in the same regulatory environments. Given this

91't,
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reality, some of us have chosen to differentiate our products on the

basis of customer services. Two of the key ingredients of customer

service are timeliness and accuracy: how quickly and accurately we

can do such things as provide a quote, add an endorsement, respond

to a claim, or answer a coverage or rate inquiry. All else equal, this

translates into a question of how well we can build, run, and

maintain our information systems.

The general trend in our industry is to move many data processing

functions out of the home office computer centers, and into

offices and agencies - closer to where the bgsiness itself i

This trend has a number of important implications for b

composition of the firm's workforce, and the character'

individual jobs. But I think that we must be very c

assessing these implications In particular, we mus

oversimplifying the skill requirements attending t

example, there is a very common tendency to

technical skills associated with task performan

computer keyboard, creating lines of code, u

the. field

s processed.

oth the

sties of

eful in

t avoid

ese changes. For

overemphasize the

e, e.g. manipulating a

mg a given piece of

applications software, etc. Clearly, these are much .1ceded skills. But

these are also sl ills that are relatively e
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desisned company training programs.

Far more worrisome are the skills and abilities that arc not purely

technical in nature. These requirements were very capably outlined

in an article by Paul Adler that appeared in a recent edition of

CaliforniaManagement Review. Referring to the changing features of

clerical work in banks, Dr. Adler notes the following: (1.) the

traditional importance of "responsibility for effort" is being replaced

by "responsibility for results" - for the intergrity ot the process; (2.)

the relationship between tasks, and between tasks and goals is

becoming increasingly abstract; and (3) components of complex

systems are becoming more and more interdependent. The message

here is that our clerical and administrative employees, as well as the

"end-user", are going to have to be able to think critically, discern

relationships, solve abstract problems, and communicate effectively.

We are talking about abilities that are quite different than the kind

of "computer literacy" skills that we dun hear about.

While on the subject of SG called "high tech" skills, I think it is

interesting to note that the central message of one of today's leading

automation experts, James Martin, has more to do with people skills

than technial skills. And the latest approaches to systems analysis
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and desip focus on the human rathet than the technical side of the

user/systems intarface. The lesson here is that technical cxpertise is

becoming a necessary, but not sufficient requisite to our ability to

design, build, and maintain quality systems.

This notion of "people skills" leads to the third and final skill

requirement I want to address here today.

There is a real need to upgrade the knowledge and skills of our

supervisors and first-line managers. Let me suggest three reasons

for this.

First, as our workforce becomes more diverse - not only in terms of

ethnicity and gender, but aiso with respect to work related values

and dispositions - the ability of our supervisors to accommodate the

needs and orientations of their subordinates will be increasingly

tested. But they will have to go beyond mere accommodation to full

enlistment of employees' talents in the kinds of team-based work

projects that will be much more common in the future. In at: ition,

they will have to mediate the impact of technological change by

managing the implications that I mentioned earlier. Truly competent

supervisors have always been in short supply. My concern is that
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without more systematic attention to the way we prepare

supervisors and provide for their on-going development, they will

become quite scarce.

In my judgement, we will be unable to adequately address the skill

needs I've outlined here - and I have made no mention of

requirements more 'Ammon to Other industries without substantial

improvements in the productivity of our education and training

institutions. This includes elementary and secondary schools,

college; and universities, and corporate training departments.

I believe this process ought to commencJ with efforts to identify a

set of common expectations for these institutions and organizations,

beginning with our public schools. We have started this process at

the state and local level in Connecticut. C ir "Common Core of

Learning", drafted by a committee of distinguished leaders from

across the state, sets out what our citizens can rightly expect of our

students and schools with regard to demonstratable outcomes. The

State Board of Education is challenging local school board members,

parents, and concerned citizens to use the Common Core to promote

and guide a new level of dial-gue about education.

.9 5
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I should add that included among the expected i .comes identified

in the common core are the basic literary skills as well as the kinds

of reasoning, problem solving, and communication skills that I

suggested will be so critical in the workplace of the futurc.

think post-szcondary institutions, for their part, can do more in the

area of entitling that their graduates are preparcd to meet changing

skill requirements, especially in the two areas I mentioned earlier:

technology and human resources management. For example,

community and four year colleges can begin to require that all

students pursuing a major in the applied sciences or tezhnologies

comple,t course work in the humanides and social scienccs. A

number if institutions, ranging from Northwest Community College

in Connecticut to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, ham

already reorganized their distribution requirement, address this

need. Others should follow their lead in this area.

Along the same lines, more institutions should review their business

manzgement curriculum. All such programs should include required

coursewor: in technology, human relations, and human resources

management.

C.16
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There is one other area v.here I think our colleges and universities

could make a greater contribution to human resources derzlopmcnt.

And perhaps this is an expectation that might pertain most directly

to our state college and university systems. Many of our

corporations are going to need help in their efforts to upgrade the

skills of their workforces. Companies that lack the resources to

support their own in-house programs are going to have to look to

their local post-secondary institutions to provide the education and

training their employees will need. Companies that arc able to

operate their own programs - and these are primarily, but not

exclusively, our Fortune 1000 companies - are also going to have to

look tty these institutions for technical assistance i'a the

areas of both training content and instructional method.

We have to azk ourselves whether corporate expectations are

reasonable. If the answer is "yes", and I would sub; it that it is, the

critical question is whether these institutions are really up to the

challenge. It seems to me that many of these institutions have yet to

come to terms with the het that their market is changing in

significant ways. I make this claim not on the basis of what I read in

their promotional literature, but or; lithe basis of how they are

9 7
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allocating their resources. More often than not, the entities

responsible for professional and continuing education operate at the

margins of the institution in terms of faculty qualifications,

availability of student support services, financial aid, and so forth. I

think a careful review of this matter ty all relevant parties,

including State Boards of Higher Education, would be %ell advised.

Similarly, we need to take a careful look E the extent to which the

information and expertise resident in these institutions is made

available to the private sector. As it now stands, both the higher

education "culture" and incentive systems work to inhibit this

transfer. Faculty, for example, are rewarded for their ability to

create new Immledge, not for their ability to synthesize and

communicate this knowledge in a way that would be immediately

applicable to those of us who are grappling with such matters as

adult learning, instructional design, program evaluation, and

organizational development. I think this need is too important to our

common interest to be left to isolated entrepreneurial activity.

Thus far, I have identified areas where we are experiencing the

greatest needs with regard to workforce skill requirements. I have

also suggested a number of policy and program initiatives which, if

..) 8
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undertaken at the local and state levels, would help move us closer

to addressing these needs. In the time remaining, I would like to

outline a limited number of proposals for federal leadership.

First, I think it would be appropriate for the federal government to

increase its support to those Jarge urban school districts that are

prepared to commit themselves to improving the basic literacy skills

of their students. Such support should be contingent on the district's

ability to identify target outcomes related to the kinds of functional

skills that are found in the National Assessment of Education

Progress study I mentioned earlier. The-National Institute of

Education's "Excellence in Education" activity could be expanded to

accommodate this program.

The U.S. Department of Education could also do more to encourage

innovation in curriculum design at the post-secondary level. In

particular, they could provide special incentive grants - perhaps

through The Fund for the Improvement of Post-Secondary Education

- for institutions willidg to integrate liberal arts subject matter into

their technology curriculum, and technology and human relations

subject matter into their business management curriculum.

Third, the U.S. Department of Eflucation should create something
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along the lines of a National Clearinghouse on Corporate Education

and Training. At last count, we have nine educational research

information clearinghouses, ele ien. national centers for excellence in

education, and six regional education laboratories. But even though

we spend at least as much on the education and training of adults in

the workplace as we do in the education of children and young adults

in our schools and colleges, we find O.:. existing clearinghouses,

centers, and laboratories largely unprepared to relate to the needs of

the corporate sector. Perhaps a dedicated resource would help b.ing

a more desirable balance to the system.

Fourth, the federal government should encourage, through the

provision of seed money, state and regional initiatives that would

increase the private sector's access to higher education resources,

including their information and expertise. The model I have in mind

would be similar to Pennsylvania's Ben Franklin Partnership, except

that the mission would focus on human resources development

rather than technology development. This entity would do two
'

things. First, it would broker both technical assistance and existing

educational courses and programs. Where necessary, it would also

produce and deliver new courses a:1d programs tailored to the needs

100
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of our industries. Delivery would be patterned after the highly

successful National Technical University - an organization that makes

quality telecourses available to businesses on a 24 hour a day, seven

day a week basis.

Finally, I think that Congress should seriously consider revisions to

the tax code which would create greater incentives for companies to

invest in employee education and training. One approach that is

frequently mentioned in this regard wouid be the granting of tax

credits to firms willing to increase their education and training

expenditure over some base year. I realize that there is an issue as

to whether this credit ought to apply to federal or state tax liability.

My personal concern with implementing this approach entirely at the

state level is that many firms that would stand to benefit most from

the: credit are located in states that, almost be definition, may be

least able to forgo the revenue. This matter certainly -deserves

further study.

In any event, larger firms could use the retained funds to estabfish,

among other things, adult literacy programs for their employees. I

think this would be a very desirable outcome, since this type of

education could probably be carried out much more efficiently by

o
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private companies than by public adult education organizations.

After all, one of the key tenets of adult learning theory is that the

learner must perceive the personal relevance of instruction.

Requirements associated with job performance and advancement

would obviously provide this ingredient.

Smaller firms could either purchase education and training services

from public providers, or where appropriate, from oti.a companies.

The services of the "electronic training network" I proposed would

also be quite attractive hr:re, since the unit cost of training would

likely be low.

One very worthwhile by-product of increasing the amouat of

employee education rind training funds "in circulation" is that it

would probably bring about some needed reform in the system. As

Marc Tucker and David Mundel of the Carnegie I orum have pointed

out, colleges and universities would be elegible to provide services to

companies taking advantage of the tax credit. But they would have

to compete for the privilege with a longer roster of potential

providers. Consequently, they would have to become both more

efficient and more responsive to the needs of business.
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In conclusion, let me say that I am optimistic about our collective

ability to address the challenge of upgrading the skills of our

workforce. And I find efforts - such as this important hearing - to

more fully understand the issues, and more carefully explore the

options, to be especially encouraging. Thank you for the opportunity

to contribute to your important work.

1 0 3
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1) Entry Level Recruiting

The selection and placemeLt of qualified applicants is
a critical factor for success in business. But staff
selection and placement at the Aetna and other U.S.
financial service corporations is impeded by two disturbing
external trends: the predicted drop in the number of
entrants into the labor pool and their declining skill
levels. Internally, the trends are equally disturbing:
secretarial positions currently average 1.8 applicants per
open position vs. 5 applicants a few years ago; during the
past year, thnre has been a 27% drop in incoming
applications; and for skilled administrative jobs such as
those requiring typing and word processing, there are 44%
fewer applicants.

In response to these trends, the Aetna has developed a
comprehensive staffing initiative that provides Aetna
management with the floxibility to respond to the diverse,
changing needs of its workforce. Encompassing a host of
programs that in,lude alternate staffing options, the
initiative's major emphasis is on recruiting and retention
strategies that encourage training and development for both
the current and future workforce. To that end, Aetna's
Corporate Staffing Department has designed and implemented
two training and employment models: one for adults and one
for youth.

The key features of the Adult Model include an emphasis
on hiring, training, and retaining non-traditional
applicants from public and private community-based agencies;
on helping the applicants successfully make the transition
into the workplace; on working closely with the
community-based agencies to draw from their expertise; on
providing necessary technical, admin1strative, and human
resource skills for unskilled applicants; on counseling to
assist the applicants with personal concerns; on working
closely with the Aetna's line operations to hire these
applilaets for full-time, permanent p")sitions; and on
expanding the number of public and private agencies that
refer applicants.

The Youth Model focuses on youths as an investment in
our future and purports that youths need to enter the
workforce as adults. Essentially, the model links current
youth programs and fills in the gaps that exist to avoid
losing the youths along the way. For oxample, the Aetna
begins developing 7th grade youths through the Saturday
Academy Program, an enrichment program for youths and their
parents/guardians and continues developing llth and 12th
grade youths through Project Step Up, an after school work
study program.

Entry level requisitions require such technical and
human resource skills as keyboarding, typing, using a
calculator, proofreading, working independently and as part
of a team, analyzing problems, handling changing priorities,

'G
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computing mathematical problems, and writing.
Unfortunately, most applicants fall below the desired
performance level of these skills. After applicants are
hired, they begin a developmental trainirg program th
consists of classroom courses, self-paced instruction,
rotational internships, and on the job training.
Ultimately, the training program may lead to opportunities
in such areas as secretarialleffice adrUnistration,
financial/accounting, Lomputer technology, and
administrative support servicetx.

Critical to this process is the Aetna's ability to
mnintaLn continuity, track learning progress, evluate
feedback from participants, supervisors, and mentors, and
respond immediately to emp3, ae concerns and problems; to
educate mentors, supervisor.; and managers about current and
future labor market issues and the cultural diversitr f the
student population; and to collaborate in a variety of ways
with high schools, vocational and technical schools,
community colleges, and community-based agencies.

2) Skill Upgrading

The upgrading of employee skills is also a critical
factor for success in business. As basic literacy is a
requirement of competent perfoxmance in the vast majority of
Aetna jobs, productivity is adversely affected and the Aetna
mnst absorb the cost of remediation. Moreover, the
employees who lack these basic reading, writing, and
mathematical skills will have few real opportunities for
advancement. PrI: more worrisome are the skill requirements
outlined in an article by Paul Adler in a 1987 edition of
California MnaqfMent Review. Referring to the changing
features of clerical work in banks, Dr. Adler notes the
following: 1) the traditional importance of "responsibility
of effort" is being replaced by "responsibility for results"
- for the integrity of the process; 2) the relationship
between tasks, and between tasks and goals is becoming
increasingly abstract; and 3) components of complex systems
are becoming more and more interdertendent. The message here
is that our clerical and administrative employees, as well
as the "end-user", are going to have to be able to think
critically, discern relationships, solve abstract problems,
and communicate effectively.

ln January, 1988, as part of the Aetna's comprehensive
staffing initiative to close the gap between employee
qualifications and greater job demands, the Aetna's
institute for Corporate Education formally opened the
Effective Business Skills School, a workplace basic skill
development program for current and prospective employees.
sinply put, the School's primary objective is to produce an
internal pool of candidates who qualify for jobs that
require high level skills. To accomplish this objective,
the School's curriculum integrates skill development in

I !7
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learning, reasoning, reading, writing, listening, speaking.
mathematics and computer operations within an individual and
functional context.

The School embraces a purely learner-centered
environment that draws from the students' accumulated
knowledge base and experiences and respects their needs,
expectations, and values. Through a reiterative learning
procezs of dialogue, inquiry, npplication, and reflection,
the students generally follow four step process.

First, the students strive to enhance their
self-concept by examining their reasons for learning; by
confronting theit learning anxieties; by exploring the
business of financial services; and by recognizing their
contribution as employees, options for growth, and maximum
potential. Second, the students determine their skill
levals by self-assessment, supervisory review, Aetna
criterion-referenced tests that meam.ure competency in
reading, writing, and mathematics, and other tests that
measure aptitude and potential. Third, they create and
continually refine a learning plan that reflects individual
needs and access to a variety of learning moder including
classroom, small group workshops, self-paced courses,
independent study, collaborative learning, and tutorials.
Fourth, the students apply tne basic skills skills to actual
job tasks and simulated business cases. Of critical
importance, throughout thc process, is the extent to which
the students learn h(o to learn, i.e., the extent to which
they are able to identify their own needs, select strategies
to meet those needs, and monitor their progress on a
coatinuing basis.

3) The Role of Government and the Private Sector

In my judgement, the country will be unable to
adequately address the skill needs outlined above without
substantial improvements in the productivity of our
education and training institutions. This includes
involvement from elementary and secondary schools, colleges
and un:Jerzities, corporate training departments, and the
federal government.

I believe this process ought to commence with efforts
to identify a set of common expectancies. For example,
Connecticut's "Common Core of Learning", drzfted by a
committee of distinguished leaders form across the state and
local levels, sets out what our citizens tan righ4ly expect
of our students and schools with regtrd to demonxtrable
outcomes. The State Board of Education is challenging local
school board members, parents, and concerned citizens to use
the Common Core to promote and guide a new level of dialogue
about education. I should add that included among the
expected outcomes in the Common Core arc the basic literacy
skills as well as the kinds of reasoning, problem solving,
and communication skills that I suggested are so critical in
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the workplace.
Post-secondary institutions, for their part, can do

more to ensure that their graduates are prepared to meet
changing skill requirements, especially in technology and
human resources. For example, a number of institutions,
ranging from Northn.st Community College in Connecticut to
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, already zequire
students pursuing a major in the applied sciences or
technologies complete coursework in the humanities and
sccial sciences.

Further, corporations that lack the resources to
support their own in-house skill development programs are
going to have to look to their local postsecondary
institutions to provide the education and training their
employees need. Corporations that are able to operate their
own programs, and these are primarily, but not exclusively,
Fortune 1000 companies, are also going to have to look to
postsecondary inLtitutions for technical assistance in the
areas of both training content and instructional method.

In terms of federal leadership, the government should
increase its support to those large urban school districts
that are prepared to commit themselves to improving their
stl-dents' basic literacy skills, The National Institute of
Educaticn's "Excellence in Education" activity could be
expanded to accommodate this initiative. The U.S.
Department of Education could also do more to encourage
innovation. In particular, they could provide special
incentive grants, perhaps through the Fund for the
Improvement of Postsecondary Education, for institutions
willing to integrate liberal arts subject matter into their
technology curriculum and human relations subject matter
into their business management curriculum. In addition,
the Department should create something along the lines of a
National Clearinghouse on rorporate Training and Education.
Although there are a number of clearinghouses already in
existence, they are largely unprepared to relate to the
needs of the corporate sector.
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ing to small work groups, giv-ig
them skills in planning, perfor
mance appratsal, communkanon.
and dension-making

Low unemployment in the Han
ford um a few years back had AMU
looking hard for entry level work.
ell.especully for clerical and num
tenance jobs TO build up the pool
of potential workers. Aetna started
the Uterine Business Skills School,
offering several programs in read-
ing. writing. oral communication.
math, and computer literacy Aett12
also operates enrichment and moo
ration programs for inner-city
youth In many parts of the country

"We want so provide the skills
necessary for people so ges jobs:-
says Richard A, mcAloon. ice
presklent of corporate human rc
sources. "Vt re Interested in clos-
Ing the gap between our country s
current performance and rtS great
promise."

ill
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get people ready to apply their knowl-
edre to the work here.

Als o. our company, Wrestle Ay Insur-
andcompanies. Is say large, and that
requires some highly developed mar-
apement talent.

TI:th Is your conceal about demo.
graphics that there are fewer FroOk
magable Overag, or that there ate kwer
of the particular type your Industry
needs'

Compton 1 don't think the latter Ls
true. tat need aimed everybody Incur
society we keep raising the floor
When I ficst cru..e to work at Aetna
there were jobs for elevator operators,
and those jobs could lead somewhere.
Thew liv c lobs are gone, and you
have to come M as somethm8 else.

Mt don't require labor dow . to the
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level of the least skgled, but vim are not
a business exclusively of codege grad-
uates or MBAs. Scarcity Ls everywhere
In CM spectrum tit were early and 43.
kjessive In managing a diverse work.
force. Wdre comfortably prepared for
mending and hiring women, minori-
ties, and immigrants, and we don't
have problems finding people to hire
now But if you reed the tea leave3 It's
casein that scarcity will be a real prob-
lem In about five years. Clit plan to use
°meditation andtmining programs eS
reauiting mot and aS monsof mak.

Ing our people better than employees
of our competitors.

113). What about the technology you
USe at Aetna and the skill changes that
has caused,

Compton. We've been using sophisti

cated InformatiOn systems for the
design and delivery& our products for
a long time, so we're used to that Just
about the only technology problem
we've had is getting cenfor executives
to learn how to type so they can use
the computer martinets on their desks.

TD,Ii Do you agree with claims that to
franc!? erViCes the technology di&
fomwd, ystems enables one person
to do iO. k:tat InCe required many
PeoPle

Compton I don't think that's ttue We
uscd to quip that eomputerizatton
mesnt that you displaced 50 clerical
peeple and hired 200 senior analysts
and "tchnidans

Having developed a lot of informa-
uon technology, Cati we expect a 23-
yed-old with eighteen months of ex-

Aetna 'Wins 1989 ASTD Corporate Award

For its excellence In education.
training, and development pro.
grams. Actna We J Casualty re-
ceived the Corporate Award for
1989 from the American Society fd
Tabling and Development The
award Ls presented annually by
ASTD to a company that has shown
outsondlng cornmiunent to worio
place education and employee de-
velopment. Previous recipients
havelndudcd theFord Motor Com-
Pang the Dayton-Hudson Corpora-
tion, Motorola, and DIM.

kuta trainingnot only reaches all
leva of the Aetil workforce, but
trends Into the community to train
and develop potential employees.
The company irwests more than
$40 million annually In educating
employees, Independent agents.
and potential employees.

Aetna make, heavy use of tech.
nolOgy to deliver training to a
workforce spread /COM Me United
Stases and throughout Europe and
the Far East. Computer-based trafn.
Mg, expert systems, and a Oliva.
broadcast satellite television net-
work are some of the technologies
Aetna has chosen.

Inaccepting the corporate ward
for ktra, Richard A. MeAlocn, vice.
president for corporate human re.
sources, said, nt are cominced
that productivity and business
growth at Mos, and for the (Man.

dal services industry; are moted
the successful development and
training of theeraployees on whom
we rely to serve our customers
ttt've made mem investments In
these efforts because we know that
to do otherwise would be to limit
our ability to grow and prosper:*

The Actna institute
muds commitment to eductio-...
most visible In the Aetna Insiitute
for Corporate Education. Founded
in 1981 and cperated as a residential
learning center for employees and
independent insuance agents since
1984, the institute trains mon than
26,000 people annmlly In subjects
ranging from management to basic
literacy

totria'S trarning and devdopnwnt
prOgranla are described below.

The Aetna Management Proeds
This system trains managers In

techniques for determining bush
ness objectives and mapping out
critical factors for achieving success
In those objectives. Known 23 AMP.
It is a training imiztive directly frorn
the Office of the Chairman. Pra:.
dent Ronald Ccmptortcharactcrizes
the company-wide effort as a way of
thinking that Is not new but that
should be appbed tO agrest variety

of situations "It3 purpose is to help
us think more clearly"

Office of the Chairman Educa-
tional Series

This new effort. devek ped by the
Mtna Institute, comprises a set of
educational programs to develop In
managers and eZetUthrli a core of
specific managerial cornpetendes.
They include ten skills and abilities
that Aetna believes are critical to sue.
cessful performance. use of the
Mtna Management Process, leader-
ship. selectic0 of people, develop-
ment of people. management of re
sources, communication skills,
computer savvy and systems budd
Mg. business and orgAdratIonal
knowledge, building teamwork, and
Vaptabdiry

11.21nIng
Acuu, technical training refers

to Inst.rance disciplines such as tin.
derwriting. marketing, claims, and
the use of information systems. This
training helps keep :xma employ.
ees up speed in the fastehanging
InSUrat..e environment,

The Effective Business Skills
School

This trains I,500 employed each
year In reading, wrrting.mathemat
les. verbal communications, and
computer skills

. I 2
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perkmce to make the Same decisions
that used to be made by several pet>
pie? The answer is absolutely not.

There's a combination c things we
do that generates a higher level of de.
velopment in such people, but tech.
nology is only one factor. Another Is to
take them mom senouslyto believe
that they have higher capabilities.

The theory you mention cou:d
prove Mae In the future. One part of
technology for us involves managing a
vast amount of informationabout
MKS and claims and other aspects of
the business. But we are also like a fa:-
tory in that we use technology to gen.
eras: products

Another way we use technology
at Aetna is for education We need
to increase our capability to delit er
co mr iter.based education and to
make better use of knowledge based

The Learning Design Process
Model

This model. of specul interest to
tramers.helps develop new ualnutg
methods that are timel y. cast effec.
the, and geared tosuengthening
competence of all employees

Stepping Up
Thu thteepa.t pro.eram address.

es ..se employabilitygap among dis.
advantaged groms in the commu .
mites that Aetna svves. Stepping Up
comprises the followm3 programs.

Saturday Academy, an educa .
tional enrichment program for
innereity Junior high school sm.
dents and their parents In Hanford.
Connecticut, and Washington. DC

Students at Work, providing
workhludy opponunities for high-
school students who are at risk of
dropping out. Students are guaran-
teed AS:Airrle lobs 94th ktna if they
complete the program and graduate
from high schooL The program
now operates In Houston,
PhiladelphLa, Atlanta, Sacra:nettles
Seat rlr. ...nd Walnut Creek'Oaldand

Hire and Traln, aimed al youth
and marginally employed or unern.
ployed adults Identified by local
community and goverruncnt agen.
cies. People in this program receive
rramlngtailc.o. prepare them for
entry level lobs at Aetna.
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FOR TEN YEARS, WE'VE PROM

COMPANIES CAN ACCOMPLISH

ANYTHING, GIVEN THE RIGHT TOOLS.

Building a better.
Terre &CCU re

future for prat
compam isn't
nearly as difficult
as it sounds All
um need are the
right tools.
Oter the past

decade. Blanchard
lraining and
Det elopment hat
helped tnousamis
of successfulmgannations
become eten more uncessfol
fh teaching them prose's.

more e f (cane ways to meet
their goal...

MAXIMIZE YOUR
COMPANY'S POTENTIAL

At Bla th bur d Traintrig, we
teach people the best wat s to
s reate an eittironment that
enhances t our oi ga nizat ton s

.1(lo in pro notes higher
,els of lumps', and tinpros es

., On, tatilfa(1011.
We accomplis .int three wit s.

B. ongoing (exultation. B. offer.
mg irsultsionenied seminars And
bs helping companies des Opp
their 011,1 (0401ile iraoring
programs.

A WEALTH OF RES0' WES

FOR ALL YOUR NEEL

In addition, Blanchard Tn..,
ing offers a spectrum of insight.
ful, imdepth training laterals
that cos er a tast ran;e ()RC)
areas,

f mderslop de, elopment,
Produaiinty improsement.

Oa Yank..

r). (.
Voso
Ftasae.
as ma./

oadruir.p it

Management skslls. &hitt and
Values Pilot-mane, manage
ment. And Customer Senn..
What's more. these skills will

pa) loopterm dit idends Nv
matter how your c omparn's
objectiteschange inthe future
If t ou d lile to lean more

about the dramatic different e
Bla fIC hat d Tra ming an male.
call US al i.sno.s21..)332 or
619.-189.5005 In (..inatia., all
800.605-3023 un %1.Anitoh.A.
201477.429 ty.
Anti discoser the right tot.is to

tussle suiursompans the tert
best it can be,

Ix!
reselsord %king aid
Doveloprost, loc.
125 State Place
Escondido, CA 92025
619489 5005
1.800.811.5332
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ysran.S. When exose systems arc 11.1 in
place, they win help develop people
more completely and quickly

TDJ How do you relate the use of Wu
cation at Aema to its corporate goals,
flow do training and education sup-
port those goals,

Comm& Set have a S)Steftl Called the
Aetna Management Process It's a sim-
ple system for thinking ab011t a prob-
lem and examining 12110LLS aspects of
it. The fust step Is to descnbe your mis-
sion The second step is to =mine
what the critical SUCCCSS faCt011 =
to ask Idlat has to go right Or you to
accomphsh your mission

Then, obviously you need to train
people to fulfill those critical success
factors.So if we take any one of out in.
su ranee operations, we find it has var.
ious critkal succas factors for which
people can be mined, such as under
writing or pricing beuness. managing
claims, managing reserves, managing
investments. or whatever

We take the sante technique and
apply it tomanagement Stt asked our
selves what were the critical success
factors of being a senior level manager
in this company Wlut do you have to
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know how to do, The answers Free us
the capabilities that a senior level pet-
SOO Is going to need in this company
And we train for that.

%Wye tried to find out in a system-
atic way what people need to know
how to do to be able to fulfill this corn-
pany's mission Then we bring t he cur-
nculum into register with those perfor-
mance needs.

TDJ. What about Actna's strategic
goals,

Compton. Strategically we want this
company to be quick flexible, and
right Wt don't haves detailed strategic
plan for the 2Ist centurythat
wouldn't be flexible. Out skt have taken
two- year and five-year looks into our
future.

As I think about the company and
about the future I'm convinced of only
one thing that the future is unknow-
able and mostly unpredicable. So the
question is what kind of company do
you need to build in order to achieve
our mission in a largely unknowable
and mostly unpredictable ens Iron
ment? Our answer is that you have to
be qu"k because you can't take years
to make decisions. Ihu have to be flex-

CONFERENCES
ARE NOT

CONVENTIONS.
Our simp e premise is small meetings are
predico .4 on simplicity, efficiency and
productivily.

And we hut the premises to prove It The
bona intim, 12 meeting rooms. A stateol-the-art
amphitheater seating 130

You get our full attention. so you don't get lost in
vast conventiona, premises

Come see us See how small differences make for
big results

X
GREAT VALLEY HILTON

AND C()NFERENCE CENTER
R....N... M... MiSde

ON* NO 130 on Roador Sonv Cod

Hale because the world is going to be
Inconsistent And you'regoingto have
to be fish t. Being wrong can cost you
money, but mostly It will cost you
time, and the one thing we cannot af-
ford to waste is time.

Our strategic view Is not tied to
market share or bigness. It's tied to
being quick, flexible, and right. From
that staning point come other goals. I
want to have a COMparly where people
dream int0 the future.

It was an enlightenment to me aS
young man to discover tPat Einstein
did no. conceive of the theory of Kb
tivity by Staring at a piece apapec He
closed his eyes and imagined himself
riding through the universe on the
point of a beam of light. Now dues im-
agination. Imagination, and the ability
to imagine scenarios In the future.
Anticipation

I believe you can develop people .
ability to be imaginative if you first tea,
down all the walls that prevent theta
from dreaming You can encourage
creat.vity, first of all by not stamping it
out Our training is aimed, not at tell,
Mg people to be creative, but at min-
imizing the things that stamp out
crativity.

For example. the Office of the Chair.
man Series of courses is not intended
to teach people to do specific things
but to provide a forum 111 whiCh to
discuss issues.

Each fall we hold strategic-manage.
ment seminars for small groups of
high potential managers. Wt present a
topic such IS using technology for
competitive advantage. They dream
about it. write about It. and talk about
It with their managers, and !bully with
usthe Office of the Chairman. It's a
way for them to present Ideas without
being hammered on.

TDJ. Aetna operates In Europe and
1.21111Adleflea. and is expanding into
the Pacific Basin What will training
add to yOur international elTonS,

Compton. Aetna doesn't have to be an
international company, but we choose
to be because the opportunities are
there In Insurance 2nd In money
management, our two big businesses
Not having to be international gives
US more time tO educate Ourselves
atoUt It

Staining people in a classroom gives
only the smallest taste of being an in-
ternational company You can give
people scts of facts that canonly be in.

Stain ng & Des elopment Journal. Oeioncr 1989



iegrated into that behavior by sending
them to live and do business In other
countries. It will take us a lOng, long
time to put ow company Into the tn.
ternational sphere. A lot of that in-
volves our own acculturation

Among American businear people.
thcopportumtyto traVe, especially to
the Orient. is often looked on as a
boondoggle. But if we were Japanese
we would be sending three times as
many people abroad for twice as long
and bolting at the photographs they
brought back. Other cultures come
here to take pictures of us, which is
euphemssm for studying us.

TD) Are you involved personally in
delnertng any training programs,

Compton. rm involved in the training
for the Aetna Managernent Proms. Jim
Lynn, the chairman. and I started with
the people who report to us and
worked down from there Hes the
Perfect pan= for this because he be.
linos° strongly in the value of ethical.
non In the company. lie supports it
and presses hard.

When we suned the Aet112 Manage-
ment Process training we put every
division president, senior vice-
president, and ike president. and a
few assistant vice presidents. through
the program in about four weeks I
spent LI hour and a half with each
group to set the stage.

I also facilitate meetings at which
people want to discuss their mission
and (meal succcss factors. I talk with
them for several hours Its partly a
quality .i.ontrol device on my part.
pant; training, and partly a chance to
get to know people. Either Jim or I
speak at every session of the advanced
management course. and I take part in
we strategic management sernuun. As
the Office of the Chairman training
gets flailed °KAT Of I will phy 2 Oak
in all of it.

TD). looking at the tradak n of educa
tion at Aetna already. ansl the con
ditions in the insurance and financial
serous industries, It seems that the
commitment to training will probably
increase. What are your plans for the
future?

Compton. Our immediate two-year
plan ls to train managers for all of the
competencies spelled out In the Aetna
Management Process That's a huge
job, and we're about halfway there.

Thu:Mg & Development Journal. October
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Strategically I think that for all
kinds of education we've absolutely
got to rely more on knowledge based
systems.

When I Came here 35 years ago. I
learned about underwriting by sitting
downstairs on the third floor with an
old guy who &plied cigar ash on his
tie all afternoon. The training
amounted to him saying. "Now listen
This is the way you underpin 2
butilIng correctly-

Prety soon we couldn't afford to do
that any more, so we Sat four people
with him. Then we couldn't afford to
do that either, so we put him on a stage
with 25 people in the auchence, and
that WAS the invention of the Aetna
Underwriting School.

Wt still put people in rooms with ex.
Peru, but we re at the point where we
need to unload that expert mind into
2 flexible system We ve put the expert

I want such a perfect blend
betv.ten education and

development that th-;:e will
bc no demarcation. There

will be no end to education

mind down on paper over the Years.
but the index u 50 pages long.

This kind of education has to move
into 2 quicker. more dynamic environ
mem That means i.omputer based cd
usation in the basks, but also develop.
mem for people who ve been in their
lobs for y earS Or even decades That 3
where I want this to go.

I want such 2 perfect blend between
education and development that there
will be no &ma:cation. There will be
no end to education There will be the
expectation that when anything new
about our business Ls known, we will
drop it Into our system and It
fuse Itself throughout the minds of all
the people who work for us I don't see
that happening In an environment this
Urge and complicated Many other way
than by using knowledge b.sed, on
line systems.

TD): Do you have any advice to offer
to people in training and development
who Ife beingtiollenged to help their
companies perform better and be
more competitive,

Compton. The first advice is based on
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our relationship with the corporate
eJLIC3tOrS at Aetna. With Bach FOSter
(president of the Aetna Institute for
Corporate Education) and Dick
McAloon (cotpora vice-president for
human resources). I don't know if
they're supportive of us or were sup-
portheof them That s the kIndof reb
tionship we have, and n's one I would
recommend

I think that no one is going to su:
ceed in managing human development
with Ilp service from the top manage
ment. No one is going to succeed If
the top management just writes an an
nual letter In support of corporate
education.

There mut be people at the top of
the corporation who genuinely believe
that there is no other way to tun the
business They must be willing to
spend money on education They
must be passionate In their desire for
high standards of development 2013.

y in their companies. They can't be
lukewarm about it. They have to mut
on it

I don't think America Ls losing its
competitiveness I think we didn't
understand the catiscandeffect (eh-
I bonslup that got us where we afe. Most
of our competitors were wiped out by
the second world war, and we were
generous and strong enough to rebuild
their economies without the faintest
idea that they were capable of compel
ing We belined they were second-
ClaSS industrial powers. I'm a phorog
rapher by avocation, and It W23 not
within my understanding that the tki
mans would met kue their gnp on the
world market for lenses. They lost it in
a couple of Kars to a country that had
been as devastated as they had

The number-one need In terms of
Amerka s competitiveness is for CAA a
tion to give us breadth of vision. espe
daily in OUr young people. We have
been insulated, isolated, and cush
ioned from reality for too long \Ware
a great people and yet we fool our.
selves, Those oceans are crossed in at
instant.

As for the competitiveness of bust
ness organizations. you absolutely can
not tun a great company without has.
ing exceptionally high standards for
people and providing them the oppor
tunIty to meet those standards I
believe that the job at the top keel
ought to be to uy to make people bet-
ter than even they believe they can be.
If every manager at every level believes
that, think what we can do. 35



Senator GORE. Well, I really did enjoy that testimony. You dtun't
mince words there. We appreciate that.

We have a time problem on our second panel, I'll say to my col-
leagues, and because of that I'm going to suggest that we have a
fairly strict time limit on questions.

I will wait to ask my first questions but let me suggest that we
go 5 minutes each on questions, and I'll recognize Congressman
Scheuer first.

Representative SCHEUER. Thank you vet7 much, Senatci Gore.
Mr. Foster, I had intended to ask you and Mr. Carnevale a ques-

tion in my most strict and severe prosecutorial tones. Namely, Mr.
Foster, can you tell this room where you were on the morning of
October 5, 1987?

Mr. FOSTER. Yes, sir.
Representative SCHEUER. And Mr. Carnevale, can you tell this

room where you were on the morning of October 29, 1987?
And the answer is, of course, you were both right here. And you

were testifying, very much as you've testified this morning: bril-
liantly, thoughtfully, incisively, and creatively.

Now to me the big question that we have to face this morning is
how do we segue? Well, one of the things we have to figure out is
how do we segue from school, from the world of education to the
world of work?

And another question that we have to figure out is how we segue
from the world of congressional hearings to the world of action,
programs and policies pre.,ented by the administration to the Con-
gress?

There's a tremendous gap here. I am almost embarrassed to see
you two brilliant gentlemen sitting here going through the same
exercise that we went through 2 years ago.

It seems to me there's very little that we know today that we
didn't know 2 years ago. If I'm wrong, please tell me.

It seems to me the key question was addressed by a very conserv-
ative Republican economist who was Chairman of the Council of
Economic Advisers to President Nixon, Herbert Stein. And he testi-
fied before this same committee about 50 days ago, on September
12 of this year, and he encapsulated the main problem that I think
we have to deal with:

It's time we started facing our real choices. We have to stop saying that we can't
afford to do this or that when all we mean is that we cannot afford it within the
rules of the game we have arbitrarily established and agreed to play.

What we should mean when we say that we cannot afford to spend a certain
amount of money for drug control or for education or for assistance to po)r people
or lb: national security is that we prefer to spend the money on something else.
Then we could have a debate about whether one use of the money was more valua-
ble than some other, which is what rational budgeting is all about.

We would also see thil the alternative uses among which we have to choose are
not the different direct government expenditures within the $1.1 trillion budget,
they are the direct uses of the $5 trillion that is the national output.

In other words, we have an enormous pot, of resources out there.
Not just the $1 trillion budget, but the $5 trillion national output.
And if we care about education, if we care about drug enforcement,
if we care about facing up to all of our unmet needs, we have that
total pool to look at.

1 i G. .
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Now getting back to my question of how do we go from here to
there, how do we go from a congressional hearing that has consid-
ered these subjects ad nauseam, how do we get to specific practical
programs thr.t the administration recommends to the Congress and
which I think the Congress would react enthusiastically to on a bi-
partisan basis, on a bicameral basis, the House, the Senate, the
Democrats, and the Republicans. We are all quite aware that the
public is way ahead of-us on this loop.

What do we do to move it ahead? To move to the point where the
Congress is considei ing specific, practical, tangible, and well
thought out proposals from the administration to the Co..gress for
policies and programs that we're in business to enact.

And if you disagree, either of you, with what I said, please tell
me where I'm wrong. It seems to me we have an enormous gap
here.

Mr. FOSTER. Congressman Scheuer, I would answer the question
by posing a questionand you're in a much better situation to
answer +his: Do you think it's the absence of will or is it the ab-
sence ot capacity? And let me suggest that capacity would involve
knowledge, creativity, the ability to link with others, or identifying
the appropriate means.

Quite frankly, I'm puzzled. I don't know whether it's the absence
of will, that we don't want to do that, or in fact that there is an
absence of capacity in translating hearings into action. I don't
know.

Representative SCHEUER. Well, I think it's both. I think it's the
absence of leadership. Leadership would go to the question of ca-
pacityand Herb Stein identifkd the problem of capacity, which is
a nonprohlem. He said look to the $5 trillion gross national prod-
uct. There is a richness of resources there that boggles the mind if
we have the will to use it and if we have the capacity to use it.

And we know we have the capacity. You gentlemen testified here
just this morning; two other very able witnesses testified here this
morning. You two guys gave us more or less a repeat of what you
said 2 years ago, that was just as valid then as it is now and it's
just as valid now as it was then.

How do we summon up the will and how do we summon up the
capacity? To me it's a question of national leadership. It's a ques-
tion of presidential leadership.

I believe the President could lead us into a new era, a new era
that would enrich our society, enrich our productivity, enrich the
quality of our citizenship, and the quality of our life. And it's to me
just a painful, tragic thing that that leadership so far is absent, on
both will and capacity.

My time ic p. Thank you, Senator Gore.
Senator GORE. Thank you.
Congressman Obey.
Representative OBEY. Well, Senator Gorc, given the problem of

time that we have, I'd simply ast one questi n of any member of
the panel who would choose to aoswer itand it's a very broad-
gauge question, somewhat related to the exchange you just ha
with Congressman Scheuer.

With respect to this society, with respect to the Government,
with respect to the private secto, , what would yo'i say are the most
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important things that we do not know about the causes of and the
techniques for correction of shortfall in workplace quality or work
ftrce quality?

And would you say that our principal problem is lack of knowl-
edge, lack of a strategy, lack of methods of implementing any strat-
egy, or the refusal to apply sufficient resources?

Mr. CARNEVALE. Let me at least have my shot at that.
One of the problems that's real clear in this business of making

people more productive or making them more well educated is that
we don't understand what we know. We know that if you invest in
human beings the return is really quite high, that is, the returns to
education in the past 25 years or so have beenin terms of their
proportion of our productivity increases have run about 25 percent
as against capital, which is about 20 percent.

But we also know that everything seems to work somewhere and
nothing works everywhere, everything works sometimes, nothing
works all the time.

We do know more about education than we do about adult learn-
ing. And there we know that investments in people and connnect-
ing people more to the strategic change processes in institutions
makes them enormously more productive. It also increases their
earnings enormously, much more so incidentally than an addition-
al application of straight education.

Where we are missing knowledge in terms of practices is in adult
education, more so than in elementary, secondary, and higher edu-
cation. And most of those problems are really pretty practical.

Fifteen years ago we knew that CAD-CAM machinery was
coming. American employers in literally tens of thousands of dif-
ferent locations bought different equipment, applied it in different
institutions to different workers. There was a common expeiience
there that we could have learned from and expedited the installa-
tion of that machinery and its effective use.

There was nowhere for them to go, especially the middle-sized
and smaller employers, to find out how to do it. What tended to
work, what didCt, what was the quality of the equipment, what
training was required, how do you build the line.

The biggest vacuum in our understanding is in the workplace
itself, which, after all, we don't make radios at Harvard, we make
them at Motorola, or at least we used to. The learning system that
is embedded in the economy is the one that competeE. it is the first
line of competition for learning in zhe American society.

And there is a huge missing piece there, with a very substantial
investment, I would argue, on the public education side that sort of
falls off into a void. After somebody graduates from high school or
college the learning stops. Or at least the state of the art in under-
standing the processes of learning and what needs to be known,
stops.

Mr. HIRSCHHORN. If I could just add two things. Concerning what
we don't know, we don't know enough about how to link training
efforts at the workplace to organizational processes of the work-
place. The two tend to be separated most of the time.

So we find that a lot of training efforts don't add vaiue because
they're not internalized by the different groupsmanagers, work-
ers, engineers, 12.-itl sales peoplewho have to collaborate to make
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the training real. That's a major piece of learning that has to be
done.

The other thing I think we don't know how to do yetand this is
much the question of technical knowledgeI don't think we know
how to create at this time in the United States stable and develop-
mental multiracial settings. I think we're discovering that multira-
cial settings are very fragile and are often decaying in some impor-
tant ways. We don't know how to do that and that requires a much
broader cultural study of ourselves to fir.4 out what to do about
that.

Mr. NOYELLE. Let me reinforce that point and maybe add one
point to it..

I agree with both Tony Carnevale and Larry Hirschhorn and
think the least-known area is the area of firm-based training.

I also happen to disagree with the statement that was made this
morning by the Assistant Secretary of Labor to the effect that
firms are called on to pick up the slack of the educational system.
In a way they do, but in another way they don't.

What we're finding from looking at what firm-based training is
increasingly transforming into is that firms are actually getting
out of the business of providing remedial training, as they might
have once done it in the past. Instead firms are increasingly focus-
ing on how to prepare people for the new technology, for the new
products, and for the new behaviors.

And, as Larry Hirschhorn just pointed out, the area that's the
least understood is probably that last area. the new behaviors. It's
easy to train somebody to use CAD-CAM equipment, at least rela-
tively speaking.

What's much more difficult to do is to predict and to train people
for how the introduction of the CAD-CAM machine is going to
transform the nature of the work relations within the workplace,
the relationships between workers and supervisors, the relation-
ships between the firm and the outside environment.

This is what I've described in my earlier examples as the Lew
customer-assistance and sales behavior. I think those are areas
that need to be explored and understood better so that we can
focus better on how to help out firms improve those areas of their
training in ways that will increase their competitiveness.

Mr. FOSTER. May I just add something here, almost as a meta-
phor of what we don't know. We don't know how much we depend
on each other, and I'll give you a rather dramatic analogy, which
goes back to the point of the Assistant Secretary of Labor that
money alone is not going to do the trick, we're talking about trans-
formation in a variety of ways.

But here is the analogy. It has to do with the collection and dis-
tribution of blood, and I think I used the same example 2 years
agoand really, I'm taking the idea from Richard Titmus, who
wrote a little book on the gift relationship. And his point was this.

That when you give blood you are making a contribr.Lion, it's a
unilateral transfer and you're more likely to be honest- you're not
looking for something immediately in return. You may say, "well,
gee one day I may be hurt and somebody would give me blood," but
you actually give blood without expectation of immediate return.

11.9
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And so therefore if you're not feeling wellin effect, someone
says, well, how are you feeling, Senator, and you say, well, n,A too
well? Well, come back 6 weeks from now and we'll take your blood.

Once you start commercializing the collection and distribution of
blood, regardless of the technology, you run a risk now of having
contaminated blood. And these viruses are becoming trickier and
trickier.

So that when those individuals stopped giving blood hecause they
feltthey weren't connected to a community, then sent a check in-
stead. The irony of it is that if they stepped outside and got hit by
a bus there's no guarantee that when they got to the hospital and
they needed -blood they would in fact receive uncontaminated
blood.

Now, that's a rather dramatic example. We do not know or we
choose not to know that the well-being of our fellow citizen in their
work and in their community has a direct impact on the quality of
my life. Now, if I understood that a little bit more then perhaps I'd
be willing to make some tradeoffs: postpone short-term gain for
long-term gain.

Representative OBEY. Thank you, Senator Gore.
Senator GORE. Well, thank you very much. And, indeed, th -

time constraints are frustrating and I'm sorry we can't pursue that
more fully.

Let me just, on my time, mention an example of success: In Ten-
nessee, 3 weeks ago, I had the opportunity to visit a plant which
wao inaugurating a new production line making color television
sets for export to Japan; 80 percent of the parts are made in the
United States. The research and development takes place in the
United States, in New York as a matter of fact. The advanced engi-
neering takes place in Knoxville, the circuit boards and the
nets and various parts are made throughout the southeastern
United States and principally in Greenville, Tennessee, where the.
final product is asoembled and then shipped to Japan. They're also
shipping sets to Korea. They're shipping sets to a number of other
locations as well.

I was quite impressed. The prodtrtion line had an interesting in-
novation. Perhaps these experts w_n't see it as anything new; it
was new to me.

I was familiar with the process by which a single worker can
stop the production line if things are not going well. They took it
one step further and told all 3,000 people at work there that after
they finished their task they had to then press a button affirming
that they had done it right and they were ready to proceed. So in
other words, the line automatically stopped and didn't continue
unless all 3,000 people together said we've all done it right, the lint
can now continue. The quality control problems there are iirtually
nonexistent.

Why can't we have more success stories like that?
The company, while all the work is done in the Urited States, is

not an American company. It's North American Phillips. It's locat-
ed here but the capital and the decisions about spending that cap-
ital are made in the Netherlands. They were willing to invest for
10 years, with losses during each of those 10 years, before this pro-
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duction line was up and running. This past year is the first time in
that 1(J-year period trait they have turned a profit.

But they are now one of the three largest television plants in the
cintire world. They're doing extremely well. They have offered ex-
tensive training to their work force. The level of automation is un-
precedented in the industry and, as I mentioned, the qualit7 con-
trol procedures and work force relationships are qu:t.i well in hand
also.

I don't think that it's a key factoe that the company was Dutch
instead of American, but maybe it is.

Is the unwillingness of top management to accept losses for an
extended period of time in return for a payoff down the ro:td a
major impediment to implementation of the modernization and
particula,ly the skills upgrade programs that we need in America's
work force?

Mr. CARNEVALE. Well, American organizations have been ex-
tremely successful with the other model, which doesn't use work
teams, which doesn't rely on nonsupervisory wo..kers, wliith
doesn't customize products, which doesn't provide variety, which
provides products and services at low cost.

That transition in all of us who v.ork in individual institutions
while it is obvious when you've seen it somewhere, then moving to
a second institution where it doesn't exist, you end up dealing with
very profound attitudinal problems, tradi ,ions, practices, estab-
lished personnel and their needs, it is a set of changes that come
very hard to institutions, and tale larger they are the harder it
COME&

I might odd, however, that in private institutions it con,..s even-
tual]) and most of us are learning these practices and they are sort
of all of a piece, there's a package here, from foreign companies.

And we're either going to learn them the hard way in the United
States, by implanted productinn systems from other nationsand
that's gtnng on in most of our industries now, with some exceptions
like appliances and so onor we're guing to learn them by our-
selves. But we will learn them. And I think that what we're talk-
ing about is a set of change processes and how difficult it is for us
to change.

One final point about that. Those change processes are even
more difficult in the public sector. At least in the private sector
you have the discipline of a market. If you don't build a good TV
nobody will buy it.

In the public sector, in our schools, for instance, we have
alwaysand in our courts and elsewhere, we've always guaranteed
due process, access to a service. We don't guarantee outcomes, we
guarantee access. And much of the reform problem we're having
on the public side is our inability to begin to guaiantee outcomes,
to look at the quality of the product or the service rather than the
process that produces it.

Senator GORE. Anybody else?
Yes, Mr. Noyelle.
Mr. NOVELLE. I would suggest that maybe U.S. manufacturers

should also take a look at what U.S. service firms have been doing.
My research suggests that there's quite a number of U.S. service

2 1
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firms that have been quite successful, partly el a result of making
the sort of long-term investment to which you ve referre-2.

To pick one example I will remind you of the experience of Citi-
bank's consumer banking operation, which, I believe, lost money
for 5 or 6 years in a row in the midseventies partly to meet the
need for extensive investment in new systems am in human re-
sources.

The result is that the bank. transformed its consumer banking
operations into probably the most successful and erofitable stnh
operation in the 1980's, while I'm not a spokesperson for the bank,
there is nothing that Citibank has to feel ashamed ebout when
comparing the quality of its consumer banking operation to those
of it competitors.

Senator GORE. Thank you.
Mr. FOSTER. Senator, I would simply say that in the material I

submitted there's an article on Aetna's president, Mr. Ron Comp-
ton, who describes why we invest so much in education and train-
ing and I think his explanation would speak directly to your ques-
tion.

Senatof GORE. Very good.
Well, gentlemen, thank you all very much for your appearance

here. We are most grateful to you, you've gone to substantial trou-
ble to be here and you've made a great contribution. Thank you
very much.

Our final panel is made up of Mr. Robert Knight, president of
the National Association of Privute Industry Councils; Mr. William
Kolberg, president of the National Alliance of Business; Ms. Rae
Linefsky, senior v:ce president of the Federation Employment and
Guidance Service; ...id Mr. Owen Peagler, chairman of the board of
the 70001 Training & Employment Institute.

Mr. Kolberg, I know 0- t you have some time constraints and we
will atk for your summary statement first. All of the prepared
statements will be put into the record in full and if you could sum-
marize in 5 to 7 minutes, we would appreciate that.

Mr. Kolberg, please proceet..

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM H. KOLBERG, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
ALLIANCE (IF BUSINESS

Mr. KOLBERG. Senator Gore, I appreciate your consideration. I
have appeared before you on this general subject in several years
past; certainly Congressman Scheuer will remind me that I ap-
peared before his fine hearing several years ago; and I certainly
have appeared before Congressman Obey seeking funds many,
many times. It's good to be with you all again.

I congratulate the committee for initiating th:9 hearing on the
Crisis in the Workplace. Today American businesses are operating
in a period of exoptionai change and challenge, resulting from
new technology, demographic shifts, increasing intern.. tional com-
petition, and a host of rising social problems.

Business leaders are increasingly focusing greater attention on
the issues of education, training, and human resource investments
related to their productivity and to work force quality.

1 3
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Senator Gore, I was privileged to serve as a member of the Com-
mission on Workforce Quality and Labor Market Efficiency, ap-
pointed by the Secretary of Labor, over this past year. Our report,
which I hz.ve with me, "Investing in People: A Strategy To Address
America's Workforce Crisis," was delivered to the Secretary of
Labor and released last Labor Day. I trust the committee has
copies of this; if not, we can certainly arrange to have them deliv-
ered to you.

The report summarizes very well, we think, the vast numbers of
American students that cannot meet t!-.2 educational requirements
of today's workplace, much less those of the next century. We will
face labor shortages that will require the most efficient use of skills
that already exist within the population and it is important to our
long-term competitive posture to develop a coherent, reliable
system of lifetime education and training.

A few examples from companies begin to tell the story.
At the New York Telephone Co., only 20 percent of applicants

taking an operator's test in basic skills pass that test. And, Senator
Gore, they're all high school graduates.

In Motorola, they End that only 20 percent of the applicants can
pass a simple seventh grade Eilglish comprehension or fifth grade
math test.

nd the list could go on and on, and I know the committee has
heard this list many times before. It demonstrates why business
leaders are serious today about these issues. It is undeniable that
our competitive advantage increasingly depends on the skills, the
knowledge, and the flexibility of our work force.

Business and government must take action effectively on tl- ee
fronts to meet this challenge. The first front you've talked about
this morning a great deal, workplace training, including basic liter-
acy. The second front, basic education reform. And the third area
are second chance systems of job training and support for the dis-
advantaged.

Let me first talk for just a moment about the workplace literacy
and training. In our Commission report we argue strongly that it is
important to creaLe a business environment that encourages em-
ployers to invest more in their workers.

According to the best information available, American firms now
spend about 1.5 percent of their payroll on training. The best and
most progressive corporations, however, in this country spend
somewhere between 3 to 4 percent on training.

Information we have from other countries is spottythough
you've heard this morning, some of what the French do, what the
Canadians do, what the Swedes ch, what the Germans do. I recent-
ly traveled to Germany and had the opportunity to spend some
time at Mercedes-Benz. They spend somewhere around 5 to 6 per-
cent of payroll on training and retraining and upgrading and life-
time leaf ning.

There is no question in my mind that part of the work force
crisis referred to in our report is tied directly to the need for Amer-
ican firms to spend more on training, particularly on basic literacy
and on skill upgrading. We must invent new ways to provide incen-
tives to American firms to help them invest more in human re-

I P. 3
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sok.. -e development, which we must do just to remain competitive
in the world market.

The Commission recommended that the United States, meaning
the Congress and the administration, take another look at tax
policy as a means of stimulating human resource investments.
Some of the means we recommend be considered are a corporate
income tax credit for education and training expenses, a personal
income tax exemption for all employer-provided education and
training benefits; and the encouragement of multiemployer train-
ing programs.

We in the Commission did not pretend to be expert about the
Tax Code or various implementation issues. The report expresses
some qualifications that we had about these recommendations that
we could already anticipate. However, the principal goal of moti-
vating business and gG :ernment to invest in its work force is abso-
lutely sound.

Let me then go on to the second area: education reform.
There is no doubt among business leaders that fundamental

changes are needed in our public education system. The only solu-
tion seems to be totally restructvring the way that we manage and
that we provide alucation in thi, nation.

While it is the schools themselves that must change, we believe
thac business can and must help. We can no longer afford to tinker
at the margins and wait for modest changes. We are after genuine
restructuring.

Business-education partnerships of the past were largely what we
call "feel good" relationships with some community benefits, but
they don't really get to the basic fundamental improvements.

We ne,...d to initiate change that will affect curriculums, that will
change school management and administration, that will upgrade
the teaching profession, that will improve the accountalAity, and
that will make social services more readily available to the increas-
ing number of young people who bring their troubles and their
problems to school.

We also have to pay more attention to programs and policies
that address early prevention and intervention strategies for at-
risk children.

As an in&ation, Senator Gore, of how seriously we in business
view the crisis in education, the major national business organiza-
tions have come together in what we call the Business Coalition 1...
Education Reform. These organizations are my own, the National
Alliance of Business, the Committee for Economic Development,
the Business Round* Able, the U.S. Chamber ' Commerce, the Con-
ference Board, the _lational Association of Manufacturers, the U.S.
Hispanic Chamber of Commerce, and the American Business Con-
ference.

I can't emphasize to the committee members enough this morn-
ing how serious we in business are about this issue. The only solu-
tion is to restructure the way we manage and provide education in
this nation. We need systemic changes ln the fundamental relation-
ships within education and between education and society. If we
are to remain competitive, the schools must provide the knowledge
and the skills necessary for a lifetime opporttAnity of productive
employment.

j
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I'll just summarize the education discussion on this one note,
Senator Gore: The Business Roundtable, in their recent statement
on education reform, pledged to their members and to this country
that they would continue to be active in this area for at least a
decade. The rest of these organizations feel the same way.

We're in this for the long haul. We're as frustrated as Congress-
man Scheuer is about the progress, the slow progress we're
making. But we're beginning to understand the problem and we're
beginning to address it, and we're in it for the long haul.

Let me then talk for a few moments about the second chance sys-
tems.

Even if primary and secondary schools are improved, there are
individuals who leave schocl without the basic skills needed to
function effectively in the worlTlace. Providing a second chance for
those who are disadvantaged has been a major role of Federal
training programs for some years. Increasingly, the focus of these
programs is changing from providing social services to providing
education and skills as an investment in national competitiveness.

The Job Training Partnership Act system has proven to be a
good vehicle, we believe it has succeeded and we believe it should
be built upon.

We believe the Federal Government needs to be a more responsi-
ble partner in its funding of this system. The Federal investment
has declined consistently over the lart decade. As a matter of fact,
since the JTPA program was passed, the Federal investment is now
worth 25 percent less than it was in 1982. We think that is unwise
policy in terms of the work force quality that we need in the
United States.

Increased bvestments in these second chance programs is impor-
tant over the long haul.

Let me then conclude, Senator Gore.
Life-long learning in the workplace, early childhood development

and education restructuring, and second chance systems for those
who are failed by traditional institutions comprise what we believe
are three critical elements of a long-term economic poEcy. If we ne-
glect these important responsibilities, we risk losing capacity to
compete in world markets.

The important point is that more innovative partnerships must
be forged with government to achieve common human resource de-
velopment goals effectively. American businesses are investing
more and will continue to do so on basic literacy, skill upgrading,
and training just to survive. Our worry is that the level of invest-
ment may not be sufficient to keep pace with our competitors.
Business and government must work cooperatively to improve na-
tional policies that will motivate the critical investment of public
and private resources.

The alternative, I believe, is an American work force that is un-
dereducated, undertrained, and ill equipped to compete in the 21st
century.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Kolberg follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF WILLIAM H. HOLDERS

Mr. Chairman, I commend you for initiating this hearing to focus on the workplace

crisis that is being reflected in the mismatch between jobs and skills.

I am William H. Kolberg, President of the National Affiance of Business. The

Alliance has over'two decades of experience working in public/private partnerships on

issues of workforce quality. I will try to distill some policy and program trends that I

believe are important today to long-term objectives in federal workforce investment

policy.

Today, American businesses are operating in a period of exceptional change and

challenge, resulting from new technology, demographic shifts, increasing international

competition, and a host of rising social problems. Business leaders are focusing greater

attention on the issues of education, training, and human resource investments, related

to productivity and workforce quality, than at any other time in recent history.

America's future depends increasingly on what business, government, and labor can do

together to develop the superior quality of its workforce.
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Ihe basic economic importance of education and training is being rediscovered

dramatically in this nation. The American Society for Training and Development

contends that learning on the job contributed over half (55 percent) of all improvements

in this nation's productive capacity between 1929 and 1982. Looking at the recent

economic til:,tory of our major competitors around the world, it Is clear that acquired

skills have replaced machi,es and natural resources as the foundation for production and

service delivery.

PROBLEMS OF WORKFORCE QU NLITY

I was privileged to serve as a member of the national Commission on Workforce

Quality and Labor Market Efficiency ovee this past. year. Our report, 'Investing in

People: A Strategy to Ackiress America's Workforce Crisis,* was delivered to the

Secretary of Labor and released last Labor Day.

The Commission members represented a broad range of sectors in society, but we

all came away from that experience genuinely concerned about a crisis of workforce

quality in our nation that could threaten the foundations of thc American economy. I

was impressed that all of us on the Commission sensed an urgent need for action in both

the public and private sectors.

As the report summarizes very well, vast numbers of American students cannot

meet the educational requirements of today's workplace, much less those of the next

century. We will face labor shortages that will require the most efficient use of skills

that already exist within the population. It Is important to our long-term competitive

posture to develop a coherent, reliable system of lifetime education and training.
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A few examples begin to tell the story:

At the New York Telephone Company, only 20 percent of applicants taking an

operator's test in basic skills pass.

Motorola, Inc. finds that only 20 percent of Rs applicants e an pess a simple 7th

grade English comprehension or 5th grade math test.

And when the IBM Corporation installed millions of dollars worth of new

computeHzed equipment in its plants in Vermont, It had to set up classes In

high school algebra for thousands of production employees before they could

operate the equipment.

At the BellSouth Corporation, fewer than 1 In 10 applicants overall meet

qualification standards for jots; fewer than 30 percent of applicants for

clerical jobs could meet skill standards and almost 50 percent of those tested

were not qualified for jobs requiring even light typing.

The list could go on. It demonstrates why business leaders are serious about these

issues. It is undeniable that our competitive advantage increasingly depends on the

skills, knowledge, and flexibility of our workforce. The jobs being created are more

complex, requiring higher literacy, communications, and reasoning skills.

'he Alliance is deeply concerned about the mismatches between our workplace

needs and the skills and capabilities of our future workforce. The seriousness of this

mismatch will increase, because the nuMber of new workers will diminish through the
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year 2000, and entry level workers will increasingly be drcwn from the bottom half of

the workforce in terms of educational achievement and training.

Disadvantaged youth who will constitute an increasing proportion of the future

workforce are much more likely to be functionally illiterate, to be school dropouts, to

become pregnant as teenagers, to abuse drugs or alcohoL Their economic, social, and

educational problems are intertwined. Children reared In povery, for example, are one-

third less likely to graduate from high school than other children.

THE CHALLENG3 FOR BUSINESS AND GOVERNMENT

Business and government must take action effectively on three fronts to meet this

challenge: workplace training including basic literacy; basic cducation reform; and

second chance systems of iob training and support for the disadvantaged.

Workpiace Literacy and Training. Since over two-thirds of today's workers will

remain In the labor market beyond the year 2000, the labor force of the future is in large

part the labor force we have today. Today's labor rorce does not meet our needs, and our

needs are going to increase as technological change accelerates and foreign competition

intensifies.

The Labor Department's report of two years ago, Workforce 2000, projects that the

jobs of the next 20 years will be very different from the jobs of today, again requiring

substantially higher skills. These are circumstances that will force us to retrain

experienced workers if we are to meet the competitive demand for new skills.

^
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In our Commission rer"t, we argue strongly that it is important to create a

business environmbnr hat entaurages employers to invest more in their workers.

According to the best in:ormetion available from the American Society for Training and

)evelopment (ASTD), American firms spend about 1.5 percent of payroll on training.

The best and most progressive corporations spend about 3 to 4 percent on training.

Information we have from other countries is spotty, but. from my recent travels, I found

that Mercedes-Benz in Germany spends 5 to 6 percent on training and invests heavily in

continual upgrading of existing workers.

There is nO question in my mind that part of the workforce crisis referred tr% in the

Commission's report b tied directly to the need for American firms to spend more on

training, particularly on basic literacy and skill upgrading. The degree of cooperation I

find in Germany around all types of training is dramatic. The concepts of partnership

and shared goals are important to them. Business, labor, and government orerate as a

team at all levels of the economy, and they have been doing so for years. We med to

find ways to instill that spirit of collaboration among the various sectors of American

society.

Our nat; 'king only its first steps toward addressing basic workplace skills

deficiencies. 'In, m an area in which a few larger corporations like IBM, Xerox,

Eastman Kodak, and Motorola are breaking new ground. Other companies are rapidly

coming to the realization that they need to follow suit. Some corporations have had to

upgrade basic educational skills before undertaking new product lines, retooling

manufacturing processes, or implementing new management techniques.
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We must look not only at how we train, but also at how we stimulate greater

investment in training. Improving both activities will require public and private

cooperation.

We don't have a long tradition in public policy for assisting training and upgrading

on the job. Most of the training that has been done has been financed by corporations,

when they thought it to be necessary. Now corporations are changing their assessments

of wtytt is necessary. A problem for many corporations is that state of the art

knowledge about what works most effectively to train or retrain workers is anecdotal

and is not easily shared among corporations In the competitive economy * enjoy.

Independent studies have found that most people learn better when they I rn in

the context of a job. Workers that need basic education skills are best trained in a

manner that relates academic skills to practical workplace skilIn. Some corporations

train on the job site, in the union hall, or at communicy colleges to enhance the dignity

of the learning process, especially when basic literacy is Involved, compared to the

institutional echool settings aioociated with youth and prior failings. Unfortunately, not

enough of thlr Is done, but its success in corporate sponsored programs demonstrates that

we bhave not been creative enough In how we educate and train in conventional

institutions.

We must invent new ways to provide incent;ves to American firms to help them

Invest more In human resource developme.,i, which we must do just to remain

competitive in the world market.

We noted in the Commission report that one obstacle to consistent employer

Investments In human capital has been the loss of such investments through employee

i.31
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turnover. Employers often do not benefit from the expected return on training

investments. The United States has low job tenure compared to other countries, at about

7.2 years.

Different training strategies in other countries like Germany and Sweden use

systems of longer-term, structured, workplace learning and apprenticeship which tend to

retain employees. France has a refundable training tax credit which essentially requires

all employers to spend at least a minimum amount on education and training.

The Commission recommended that the United States take another look at tax

policy as a means of stimulating human resource Investments. Some of the means we

recommend include: a corporate income tax credit for education a -4 training expenses;

a personal income tax exemption for all employer-provided education and training

benefits; and encouragement of multi-employer training programs.

The Commission did not pretend to be expert about the tax code or various

implementation issues. The report expresses a few qualifications about Ciese

recommendations which we could already anticipate. However, the principle goal of

motivetIng business and government to Invest In its workforce is absolutely sound. Some

recent travel experience in Europe has validated this for me personally.

The use of the tax code to alter economic and social behavior is an acceptable

time-honored tool. The federal government should use such tools to its advantage and

signal to employers that investments in human resources are as important as Investments

in research and development.

. ,..1i 9 2
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Education Reform. There is no doubt among business leaders that fundamental

changes are needed in our public educational system.

Education quality must become a national priority, and not just a local or state

problem. We need to dedicate greater energy, efforts, and resources to education

excellence. We have no choice.

For the first time that I can remember, national busIntss leaders and their

organizations are serious about the education crisis and have come together to form a

coalition which focuses on the quality of eductdon In this nation. This coalition includes

the National Alliance of Business, Committee for Economic Development, The Business

Roundtable, Chamber of Commerce of the United States, The Conference Board,

National Association of Manufacturers, U.S. Hispanic Chamber of Commerce, and

American Business Conference.

I can't emphasize enough how serious business 4 about this issue. The only solution

seems to be restructuring the way we manage and provide education In this nation. We

need systematic changes in the fundamental relationships within education and between

education and society. If we are to remain competitive, the schools must provide the

knowledge and skills neceasary for a II fe-long opportunity of productive employment.

While It is the schools themselves that must change, we believe that business can

and must help. We can no longer afford to tinker at the margins and wait for mode.

change. We are after genuine restructuring. Business-education partnerships of the past

were largely "feel good" relationships with some community benefits, but they could not

affect the fundamental improvements needed for !corning.
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These partnerships mint focus on changing what exists. The crisis calls for an

innovative generation of joint ventures built on very different relationships between the

public and private sectors. To accomplish this restructuring, we nerd to create new

public-private ventures that can produce better ways to educate our citizens.

We need to Initiate ventures that affect curricula changes and how we teach,

school management and administration, upgrading the teaching prdession, improving

accountability, and mzidng social services more readily available to our young people

who bring their troubles and problems with them to school.

We also .tave to pay more attention to programs and polles that address early

prevention and intervention strategiea for at-risk children. Assistance for our young

children must occur as early as possible In their lives. We must Invest In early

prevention strategies for children at risk to become ready for sehool, and to help their

parents become better skilled at supporting their educational needs. We need to

financially soPPort Programs that focus on preschool education, such as Head Start, and

prenatal care for poor women. We recognize there is a budget crisis In this nation. Our

goal must be to find the necessary resources to support .:-.-.e kinds of programs, like

Head Start, and move towards full funding try the year 2000.

To help build effective new partnerships, and to motivate action, the Alliance has

written some publications fetr business that talk about how to get Involved. They are
built on practical experiences and research for developing this new generation of
partnerships and for restructuring education. They are practical tools for a corporate
action agenia. I will be htppy to provide them to the Committee for your review.

i ill 4.1
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secondary sohools are improved, there are individuals who leave school without the basic

skills needed to function effectively in the workplace. Providing a "second chance" for

those who are disadvantaged his been a major role of govv nment training programs at

the federal, state, and local levels. Increasingly, the focus of these programs is changing

from providing social services to providing education and skills as an investment In

national competitiveneu.

Congress Is currently struggling w.th amendments to some of these basic systems

like the Job Training Partnership Act, most particularly with how to target these

programs so that they serve more individuals who will not make it into the labor m. "rket

otherwise. We agree that a more careful ',ob can be done. Programs can be targeted

m)re based on where the eligible population resides.

The Job Training Partnership Act system has proven to be a good vehicle that we

can build upon. The experience of the public/private partnership in thls system has been

Incorporated increasingly Into program planning for vocational education and welfare to

work programs. As I mentioned before, this type of partnership model Is a pivotal

ingredient If we are to improve our education systems or to bolster training In 'he

workplace.

Government needs to be a more responsible partner In its funding of these efforts.

The federal Investment has declined consistently over the last decade. For example, in

1983 the amount of funds provided through federal appropriations for programs under the

Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA), particularly the program of grants to states and

local service delivery areas for training economically disadvantaged Individuals, were

sufficient to serve, on average, about 5 percent of the eligible population. How ,ITPA
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programs are able to accomplish only three fourths of what they could do In 1983,

because of reductions in appropriations and inflation costs.

In today's tight labor markets, these programs must increasingly focus on harder to

serve individuals, further raising program costs and reducing the numbers served.

Just last year, Congress placed a high priority on new Initiatives that established

comprehensive programs of assista.e to dislocated workers, under tne comprehensive

trade reform act of 1988, id to welfare recipients, under the Parn/ly Support Act of

1988. to provide them with necessary education, training, and transition assistance into

jobs. Congress mak substfintial commitments in the anthorlting statutes, but has not

followed through f:onsistently with the strategic funding commitments. There is little

prospect that these programs will be funded near authorized levels, limiting their

potential Impact, and possibly setting them up to fall.

In my view, increased investment in thede second chance programs Is important

given the long haul aLead of us before we see results from education reform.

TI1E NEED TO INVEST IN EDUCATION AND TRAINING

Business views remedial education and training Investments as part of a necessary

national strategy to restore productivity growth. Individual companies have a profound

interest in finding ways to restore consistent productivity improvement, since their very

survival depends on it.

The investment hy business In worker- education and training is substantial.

American corporations cuzrently spend an estimated $30 billion on formal training

I '46
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programs for employees. The American Society for Training and Development (ASTD)

predicts that over the next decade these corporations will have to spend as much as $25

billion yearly on remedial education alone. Motorola spends about 60 percent of its

employee training budget on remedial education in basic math and reading skills.

The important point is that more innovative pa- mrships must be forged with

government to achieve common human resource development goals effectively. It is

impressive that businesses are investing billions of dollars in education and training. lt

ill have to spend more to remain competitive. However, each dollar business has to

spend on remedial education, that schools failed to provide, is a dollar that cannot be

spent on product research, development, and investment: in modern new equipment to

increase the nation's competitive edge.

The problem is most acute for small businesses that rarely have much of a training

budget to begin with, and are zed to make do with whichever workers are available to

them. ironically, the nation is counting on small businesses to lead the way with new job

creation.

Education and training investments are a matter of national priority in our

continuing efforts to improve the competitive posture of our workforce in the world

market. Yet, federal investments in these critical areas lag substantially behind the

rising demand for public education am. training services.
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IN CONCLUSION

Mr. Chairman, in my view the facts are inescapable. Investments in .he quality of

our workforce must be a high priority over the neat decade. That is why I think these

hearings are so critical and timely.

It is important to reexamine our economic priorities. Life-long training in the

workplace, early childhood development and education restructuring, and secona %hence

systems for those who are failed by traditional institutions comprise three critical

elements of long-term economic policy. If we neglect these important responsibilities,

we risk losing our capacity to compete in world narkets.

American businesses are investing more, and will continue to do so, on basic

literacy, skill upgrading, and training just to survive. Our worry is that the level of

investment may not be sufficient to keep pace with our competitors. This is where

government can encourage changed behavior.

Business and government must work cooperath ' a improve 2ublic policies that

will motivate the critical investment of public and private resources. Most c. ...Ica has

to be done will be done by corporations for their own economic reasons. But for small

businesses, perhaps the tax code could be used to share the costs of training and to

provide them with important incentives that may not be as critical to the large

co.porations.

We call on the Congress for a sustained increase in federal expenditures on human

resource programs. We likewise call for ..aditional human capital investments by

American business, states, and local communities.

1
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The alternative, I believe, is an American workforce that is undereducated,

-nndertraIned, and ill-equipped to compete In the twenty-first century.

I will be happy to answer any questions you may have.
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Mr. KOLBERG. Senator Gore, if I could just impose for one more
moment, I want to respond directly to Congressman Scheuer. I do
have to leave, but I understand after being here for several, hours
his concerns and the concerns of the committee.

First of all, Congressman Scheuer, I know you're frustrated, but
these kinds of hearings do have an impact. I wrote you recently
suggesting you might hold hearings on "Investing in People," the
report I just talked about. It shows the respect that we in business
have for the impact of these kinds of hearingsthe hearing today,
the hearings you had several years ago. It may feel like water tor-
ture, but sometimes that finally does get the point across. I believe
that we have made some progress.

Let me point to the progress that I think we've made in the un-
derstanding of the education problem.

Two years ago, when I appeared before you, I never imagined
that the major national business organizations, to an organization,
would step up to the challenge of the business role in education
reform.

I won't brag about what we've done, but I'll say that we're there.
We're there together, we're there with a real understanding of the
impact of this problem on this society and the need for American
business to be much more serious at every level, in each of your
States and each of your districts, in reforming education. So I think
something has been done.

On Head Start, you're absolutely right. Our coalition has been
able to agree as a coalition that we need to fully fund Head Start
by the year 2000. Some of us say that's far too long. We need to
move from 20 percent gradually but surely so that a Head Start
opportunity is available to every poor young person in the United
States as rapidly as we possibly can.

The same is true on chapter I. Chapter I is not fully fundedthe
remedial program that the Federal Government has assumed re-
sponsibility for. We need to do exactly the same thing there.

In terms of JTPA, I have just said: it seems to me that that
system, that public-private system has been proven, it works. But,
we are continuing to work with only level fundingand by keeping
it level-funded, we are continuing to let it go downhill.

And that is a very important way to train disadvantaged individ-
uals for jobs. We're going to need every single person in our society
over the next y ears to become productive workers and we need to
pro :ide an opportunity for those who have m:ssed the first chance
to get, another one.

And, finally, let me end by saying I know you were very critical
of Mr. Roberts T. Jones. I would say to you, Congressman Scheuer,
and the committee, that I think the admu'istration is coming
al ong.

This who!e work force training issue that I talked about, with
the possibility of the Federal Gc-:ernment stepping up to this re-
sponsibility, to been to talk about tax policy and other ways to
help particularly stualler firms make the kind of investment that
they need to make in workers in this counti.y, I think there is a
fruitful crea to be worked on there, Congressman Scheuer.

And it seems to me againlet me just end this long testimony by
saying to you I think these kinds of hearings make a very, very im-
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portant impact on what we're trying to do in the United States. I
believe we're making progress. Slow, uncertain, but progress.

Thank you.
Representative SCHEUER. Well I'm going to rise to a puint of

privilege, since Mr. Kolberg addressed me.
Mr. Kolberg, you said it all. You absolutely said it all. And what

pleases me, but utterly frustrates me at the same time, is that the
Jib Training Partnership Act works. It's in place. It's operational.

We don't have to have a conference next spring to figure out
what works, how do we achieve a nexus between corporate leader-
ship and school leadership, how do we segue kids from the school
experience to the work experience. You're doing it now and it
works.

And I am absolutely at wit's ends to understand how we can be
putting ourselves in a model where there will be a cor.r.:rence next
spring and a report a year from now. You're doing it and by God
we ought to build on it. And I congratulate you for your testimony.

Senator GORE. Let me say, before you leave, Mr. Kolberg, that I
appreciate your appearance here today and the appearance you
made 6 years ago--

Mr. KOLBERG. Is that how long ago it was?
Senator GORE [continuing]. In the series of hearings that I

chaired in the House on these same questions and, indeed, you
made a great contribution there.

Your suggestion for a tax credit in the corporate income tax for
expenditures on training is an interesting one. I wonder if you'd be
willing to couple that with a 1- or 2-percent increase in the corpo-
rate income tax rate which could be used to fully fund Head Start?

Mr. KOLBERG. Senator Gore, I'm not at liberty for my organiza-
tion to come out for a tax increase today---

Senator GORE. Well, you're at liberty to come out for a tax de-
crease.

Mr. KOLBERG. Senator Gore, let me just say in our society and
I've beaid you go through it again this morning, we have oursel 'es
pretty iauch in a bind with tax policywe meet ourselves coming
and going, don't we. We, all of us, want to keep taxes exactly
vs here they are and yet all of us have our own ideas about what
governir-nt needs to do, wher., we can save, et cetera. I could give
you my own personal list of things that I think the Fotleral Gov-
ernment could do less of in trder to do this.

I might even believe peranally that a tax increase is important
but I can tell you that my membership would notthe membership
of the organizations of business don't believe in a tax increase, the
President certainly doesn't.

I know that's not helpful--
Senator GORE. That's all right.
Congressman Obey.
Representative OBEY. I simply want to apologize to the panel be-

cause I have to leave.
I would simply say to Mr. Kolberg that I'm happy to see him

here again. It brings back fond memories of when he was part of
another administration and this town was somewhat more serious
about dealing with these problems than it is today.
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would also simply say that with respect to taxes or benefits,
what I long to hear more than anything else is for someone te
come into my office sometime and propose a tax cut for somebody
else, not themselves, and a tax increase on themselves rather than
somebody else, to pay for the programs that we're talking about.
That is when we will truly reach the situation in which people
really care about what it is they're talking about.

Thank you very much.
Senator GORE. Thank you, Congressman.
And thank you, Mr. Kolberg, we hope you make your plane.
We appreciate the patience of our final three witnesses here

today. Why don't we go next, Mr Knight, to your presentation?
And again if you could summarize it we would appreciate that.
Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF ROI3ERT KNIGHT, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OP PRIVATE INDUSTRY COUNCILS [NAPIC]

Mr. KNIGHT. Thank you, Senator Gore. I am Robert Knight,
president of the 'ational Association of Private Industry Councils.

In trying to s. 5ble down a few things to mention briefly given
the lateness of the hour, I think there are three points that I would
like to make.

The first is that while we talk a great. deal about public-private
partnerships, the Private Industry Councils are a federally author-
ized partnership that are working in 630 communities around the
country, including some 10,000 business volunteers and about 8,000
volunteers from education, organized labor, community-based orga-
nizations, vocational rehab, and other organizations and agencies
that are key to the task that the committee is considering today.

I hope that we would continue to look, therefore, at Private In-
dustry Councils as incubators or R&D projects. They don't have all
the answers but they're clearly one place that the Congress and
the administration need to look for what's working and what isn't
in terms cr how we link the needs of private employers to the goals
and objectives of public agencies.

Second, I think Bill Kolberg covered the fact that the Job Train-
ing Partrership Act by and large is working. I would note, as I
travel around the country, that Private Industry Councilsand I'm
speaking now of the business volunteers and the other members of
the PIC's, not the staffincreasingly are coming face to face with
the very crisis we're talking about.

And they come across it in two ways: One is as employers them-
selves and two is in how to effectively utilize Federal job training
money, or State and local job training money, for that matter.

Increasingly, the problem is no longer to convince employers to
try our people, the problem is to find people and give them the
education. There are plenty of employers who are ready to hire
able and motivated individuals.

So the problem is changing. I %ould note that the Job Training
Partnership Act is up for amendment at this very time in both the
House and the Sei.ate. Many of the changes that are being pro-
posed would bring us into closer alignment with the realities, there
are some that we might have disagreemem. about but I think in
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the main what you'll find is that at the local level people have al-
ready had to make changes in who they serve and how they serve
them, just because of the nature of who's out there and what em-
ployers need.

My third point would be that I think we have enough programs.
There were two reasons that Private Industry Councils were estab-
lished: one was to try to bring the business community in as a
fuller partner in utilizing the people who come out of public job
training programs.

The other was to try to bring the PIC as a partnership itself, and
bring all the key actors into a situation W here they would work to-
gether and coordinate programs more effectively.

My last point, which is covered in my prepared statement, would
be that I think rather than focus on programs we increasingly have
to look at putting together community forums. Whether we call
them PIC's or we get on somebody else's turf and we use another
name may not be the point, but we have to put together the kind
of strategic planning bodies at State and local levels that will in-
volve business, education, organized labor, and others.

I believe that PIC's are a good starting point. I also believe that
we have not done enough to document both the successes and the
failures of this current system and that we spend very little invest-
ment on actually improving the volunteer process that is taking
place here.

In conclusim., I would just make a couple of other points on how
difficult it is. There is currently a bill, H.R. 7, in the Hous..., a pro-
posal to change the various State councils auorized by State and/
or Federal statute and to create one human investment council. I
think this is a very good and positive idea.

It now appears that this idea, a fairly simple one, is being at-
tacked on many grounds basically arguing that the volunteers
can't possibly handle or follow so many different programs. Wei
that may indicate that we have too many programs, but I think tl.e
main point is that it indicates that we continue to want to look to
volunteers for the wrong things.

A State human investment council shc ...1:? be looking at broad
policies, goals, missions, oersight rules for overall human invest-
ment strategies, not looking at individual programs. If we have the
right goals in mind for what our volunteer councils can do, I think
we can build on them and they will be ',xi invalLable resource in
addressing the problems that this committee has so wisely begun to
look at.

Thank you, Senator Gore.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Knight followsl
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT MIGHT

Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee.I appreciate the

opportunity to testify at this hearing on "Crisis in the Workplace: The Mismatch of Jobs

and Skills".

I am Robert Knight, President of the National Association of Private Industry

Councils (NAPIC).

NAPIC is a non-profit, membership organization of private industry councils. Our

mission is to support PIC and business leadership in fulfilling the goals of the job training

system and to pronlote i .acies which strengthen public/pri ate partnerships in addressing

critical labor force issue:.

NAPIC is the only national organization speaking on behalf of and seiving the

nation's Private Industry Councils. Our nation wide membership includes some 430 PICs

and state job training coordinating councils (SJTCCs).

Mr. Chairman, your letter of invitation requested our comments on a broad range

of issues related to the workforce of the next decade and into the next century. Due lo

the expert commentary of the many witnesses before the Committee and the time lima

-swisely imposed upon each of us, I will be prudent and limn my comments to the roles and,...,
potential contributions from the ten thousand business volunteers and several thousand

education, labor, public sector and community volunteers who serve on our nation's some

630 Private Industry Councils.
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From our vantage point, the emerging mismatch between jobs and skills can be

approached from at least four perspectives. First, lire the host of issuis concerning K

through 12 education, which also might include prenatal and preschool issues. Second

are the issues and challenges before post secondary education, including very important

maners of life long learning. Third, are the concerns with the skilh gap as it relates to

those with marginal anachment to the workforce those for whom targemd or "second

chance's job training systems have been developed. Finally, we might look at the emerging

mismatch from the perspective of employers.

Because PICs have focused on the targeted training aspects of these problems, I will

largely confine my remarks to this realm. At the same time, I wam to nom that the

various perspectives overlap, and PICs are grappling wnh these maners in all their

complexity. For example, PICs are now responsible for implememing dislocated worker

programs under Title III of the Job Training Pannership Act (JTPA) and PICs are acfive

in a variety of Iforts to strengthen public education.

Privam Industry Councils were established pursuam to the Job Training Partnership

Act of 1982. Previous to 1982, they had been implememed on a demonsuanon basis

through the Comprehensive Employmem and Training Act (CETA) Amendments of 1978.

In short, we now have over ten years experience working with the PIC concept of a

public/private partnership.
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While the term "partnership" is today overused and misused to justify almost every

policy and program around, the PIC experience provides the opportunity to study Me

contributions, u well as the limitations, of public policy and programs as develcsped through

an actual, hands on, volunteer community institutimt.

Our experience thus far leads us w observe that PICs have been generally successful

in improving program quality and employer responsiveness to public programs. Individual

PICs have had notable success in cbordinating programs and in public education

improvers= efforts. However, the jury is still out on whether PICs in theit current

configuration can provide both the. strategic planning at the labor market level and the

broad system coordination that is so desperately needed among public agencies and

between these public efforts ;Ind the work of the privaw sector.

Labor market shortages and mismatches between worker skills and employer needs

offer an unparalleled opportunity for PICs to play a constructive role in linking targeted

job training programs with employers. While this goal was once driven largely by social

conscience, it is now an economic necessity.

PICs find, for example, that employers will need to adopt new approaches to filhng

availabk jobs. Above all, they will have to look to nontraditional pools of workers and

nomraditional ways of accessing these workers. Examples include recruitment of people

with disabilities, welfare recipients, and older workers who are underemployed, unemployed

or retired. PICs, working with JTPA, welfare JOBS and other funding sources. are irl-ally
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suited to eind private sector employment opportunities for these populations.

Furthermore, employers are finding it increasingly necessary to invest their awn

resources in basic skills training for entry level workers. Consequently, they are more open

to working with schools and job training institutions that place an emphasis on competency

based, basic skills development.

Whal have PICs learned as employers have begun to change their views on effective

recruir.dent?

First, training programs for adult populations must be comprehensive. That is to say, the

services offered must address the multiple barriers to employment of the student. It is our

view that an effective job training, placement and retention strategy must include not only

training to overcome skill and occupational deficiencies but also sell/ices for motivational

problems, substaw.: abuse, child care, transportation, housing and a host of other problems

that may have to be resolved before successful integration Into the workforce is poslibk.

Furthermore, job training programs must put a greater emphasis on basic skill

education utilizing competency based approacNes that are measured according to the entry

level job requirements of employers.

Finally, PICs must work with employers to assist them in making productive

investments in their workforce through basic skills education, responsive benefit programs,
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and continuing education tied to upgrading.

What do PIC experiences suggest for the future of job training targeted to specific

population groups?

Above all else, we do not need additional programs. We already have scores of

programs, and even programs within programs. A catalogue of all the programs intended

to serve, at least in part, "nontraditional labor pools" includes JTPA, which is in itself a

series of programs, the welfare JOBS program, the Perkins Vocational Education Act,

Adult Basic Education programs, the Job'Service, various programs for in-school youth,

older workers and other worthy programs that could go on for pages.

However, what is missing are the mechanisms that encourage, even compel,

coordination at the state and local level. Many observers have suggested that Con ss not

only stop the proliferation of small programs, but even consider the consolidation of some

existing programs. Yet, as we meet this morning, I know that there are a dozen or more

new programs on the congressional drawing board. A few undoubtedly will be added to

the arsenal of programs already available. Since it has proven difficult to stop this

proliferation and impossible to consolidate existing laws, the orny sensible solution is for

the Congress to evelop coordination mechanisms that will work.

In March, 1989, the JTPA Advisory Committee, oh which I served, issued Working

Capital: JTPA Investments for the 90's. In this report, the members of the Committee
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noted that "... if properly coordinated, the resources available under a wide range of

Federal programs can be deployed to cxpand the number of disadvantaged and dislocated

worker: served, and extend the range of services available to these individuals. In this era

of budget stringency, particularly, we should no longer accept a fragmented, uncoordinated

approach to the delivery of human services. It is inefficient, wasteful and frustrates the

consumers of these services: bolt those who seek training and their potential employers."

Mr. Chairman, I respectively submit that a major challenge before the Congress and

Administration, in terms of the crisis in the workplace, is *bat of moving beyond lip service

to the goal of a comprehensive, effective and efficient human investment strategy. This

current state of fragmentation and overlap has occurred at the federal, state and local

levels. But the challenge is to find solutions, net to lay blame.

In my view, progress toward the goal of a broad based, integrated human resource

delivery system in the United States must come on two fronts. First, we need lead rship

from the Congress and the Administration on the crucial role of employment and mining

in meeting the economic challenges that lic ahead. Second, we need to estaKsh

institutions at the federal, state, and local levels that can provide poh y, strategic planning,

oversight and evaluation of our efforts.

Progress needs to be made in structuring federal programs to encourage, and even

reward, coordination. Relatively easy changes that could be made include those of

establishing uniform planning and funding cycles, seeking private sector input through a
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single mechanism, and creating standard definitions for common data elements. More

comPlex tasks (with the potential for significant payoff) include establishi4 uniform

eligibility t.andarch where appropriate, utilizing interrelated performance measures,

der:loping common outcome stnndards, and devising financial incentives that cut across

traditional program boundaries. Some of there actions could be accomplished through

executive branch initiatives; others would require legislative revisions.

Additionally, it strikes local volunteers in this field that a coherent federal mission

will necessitate a new capacity on the part of federal agencies to translate nat7mal policy

MO usable guidelines for states and localities. Whether this could be accomplishet. through

an interagency committee, as suggested in several quarters, or through other means, is a

matter that the Committee might wish to explore.

Even morc important, wc need effective partnership institutions at the state and

local levels. A state level institution is important because state funding _.id state agencies

are an indispensible part of human investment strategies. We must have state level policy

and planning if we wish to maximize :he public in,estment.

In our judgment, the propcsed state human investment council approved by the

Housc of Representatives In H.R. 7, amendments to the Carl Perkins Vocational Education

Act, are a positive stcp toward coordinated planning at the state evel. The proposed

council would replace the JTPA State Job Training Coordinating Council and other state

adviscri committees with a single, state-level coordinating body. Opposition to this Ounge
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has centered on the suggestion that the council would have too many programs to keep

track of. While this argument may buttress the contention that Congress has enacted too

many separate programs, it,should be noted, mors, to the point, that this criticism is based

on the notion that councils approve programs. What we need, however. is a state council

that focuses on state human investment strategies. If we are to get past the problem of

a program mentality, as noted above, we need to establish a state council that is

considering missions, goals and objectives across the human investment dimension. Such

a council wOuld function as envisioned by the framers cf this proposal.

Along these same lines, we need a local partnership body that can approach the

Workforce 2000 challenge from a strategi t. planning perspective. After all, it is at the labor

market level that services are delivered and people employed. It is at this level that we

set missions, Lstablish priorities, develop goals and objectives, and implement coordinated

operations that yield a pay-off for our eittzens and our employers. It is at the local level

that a score of different programs becomes either an understandable set of services or a

myriad of bureaucracies to be confronted.

It will come as no surprise to the Committee that I believe that the wasting ?mate

Industry Councils are the logical body to move local communities forward. PICs Lt theory,

and most of the time m pracnce, include local leadership from business, education.

organized labor, community based organizations, vocational rehabilitation, wdfare agencies,

the Employment Service, economic development and other key sectors of the community.

PICs, at their best, are community forums where the needs and aspirations of those left
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out of the labor market and the needs of employers can be discussed in an open fashion.

PICs are business-led, but they draw indispensible vitality from the coalition of interests and

viewpoints that they represent.

PIC volunteers know better than most the barriers to employment faced-13y tl'e

"nontraditionar pools of labor mentioned earlier. Because the unemployed increasingly are

characteezed by more than one barrier to employment - from poor basic skills, to lack of

credentials or work experience, to substance abuse, to housing and transportation problems,

to child care needs, and the low self esteem that frequently accompanies these barriers -

- PIC volunteers recognize the imperative need to coordinate education, social services, job

training and placement and more, if we are to mount an effective challenge to these

barriers.

But whether we choose to call this local body by the tcrm PIC or oy some other

name is not really the point. What needs to be done to strengthen and institutionalize a

local plalining body is at the heart of the issue. Based upon our n'perience, wt. know

that it most be characterized by (1) business !.- adership, (2)equivalent leadership from other

sectors, (3) sign-off authority over at least some of the funds at the local level, (4)

performance driven both Internally and externally, and (5) grounded in a partnership

relationship with apropriate elected officials.

We also must recognize areas for further refinement and growth. P1Cs may be too

vested in one program - JTPA - creating turf battles in which the PIC is not perceived

1
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as neutral or at least above the battle. Progress for a local planning body may require a

broader funding base or an Idependent one. We need to understand how performance

ystems effect coordination. And, we need to learn more about the effectiveness of clear

federal mandates upon the local planning process. For example, JTPA gives joint planning

authority to PiCs over lo-al Employment Service plans. Yet, the planning process for these

funds has chat._ td in only a handful of places. We need to better understand why PICs

have played only a small role in determining the shape and scope of a major institution in

addressing the Workforce 2000 challenge.

In short, the PIC experience has not been adequately studied and documented.

Federal research and development efforts should put a greater emphasis on understanding

the policy making role of a community group and upon developing local leadership as

appropriate.

The next step in PIC development may be taking place in New Jersey and

Massachusetts. These states have established their PICs as regional employment boards,

responsible for reviewing, approving and Integrating the vallous job training programs that

are funded within the community. The rest of the nation should benefit from these

demonstrations, but we need a plan of action if we expect to do so.

In conclusion, I would repeat that we need to move from our current focus on

programs to a focus on the development of labor market policies, planning and oversight.

We need to develop and/or strengthen federal, state and local institutions that c2n

1
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implement this task. We need to move on this front with all deliberate speed. The

benefits for bac country are clear: scarce resources can be more effectively utilized; the

impact of successful, individual programs can be magnified; and the problems of individuals,

families and employers can be more realistically addressed.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my remarks. Thank you .1: the opportunity to testify.

I would be lzppy to answer any questions.
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Senator GORE. Thank you very much.
Our next witness is Rae Linefsky, senior vice president of the

Federation Employment & Guidance Service.
Do you have a copy of your statement?
Ms. LINEFSKY. It's coming in the mail.
Senator GORE. All right. Please proceed. II you could summarize

it, we would appreciate that.
Ms. LINEFSKY. Yes.

STATEMENT OF RAE LINEFSKY, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, FED-
ERATION EMPLOYMENT & GUIDANCE SERVICE, AND CHAIR-
PERSON, NATIONAL YOUTH EMPLOYMENT COALITION

MS. LINEFSKY. My name is Rae Linefsky. I'm chairperson of the
National Youth Employment Coalition, a decade-old membership
organization composed of over 50 organizations from across the
country who are involved in increasing education, employment and
training opportunities for youth, especially those who are disadvan-
taged. We represent over 12 million young people.

I'm also senior vice president of Federation Employment & Guid-
ance Service, a very lL- rge comprehensive not-for-profit human
service agency located in New York City. We've been in existence
since 1934 and each year this agency serves between 50,000 to
70,000 persons through a whole host of services.

We are involved with the unemployed, the physically and men-
tally disabled, our youththey themselves make up between 5,000
to 7,000 per yearolder workers, the displaced, the dislocated, the
homeless, immigrants and refugees, dropouts and welfare recipi-
ents, those at risk of being unemployed or underemployed and the
rest of the categories which might describe New Yorkers and the
other areas where we work.

We are involved in training, retrainingperhaps we are the
largest JTPA contractor in New York Cityand, back in 1981,
began an extensi-,e nationalb acclaimed dropout prevention pro-
gram in New York City called Operation Success.

Our clients ha.ve, over the years, nlso been employers. Despite
the fact that each year FEGS places between 6,000 to 8,000 people
a year in unsubsidized employment, the relationship between the
private sector or the not-for-profit sector and government needs to
be fine tuned.

In 1-f:cent years there has been, to the credit of our industries and
businesses and those who represent our present and future work-
ers, an increasing number of partnerships and programs which put
companies in the limelight because of this new and well publicized
thrust by the private sector, proviti.ag the sites, sometimes the dol-
lars and tha programs.

Across the country, and in fact with the assistance of many of
the National Youth EmpLyment Coalition's members, including
my own organization, FEGS, new programs have sprung up in
every city and State which attenipt to bring togetner the expertise
and the needs of the companies with that of the general popula-
tion. However, some of the efforts are long on publicity.

Others are doing what should have been an on-going effort over
the past two decades, but faded because there were workers, at
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least in the short run, and there was an economy and an optimism
that the United States would always have a work force at the top
of the world and that nothing could stop us.

We all are now clearly aware that many of the predictions of the
few, whom industry and some in government didn't want to listen
to, are coming true. Today, that one-time optimism is be'ng re-
placed with a new awakening. We have a mismatch between the
needs of our industries and business and the skills and interests of
our population. We have many job openings and yet millions are
out of work. We have increased demands for workers for our lower
level jobs as well as an increase for an educated skilled population.

FEGS, many years ago, recognized that a role we needed to play
was one of a broker between the private sector and the population
who needed to be served so that these people could become produc-
tive workers in our economy. We needed to find the industries that
some were writing off as not worth pursuing. We needed to reincul-
cate our young people with the notion that all work for the future
was not just being a computer programmer.

As a result, we started the New York City Furniture Institute as
the training arm for the furniture industry in the New York Met-
ropolitan Area. That was at a particular time when people said fur-
niture manufacturing could not possibly be alive in New York City.

And what we found we think is true across the country: the
reason that furniture manufacturers were leaving New York City
had less to do with the tax base and EPA regulations but they
couldn't fill their contracts and they couldn't fill their contracts be-
cause they didn't have workers.

We are also filling the same kind of role in the jewelry manufac-
Wring industry in New York City.

Our new Building Services Institute is a new partnership which
has broks,n new greole, with the involvement, advice, experience
and money from the Bionx Realty Board, Loce' 32E and FEGS.

Major appliance repair companies, small and large, gathered to-
gether to help support scholarships for training at our trades and
business school, which is one of the few not-for-profit trades and
business schools in New York State and the cost of these scholar-
ships are far cheaper than running ads in the local papers.

But what have we learned from all this? Making partnerships is
relatively easy. Even schools can learn to work with private busi-
nesses with all kinds of proven models, although it is often effec-
tive to use translators, like the voluntary not for profit, as a means
to a quick understanding of the differences and needs and goals of
the players and a way to design and implement a program quickly
and creatively.

We have also learned that for almost a decade the onus of creat-
ing a means to make these thrusts happen have not been because
of the Federal Government. Throughout the country new ideas and
new mechanisms and often, perhaps most importantly, new dollars
have come from local sources and local initiati%

New York State, for instance, wanted to prove prewelfare
reform, prejobs, that there was a population out there, though on
welfare, who, if given an individualized approach, a host of options,
vocational and personal, and appropriate support, could and would
choose to go off welfare and work.

0
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They did it. FEGS is pleased to run one of the most comprehen-
sive employment opportunity support centers, or CEOSC's, where
over 3,000 people voluntarily have come through our doors in the
past 2 years. But they did it with their State tax dollars.

We must reintroduce the concept of career exploration to our
young people as early as the primary grades. I'm sure that when
those of you on the panel were young, from your elementary school
you went to visit what was my version of the bread factory.

I grew up in Philadelphia; you went to the bread factory to visit.
And wher you went to the bread factory, people were .shown not
only how bread is made, but what their jobs are. We saw people in
an everyday situation doing their job.

That's not to say that any of us in the end may or may not have
done some,hing that we saw that day, but I don't know whether
you realizE that young people throughout this country, primarily in
urban areas, never visit any bread factory. They never have an op-
portunity for any kind of career exploration.

And it must be reminded that career exploration is very differ-
ent from work and work skills readiness. All the talk about work
competencies does not necessarily mean career exploration.

We also must look at our young people who actually graduate
from high school. In many respects, they are the foundation of
most of the economies in our towns and cities and in many respects
they're also the ones that you can never help once they leave
school. Because the way most funding goes, in reality they're not
poor enough or they're not out of work enough or they're not a
whole lot of other kinds of thingsand yes, they've done what a lot
of people have not been able to do, get a high school diploma.

Somehow we need to be able to look at our funding streams and
not forget about those who are working potentially or probably at
low-level jobs. They already have a part,cular motivation and a
work ethic. Let's not forget about them.

In the name of local decishnmaking and the positive elements of
local control, the Federal Government has all but washed its hands
of new dollars. It is a time when the Federal Government needs to
take the responsibility to look at the whole population and the
whole economy. It is now the time to create a new base, a new
partnership.

Business, industry, the schools, the voluntary not-for-profit agen-
cies, all know the wards, we all know them. compacts and partner-
ships. Now, let's make a new compact, a new partnership. The Fed-
eral Government must joinnot only in name or publicity but with
commitment.

I know that you all know that there's a health professions crisis
out there. Do you realize that part of the problem is not only who
will pay for the technical education of the interested but that there
are thousands, if not millions, who would be our future health
workers but they are not prepared today for the rigors of technical
training. They may need day care for their children. They may
need test-taking skills; support during the long road.

We're pursuing a preparatory institute concept, one that we
think is a model which can be used for many different kinds of in-
dustries.

M7
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Our discussion here today has always been about the profitmak-
ing companies and their needs. If you look at the kinds of people
who work for an organization like I do or the kinds of people who
work for 70001, you must realize that today we can't find 1.-eople
out there who are interested in working in human services of any
kind.

And so when we talk about creating a way in which we can im-
prove the work force, please do remember that you need to be able
to find people to help the people be able to get into this work force.

I know that you kn, a many of our industrial areas can't find
metalworkers or toolmakers ur diemakers. I'm not even sure that
most of the folks out on the street even know what either of them
are. I know that you know that the mismatch is not only people to
jobs but also jobs to people.

As the problems of our work force worsen, the Federal Govern-
ment must take a l ead. Presumably the Federal system is an over-
view of the whole country which most on the local level cannot
have because their mandate is to work with the local problem.

You cannot talk about the problem of our filling more jobs with-
out talking about the problem of illiteracy or the need for Head
Start. How can we talk about increased productivity without talk-
ing about day care or after school and vacation activities for the
children of the workers? How can we talk about making the grade
internatioaally if we're not talking about the need for English
classes for our foreign born?

For example, it is anticipated that in the 1990's that the majority
of people living in New York City will in fact be foreign born.

How can you talk about all this without job-related English
while tli ,y're learning job skills? How can we talk about the roie of
business and industry without talking about the interlocking social,
educational, vocational, and economic needs of our country?

It is the time for an integrated, interdependent, and coordinated
approach to looking at our present and future work force.

There must finally be a plan at the highest level which zoordi-
nates funds needed: for a skilled work force, tITPA, voc ed, day
care, and economic development.

The role of business and industry is to continue to do what some
have begun to do very well, to not confuse a small program with
major change, to engage the small businesses and to help them find
a way to provide what is needed so that they can get their workers
and to maintain a stable ccmmunity, and to demand that the part-
nershipwith a capital "P"must include the schools, the not for
profits, the local initiatives of city and State, businesses and indus-
tries, and the Federal Government.

It behooves that the last partner mentioned, the Federal Govern-
ment, understand that it has a critical and significant role, a role
of leadership, that cannot be underscored enough, that it also has a
responsibility to bridge and integrate resources and that it has a
mandated commitment, not only in supportive terms but also mon-
etarily to make this integration possible, and quickly.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Linefsky, together with an at-

tachment, follows:]

1
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF RAE LINEFSKY

Hello, my name Is Rae Unefsky. I am honored to have the opportunity 0 have a few

moments to discuss somo of my views. I am:he Chair of the National Youth Employment

Coalition, a decade-old membership organization, composed of over fifty organizations from

across the country, who are involved In increasing education, employment and training

opportunities for youth, especially those who are disadvantaged. We represent over twelve

million young people.

I am also Senior Vice President of Federation Employment and Guidance Service

(F.E.G.S.), a very large, comprehensive, not-for-profit human service agency which has been In

existence since 1934. We are locateJ In New York City anti each year this agency serves

between 50-70,000 persons through a whole host cf services. We are involved with the

unemployed, the physically and mentally d'sabled, our youth (between 5-7,000 per year), older

workers, the displaced, the dislocated, the homeless, Immigrants and refugees, dropouts,

welfare recipients, those at risk of being unemployed or underemployed and the rest of the

categories which might describe New Yorkers and the other areas where we work. We are

Involved In vocational assessment, career development services, training, retraining, and back

In 1981 we began an extensive nationally acclaimed dropout prevention program in New York

City - Operation Success.

Our clients have over the years also been employers. Despite the fact that each year

F.E.G.S. places 6-8,000 people per yoar In unsubsidized employment, the relationship between

the private sector, the not-for-profit sector and g(wornment needs to be fine tuned.

In recent years there have been, to , credit of our Industries and businesses and those

organizations who represent our present and future workers, an Increasing number of

partnerships and programs which put companies In the limelight because of this new and well

publicized thmst by the pNate sector who are often providing the site, sometime.s the dollars,

and the programs. Cross the country, and In fact with the assistance of many of the National

Youth Employment Coalition's members, Including my organization F.E.GS., new programs have
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sprung ul) In every City and State which attempt to bring together the expertise and needs of

the companies with that of the general poptgation.

However, some of these efforts are long on publicity, others are doing what should have

been an ongoing effort over the past two decades, but faded because there ware workers. at

least In the short run, and there was an economy and an optimism that the United States

would always have a workforce at the top of the world and that nothing could stop us. We

are all now dearly aware that many of the predictiras of a few, whom Industry and some In

government didn't want to listen to, are coming true. Today that one-time optimism is being

replaced with a new awakening. We have a mismatch between the reeds of our Industries and

businesses and the skills and interests of our population. We have many ,lob openings and,

yet, millions,are out of work. We have Increased demands for workers for our lower level

lobs as mil as an increase for an educated, sidled population.

F.E.G.S., many years ago, recognized that a role we needed to play was one of a bnaker

between the private sector and the poprlation who needed to be served, -)that these people

could become productive workers in our economy. We needed to find the industries that some

were writing off as not worth pursuing; we needed to reinctkate our young people with the

notion that all work for the future was not Just being a computer programmed As a result,

wo started the New York City Furniture institute as the training arm for the furniture

industry in the New York metropolitan area at a time when most said that that industry was

dead In New York City: we are the same to the Jewelry Manufacturing Industry. Our new

Building Services Institute la a new prtnership which has broken new ground with the

involvement, advice, experience and money frm the Bronx Realty Board, Local 32E and

F.E.G.S.. Major Appliance Repair companies, small and large, gathered together to help

support sthoie :ships for training at our F.E.G.S. Trades & Business School, one of thefew

not-fopprofit Trades & Business Schools In New York State - the cosi of those scholarships

G
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Is far cheaper than running ads in the local papers.

But what have we learned from all of this? Making partnerships is relatively easy; even

=hoots can team to work with pri.vate businesses with all klods of proven models; although ft

is often effective to use translators, Ilke the voluntary, not-for-profit agency, as a means to a

quick understanding of the differences In needs and goals of the players and a way to design

and Implement a program quicidy and creatively. We have also learned that for

almost a decade the onus of creating a means to make tir;se thrusts happen have not been

because of the Federal Govemment.

Throughout the country, new Ideas and new mechanisms - and often, perhaps, most

importantly, new dollars have come from local sources and local initiatives. New York State,

for Instance, wanted to prove, pre-Welfare Reform, pro-JOBS, that there was a population out

there, though on Welfare, v" a if given an Individualized approach, a host of options -

vocational and personal and appropriate support, could and would choose to go off welfare

and work They did It; F.E.G.S. Is pleased to run one p( those Comprehensive Employment

Opportunity Support Centers (CEOSC) where over 3,000 have coma through our doors In the

past two years. They were right. But they did It with their State tax dollars.

Also we must reintroduce career exploration to our young p -aple as early as the pdmary

grades. We must stop confusing work readiness skills with career exploration. Just because

sorrkone learns to get to work on time and learns to deal with a boss, doesdt mean thls

young person has any Idua about what career interests and opportunities they might have.

Wo must also look to our young oeople who actually graduate from high school. They

are theloundation of our work force In most tovar and chles and yet Me dollars are

available to train this group If their edocatlon was. ,ss than adequate for moving up In the

workplace.

In the name of local decision-making and tha posltive elements of :ocal control, the

27-288 0 - 90 - 6
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Federal government has all but washed Its hands of new ddlars. It Is a time when the

Federal government needs to take the resconsiblity to those In minimum jobs and look at tho

whole population and the whole economy. ii Is now the time to create a new base, a new

partnership.

Buslness, industry, the schools, the voluntary not-for-profit agencies all know the words:

compacts, partnerships. Now let's make a new compact, a new partnership - the Federal

govemment must join, not only In name, with publicity, but with commitment.

I know you all know that there Is a health professions casts out there. Do you realize

that part of the problem Is not only who will pay for Oa technical education of the

interested, but that there are thousands, if not millions, who would be our future health

workers, but that they are not today prepared for the rigors of technical training, may need

day care for their chliciren, test-taking skills, support during the long road? I know that you

know that many of our Industrial areas can't find metal workers, or tod and die makers. I

know that you know that the mismatch Is not only people to jobs, but also jobs to Node.

As the problems of our workforce worsen, the Federal govemment must take a lead;

presumably the federal system has an overview of the whole country which most on the local

level cannot have because their nrandate is to work with the local problem. You can't talk

about the problem of our Ruing jobs without talking about the problems of illiteracy or the

need for Head Start for many mote; how can we talk about Increased productivity without

talkinc. lbout elly care or after-school and vacation activities for the children of the

workers; how can we ta!k about making the grade Internationally if we are not talking about

the need for English classes for our foreign bom and job-related English while leaming job

skills? How can we talk about the role of business and Industry, without talking about the

Interlocking social, educational, vocational and economic needs of our country.

It is the time for an inteorated. Interdependent and coordinated approach to lookino at our
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attistatAkfututit.mdtxcg, There must finally be a plan, at the highest level, which

coordinates funds needed for a skM work force, e.g. JTPA, Vocadonal Education dollars,

literacy for youth and adults. ESL day care, e.,-.onomic development, etc.

The role of business and industry Is to confinue to do what one have begun to do very

well; to not confuse a small program with major change, to engage the small businesses and to

help tis,em find a way to provide what Is needed so that they c, get their workers and to

nwIntain a stable community; and to demand that tho partnershlp, with a capital P. must

Include the schools, the not-forproffts, the local intlatIves of Clty and State, busInessea arid

Industries and... the Federal Government

It behooves .that the last partner mentioned, the Federal Government, understand that It

has a critical and significant role, mole of leadership that cannot be underscored enough,

that It also has a responsibillty to betige and Intel. Ito resources, and that It has a mandated

commitment, not only In supportive terms, but ;Aso monetarty to make this IntegratIon

possible and quiddy.

Thank you.
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SOME FACTS AECIJI TM NATIONAL
YOUTH EMIDLOYKT:NT CCALITICN

BACKROUND'& MISSION

The National Youth Enkilornent Coalition le s nonprofit membership organizatien cortr,csed of
agencies from many different backgrounds. Ali share a common interest: increasing
employment. edurAtion and training opportunities for America's youth, especia9y those who
are disadvantaged.

rounded in 1979 by leaders ki the field of youth employment, the Coalition strives to respond
to tha costly and corrosive problem of youth unemployment try knproving programs and
policies at the local, state, and national levels. ki 1989, members of the Coalition recognize
that to improve youth smayment opportunities necessarily requkes addressing a rrnge of
issuee affectkig many of oue youth, tnckxllng substance abuse, literacy, school failure ani
drop-out, teen pregnancy, foster care, poverty, crime, housing, :mink aad immigration. The
membership of the Coalition =Unites In broaden. Today more than fifty agencies across the
country work together to effectively adiress issues of youth empleyment.

OBJECTIVES

To improve the public's understandN of and support for youth ete.ployment Programs and

To serve as a clearinghouse of information end as a catalyst for -ative ventures
among Coaliticii members, voluntary organizations, the educaP i system, and the private
sector.

To analyze the impact of present and proposed policies wion the development of a
comprehensive youth employment policy.

ACTIVITIES

National Youth Employment Coalition seeks to increase employment and training
..^pportunities for youth through a program of public information, resource sharing, legislative
and policy analysis, and the encouragement of collaborative ventures. Headquartered in New
York City, the Coalition is directed by a ten-member Executive Convnittee, a full-time staff,
and guilod try the interests and concerns of more than fifty organizations naticimide.

Public kilormaticii

While the problems of 'at-nsk- youth may at times seem intractable, we have tamed many
effective strategies over the years for turning ryes around. Increasing public awe' eness
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about the problems of disadvantaged youth and their possible solutions is carrted out by the
Coalition through press conferences, rotmdtable discussions, publications, and a monthly
newsletter.

Resource Sharing

In a time of scarce funding (both public and private) for social welfare needs, organizations can
benefit and receive support by sharing resources with other organizations working toward a
common goal. The Coalition serves as a network for the sharing of resouces in the field of youth
employment and training. One Coalition priority is the dissemination of the latest research
filaigs. A number of Coalition members are at the forefront of the research effort into 'what
Goes aria does not work' in youth employment. The Coalition IS able to reach an audience of
thousands of youth employment professionals through tts network of members and affiliates,
provl.iing frontline service providers with information beneficial to their efforts.

Policy and Legislative Analysis

In 1982, the Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) became law and now serves as the
centerpiece of federal efforts in the field of employment and training. JTPA mandates state and
local involvement in partnership with business and industry to train eligible youth for
employment. JTPA funds are contracted out to community-based agencies to provide training
services. The Coalition hcs carved as a source of information about the JTPA system, analyzing
the impact of present and proposed changes bi federal job training regulations.

Many other legislative issues besides JTPA directly affect youth. The Coalition's Policy and
Legislative Analysis Task Frirce in Washington, D.C. monitors research, pttlic policy, and
legislation and advocates to policymakers on current legislative and regulatory issues affecting
youth employment. The Task Force represents the point of view of frontline service
providers--those youth professionals who actually use federal funds to deliver employment and
training services to disadvantaged youth.

Collaborative Ventures

The National Youth Employment Coalition encourages the development of local youth employment
coalitions around the country. Local coalitions are a collaboration of community-based agencies
in a city, state, or region all working under the same local conditions. These local coalitions
allow agencies to work collaboratively to solve local regulatory problems in the administration of
funds, build up networks of client referral for services not provided by a pazticular agency, and
disseminate the latest information pertkient-to them communities' unified efforts in employment
and training. By combining their efforts, resources, and knowleege in a local coalition,
community-based agencies can enhance and improve the services they provide to their clients.

The first local coalition was fanned in New York City. Using that as a model, the National Youth
Employment Corlition has provided technical assistance to form additional local coalitions in Los
Angeles, Seattle, and Utah. Other coalition-building effortc have been launched In cities including
Chicago, Atlanta, Bostrm, and San Francisca.

3 R
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Otter Activities

The Coalition's members meet several ttnes each year to discuss the present and future
activities of the Coatition, share information about their respectire agencies er-rts, and discuss
currert youth-related issues. in conjunction with these meetings, roundtable discussions se
held on topics pertinent to youth employment. Past dIscussions have been on improving JTPA,
job training efforts in other countnes, and dropout prevention. Coalition- sponsored roundtables
frequently feature guest speakers from the employment and training professional community,
business and industry, and government.

The Coalition by virtue of tts network of youth service providersand its access to moie than 12
million young people collectively is frequently called upon to help on special projects. In recent
years, i(IEC has worked with video production comparVes to subsidize and distnbute AIDS
education materials to schools, hospitals, youth employment programs, and other
community-based organizations that reach youth. Tie Coalition also helped produce and
dstnbute a non-partisan voter registration curricukrn and poster for use in thousands of
youth-serving progarns all across the country. And in conjunction with the New York City Youth
Employment Coalition, NYEC aided in the design and implementation of a special interagency
program linking drug treatment services with employment and training services for
disadvantaged NPw York City youth.

FINANCIAL INcORMATION

Sup Port for the Coalition is derived from three
scares: membership dues, grants from
corporations and foundations, and government
contracts, including the US. Department of
Labor. Our private sector contnbutors have
included:

American Express Fotr dation
The American Stock Exchange
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation
Cittbank, N.A.
Ford Foundation
General Mills
Hershey Foods Corporation
Manufacturers Hanover Trust
The New York Community Trust
The Revson Foundation

4/89
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PUBLICATIONS

Approaches to Building Local Youth
Employment Coalitions, 1986.

Who We Are, What We Do: A Directory of
Member Services and Resources, 1988.

JTPA and High-Risk Youth: A Guide to Effec-
tive Employment and Training Programs, 1989.

Bert Practices: Corporate Partnerships for the
Employment and Training of Disadvantaged
Youth, 1989.

or FurLher Information, Call or Write:

ational Youth Employment Coalition
1501 Broadway, Room 1111
ew York, NY 10036
212) 840-1834

;

ae Linefsky, Chairperson
inda R. Laughlin, PhD., Executive Direct
arry N. WIcisman, Executive Secretary
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NATIONAL YOUTH EMPLOYMENT COALITION

VOTING MEMBERS

At !emotive Schools Netwurk (Chicano)
American Youth Work Center
Bay State Skills Corporation
Bays Clubs of America
The Center for Population Options
Children's Defense Fund
Child Welfare League Amerta
Cities in Schools, Inc.
Emirs State Organization cf Youth Employment Servka (ESOYES)
FWeration Employment and Guidance Service
GWIs Clubs of America, Inc.
Grand Street Settlement
Institute for Educational Leadership
slobs for the Future - Bark Street College of Education
Jobs for Youth, Inc. - Boston
Jabs for Youth, Inc. - Chicago
Jobs for Youth, Inc. - New York
Joint Action in Commionty Service, Inc.
Las Angeles Regional Coalition cf Service Providers
Maine I9ureau of Employment and Training Programs
Nation Association of Counties
Nation Association of Private Industry Councils
Nation. Association of Service end Conservation Corps
Nation Child Labor Convnittee
Nation Committee for Full Employment
National Council of La Rua
Nation Crime Preventico Council
Nation. Institute for Work and Liarning
Nations Network of Runaway ana Youth Services
Nation' Puerto Rican Forum
Nation Resource Center for Youth Services - The Univezsity c' Oklahoma
Nation Urban
Nation Youth Practitioner's Network - Brandeis Unive: city
New England Cormunit7 Action Ansociation
New Ways to Work (San Francisco)
New York City Youth Employment Coaliltion
OlCs el Armwta. Inc.
70001 Training & Employment Institute
Unite! Neigteorhood Centers of Amolca, Inc.
Utah Youth Employment Coalition
Vocational Forelation, Inc.
Washington State Associatien of Employment & Training Professionals
Y.M.C.A. o: the U.S.A.
Youth Action Program - New York
Youth Network Coma of Chicago - Illinois Collaboration on Youth
Youth Service America

ASSOCIATE NON-VOTING jEERS

Manpower Demonstration Research Ccooration
National Alliance cf Business
New York State Division for Youth
Public/Private Ventures
Youth Action (Washington, D.C.)

343 7
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"MINNIII

Senator GORE. Thank you very much. We appreciate that.
Our final witness is Mr. Owen Peagler, chairman of the board of

70001 Training & Employment Institute.
Thank you so much for coming today and thank you for your pa

tience, we appreciate it.

STATEMENT OF OWEN PEAGLER, CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF
DIRECTORS, 70001 TRAINING & EMPLOYMENT INSTITUTE

Mr. PEAGLER. Thank you, Senator Gcre and Congressman
Scheuer. I must say that I'm used to being last and I usually make
some good use of that position. You know, the cliche that the mind
can only absorb as much as the seat of the pants can endure is in
operation here, and so I'm going to commend this report which you
have to you, and I stand by everything in it. But a lot of that has
been said, better than I can say it.

But there's a point of view, I guess, the organization that works
not in the total fabric of the problem but one area: the 70001 has
worked and has been successful oNer a 20-year period, has survived.

70001 started out as a dropout recovery program funded by the
private sector, by a company and all that's in there. But what has
happened is that 70001 put together a program of motivation, of
education, and of preemployment training for high school drop-
utsand not the cream of the crop but the real hard core kids,

'Ire kids who are disconnected. And it has been successful over the
years or we wouldn't b.. there and we wouldn't be growing.

The fact is that when we talk about motivation of these young
people, they are already motivated kids. It's just that they are mis-
directed: they are motivated 'a sell drugs, they're motivated to
steal cars, they're motivated .,.) do an awful lot of things. And
70001 has developed ways to redirect that motivation.

Now, I'm not going to go into all that, but the fact isplease
accept my assurancethat it's working. But one of the most inter-
esting things that has happenedand I'm a volunteer and I just
get my jollies out of working with this organization:

Because a dedicated staff took those things that worked with
hie_ school dropouts and, with a grant from a foundation, took
those ingredients and worked them into a dropout prevention pro-
gram, worked out a curriculum and a program, an actual curt 1cu-
lum and took it to the schor is.

That program is inthis is the first school year thatI wish I
had the number, but we must be in 25 target, trial schools. And the
interesting thing is that the school people, traditional educators
are enthusiastic about it. This is change. These are systemic
changes for education. And they were accepted.

And the interesting think, is, and the pointif I'm disjointed, it's
because there are so many points that I want to address in a very
short timethat pouring money down the present system doesn't
make seme. We have to have changes in the educational system
and in our job training system that really works.

And the things that are working are there, Congressman
Scheuer, you're correct. We don't have to go out and do a lot more
research, darn it. It's there. And somewhere along the line we have
to pull together .he means to do wha we know will be successful.

M9
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But the thing of it is it's like foundations: foundations will fund
you for something that's new and innove"ve. But if you want to
take one of the things that they've shown as innovative and ask
them for some money, they'll say we have already done that. The
fact is, we neet.. people to say we're going to fund those things that
we know we can do.

We asked the question about do we have the will to do the work
and why aren't we doing what we know we have to do. I will tell
you that the people we're talking about, the adult illiterates and so
on, aren't seen. They're invisible.

And the fact is, Congressman Scheuer, youas I recall when I
was in New York you were very, very much involved in providing
the kind of incentive for not only the war on poverty but the whole
poverty aspect. And you know that those peopie were invisible.

What happened in the drug war? Drugs were not a major prob-
lem until they got into our neighborhood. Now it's a crisis. Frank-
ly, the problems of disenfranchised youth, minorities and so on, the
problems that they face aren't going to be a c.:,is until they affect
us economically and in some other way that hurts. It's finally be-
ginning to happen and that's the reason ...y we're going to have
the will to tackle the problems.

The homeless you can see. We can't any more go through
Harlem and you pull the shades down. You didn't have to see that.
Now those problems are downtown.

And I think we're at that point with education and employment.
The roadrunner is out beyond the cliff and he's about to fall and
the dust is going to rise. I iove that little poof as he hits the bottom
of the canyon. I hope we don't go that far.

1 think all of the background material that goes with 'hese com-
ments are in my prepared statement. I commend it to you. 70001 is
an organization that is working on very, very definite programs
that 1..1 change systems. But I think we have to find the 70001's,
the jobs for America's graduates, the others that work. And many
of th Ise programs, including 70001, are JTPA sponsored, they are
local programs sponsored by local organizations and private indus-
try councils.

So I'm suggesting to you an idea that take the 70001's, the pro-
grams that are there and move ahead. I think we're ready to move
and I commend those ideas to you.

Thank you.
Senator GORE. Thcnk you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Peagler, together with ai, ...Aecu-

tive summary, follows:)

3 7 d
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF OWEN PEAGLER

Hr. Alairman and members of tha Joint Economic

Committee, tank you for the oppart"nity to appear before

you today to testify in celebration of National Job Skills

Week. My name is Owen Peagler, and I am the Chairman of

the Board of Directors for 70001 Training & Employment

Institute. 70001 is a national, nonlrofit organization

committed to providing basic ekille, employment readiness

skills, life skills and motivation to our nation's at-risk

young people. First and foremost, Senator Gore and

Representative Martinez and all members who co-sponsored

H.J. Res. 195, thank you for making National Job Skills

Week a reality for the forth year in a row. Those of ns

in the employment training and education fields deeply

appreciate the fact that you are openly demonstrating your

commitzent and attention to these critf,mil issues.

The theme of today's hearing, "Srisis in the

Workplace: The Mismatch of Jobs and Skills," encompasses

the essence of how we view "job skills" today. The topic

is not only timely, but crucial. I will spend a few

minutes this m ..rning discussing the future labor market

and labor pool especially with respect to at-risk youth.

I will also illuatrate how legislators, employment and

training professionals, and business people can

effectively respond to those issues. I hope my testimony

I 71:
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will solidify your understending of the importance of

developing our nation's human capit'l and altering our

training system to meet the needs of the competitive

conomy.

Economic growth in our nation has reached a critical

point. In the next few years, new jobs will ba created at

such a rate that there will be a job for everyone who

wants one. Our labor pool is simultaneously shrinking,

thus we will experience a labor shortage. Specific.tklly,

it is projected that there will be 20 million lobs created

by the year 2000, and only 15 million available workers.

On the surface, it seems that workers will have an

advantage over employers because their manpower will be in

demand and the supply will b. low. Unfortunately, the

members of the labor pool lack the skills to perform, and

the new jobs in the labor market will demand higher skill

levels. Simply stated, we will experience incongruence

between jobs and skills. This will seriously effect our

economy and our ability to compete with other nations.

In the future, jobs for people who cannot read and

writs will ba extremely scarce. Jobs for high school

dropouts -- even those with good reading skills -- will be

hard to COMA by. In the past, an employer had his or her

pick of a dozen applicants from which to choose tho

"perfect" entry-leWel employee. That parson would begin

at the bottom of a company, learn the trade and advance up

the career ladder. The entry-level employee needed to

coma to work prepared to learn, and with a Jtrong back,

but did not necessarily need to have skills beyond that.

J72
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Today, tho path to success is quite different. From the

start, employer: need employees that cen read, solve

problems, communicate with customers, and understand

instruction, in addition to being sager to grow with a job.

To make matters even more difficult, many of the IS

available workers are not the "typical" employees

that U.S. business is accustomed to employing. The

national birth rate is declining, especially among wAite

Americans, so there will be fewer white entrants. Thus

minorities will com7rise a highnr proportion of the new

entrants in the labor force. Thera ara a greater number

of women in the workforce, including women who are single

heads-jf-households. The dropout rate remains at about

25%, so a sizeable amount ot the new employees will not

have a high school diploma. 23-60 million people in the

United States are functimmlly illiterate. These people

represent tomorrow's labor pool.

So what nappuna when there are ample job

opportunities to provide full employment, but no skilled

workers to fill them? What happens to those workers whr

are oUt of work and do not have transferable skills? What

happens to the employers who can't run a business w hout

productive workers? The answer is economic stagnation,

social chaos, more tax dollars spent on welfare and the

prison .lystem, increase in drug use and sales, and more

and more families become homeless. Jobs will be

plentiful, and th,y will be challeng:Ing, but the American

labor force is going to be unprepared to fill them.
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One way to react to this dilemma is to relax the

immigration policy and fill new jobs with skilled workers

from other countries. It may be lime axpensive to bring

skilled warkers into this country than it wi..1 ba to pay

for the education and training of the workers we have on

our streets, but imagine tha social implications of this

for the peopl" who would be neglected. Relaxing the

immigration policy will be me method employed to address

the problem, but wr need to balance it with other methods

including training the individualswho reside in America,

Jut have not benefitted from its opportunitiea. In

addition, when we allow more immigrants to enter the

United States, we must be aware that they will initially

need some type of training ari support, so this "easy"

solution, nay be deceptive.

Another answer that We have.seen in the past is

,programs.that provide quick placement and service, to the

lob ready. This can be quite ffective, but this "band

aid" gpproach only werks, 'with elicited group of

individuals. If it is appliad.to,an individual whe has

not .obtained.sufficient training, he mr the may fail,

again causing loss of Troductivityfor the private

amployer,.a.goor, reference.for the training agency, and a

negative work record for the program participant. This

low cost, quickplecement method involving the most

job-ready.has weathered criticimm under the Job Training

Partnership Act.

3
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Both methods -- re1aing immigration and providing

job placement assistance -- ignore the cora issue. They

overlook the fact that the labor market needs everv

individual to work - even those people who at one time

were considered expindable. The economic reality is that

our nation cannot afford to ignore anyone.

While it may seam I have painted a dismal picture of

our social and economic future, I know thAt you have heard

this message before. I come baronet you today armed with

encouraging thoughts and solutions. There An ways of

addressing these problems and bridgin; the skills gap.

There are methods that show promising results. There are

thousands and thousands of success stories.

Through my experience with 70001. I have had the

opperttmity to meet the at-risk young people that 70001

local programa educate, train, motivate and place in

jobs. From this experience, I can tell you a few things

about the entry lev91 workers of tomorrow. The lessons I

have learned from the 70001 program participantl can be

generalized to anyone who has been overlooked as potential

"human cipital". Those lessons were not apparent in the

grin conclusions drawn concerning the workforce 2001.

Disadvantaged young people, a major sub-group of

tomorrow's workers, contrary to popular opinion are indeed

motivated. At one point in their lives, they Lmy be

motivated to sell drugs, have a baby, belong to a gang,

skip school, and engage in other activities that
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are undesirable by society's ctandards. Programs diracted

sward th^m are not a wasta of time, anergy and monay

because they often help young people ra-diract their

motivation into mora constructive pursuits.

The othar lasson I learned from my contact wit41 thase

young paople is that they want the molt same things from

life that you and I do. They want to fael like they

belong, they want happiness, they want to be aelf

sufficient, they rant to have control over thair dastiny,

and liva with dignity.

I am sharing this with you bacausa although the

workforce 2000 presants difficult, frightaning problems, :

know that young paople, older people, minorities, single

motbars, and others in thaw"new labor force are not a

worthless population. I want to assure you through my

expewienca, thase individuals are not flawed, thay care

about work and thair frtures. They want to ba part of tha

American mainstream. I cannot emphasize these points

enough.

Programs that provide people with tho opportunity to

secure amploymant have a tramandous effact. First, it

re-diracts their motivation in a positive manner. Second,

it gives them tha charms to obtain the things they want

out of life. Third, the salt respect, identification, and

oositive feedback associated with a job in our aociaty,

can help pimple overcome the other problams that face

them. Tha dignity rasulting*fraft employment can help

fight the war on drugs, keep people out of criminal

I G
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actiVity, and break tha cycla ot poverty. Fourth, .job

training helps our nation#s economy by ensuring that we

have trained, literate, work ready, ambitious employael

and consumers for the future.

There arm many affactive programs cperating today.

The federal, atate and local governments ara doing their

part by allocating resources to job -,:raining and education

through the Job Training Partnership Act, vocational

education, JOBS under the Family Suppert Act, and programs

for education of the disadvantaged (such as Chapter I and

Head Start). These programs work effec,-lvely to addres

the job training needs defined by local labor markets.

In conjunction with the public programs, the businesa

community is also participating and becoming involved in

the issues. For axamplia, 70001 bagan in partnership ..!.Zt1

a business. 20 years ago, Wilmington, Delaware, local

exacutives became distressed to see the extraordinarily

high numbar of young poople not at school, but mereiy

standing around on strut corners, directionless and

idla. They dacided there.must be something they could

do. With a small investment, they rented space, hired

staff and k gan a program to recruit, educate, and

re-direct the lives of high school dropouts who lacked the

initiative tO meat the challenges of the workplacs.

Today, 70001 operates 128 programs for in- and

out-of-school youth who are at risk of not succaeding.

70001 continues to work with business,s in communities

whara their local prIgrams ara helping davelop entry-loiel

workers. They operate by effectively combining public and

27-288 0 - 90 - 7
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private ftLls to provide the =out comprehensive programs

possible. This it juat ono of the hundreds of examples of

how buiness involvanant can positively effect a program.

Tan years ago, business people did not want to speak with

us about at-risk youth. Nuw they ars not only willing to

listen but they will devute resourcee and staff time to

the program.

We are witnessing the marriage of economi, and

altruism. At ona time the two were rarely uttered in the

same sentence. they seemed like opposite concepts because

people thought the only "pay-off" of helping others was

feeling warm inside. Recent cost-bene.its analysis show

that every 'flair spent on educorion and training results

in greater savihgs on unemployt checks, welfare, the

justice system, and hotels:linens. It is critical that

public and prIvate organizations that effectively work

with the workforce of tomorrow (young people, older

Americans, limited-English proficient individuals,

minorities, single mothers) -sr= partnerships with

businesses that are willing to assist in their efforts. A

partnership can be designed in any number of ways. There

can be mentoring relationships, internships, financial

suppor :. for the program, on-the-job training positions,

and any other innovative arrangement. All result in

improved programs, qualified employees, and a more

pleasant community environment. Federal, state and local

governments must oontinue to support and encourage these

"
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partnerships to ensure success. There is,no denying that

the return on the investment is worthy, and everyone

profits.

3ob skills, full enployment and prosperity are

central to overcoming nost of our nation's difficulties.

I want to be clear that the answer is not throwing money

at all of society's problems, hoping for aa easy

solution. We cannot continue to take fUnds from one

problem that seems 1ess crucial today and use it to

address another that seems nora critical. Resources must

beecombinad in a planned manner to target the root of the

problem. Only then will solutions be effective in the

long run and will our efforts truly have an impact.

It is encouraging that my colleagues and I are here

today discussing job skills. By your attention to this

issue, I realize you rlreaty appreciate all the

implications of the labor shortage and skills gap.

Through my testimony, I hope I reinforced the urgency of

the issue and tho fact that there currently are methods

with which to addromi it. I hop c. you will encourage your

colleagues in the House and Senate to recognize the

importance of job skills training and continue to rally

support around this issue.

Again, thank you for providing the opportunity to

offer testimony this morning. Z will be happy to answer

any questions you have.
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ECECOTIVE SIIKHARY

The following report is baied on an exploratory study of the technical

training divisions of three manufacturing firms. and cne company that

produces and sells training services. Based on the initial hypothesis

that new technologies and market conditions are reshaping the skills

workers need, and the workers employers vant, the report explores this

hypothesis and examines how training professionals are responding to new

problems and opportunities they consequently face. The folloving tables

presents basic data and information on the firms examined here.

Firms iv. Study *

Firm Product Revenues Employees Technical

Training Staff

Lngine, Inc Industrial $570 27,000 70
Engines

Control, Inc. Control $660 10,000 25
Systeme

Elevator, Elevators 1.9000 43,000 250
Inc. and Repair

Training, Training 70 1000 50
Inc. Programs

The numbers here are estimates of revenues and employeet for the
flagship operations of the first three companies, based on both public
financial reports and estimates provided by company personnel. The
training staff numbers include technics? rainers only and exclude
persomnal involved in management and sup.rvisory training. Estimates for
Training, Inc. ars for the company as a whole.

S
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Table II

Training.Division Activities

lira Activities

Engine, Inc.

Control, Inc.

Elev.tor, Inc.

Training, Inc.

Runs vocational sch,)ol for its
apprentices, train,: entry level
z-parators on basic skills, develops
courses for manufacturing
ngineers, trains parts-planners (
who create flow charts for the
movement of parts through a
particular production sequsnee),
creates videodiscs with the help of
outside vendors.

Trains operators on basic skills,
both in machining and assembling
circuits, develops and conducts
courses for its engineers on new
control systems.

Participates in industry-union
consortium, produces technical
training materials to update
technicians and installers, man.ges
a system of hsadquarters staff,
regional trainers and training
volunteers who come from the line
-side of the house.

Sells proLlan solving training
.cuurse for supervisors and
operators in manufacturing
settings. Also conducts special
t--2ining audits and provides
consulting on training services.
/2 currently developing new
products, e.g. a training course on
internal innovation.

.1 R1
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Ths report is organized into seven sections. The first section

azamines the' contextual forces that are reshaping the demand fc

training, the second examines hov these contextual changes specifically

reihspe structures, the third shays host vorkers' clanging

characteristics are changing their skills. attitudes and expectations,

the foureh assesses holy traiuers are responding to these different

changes, the fifth highlights the limits of training as a instrument of

organizationsl change and skill formation, the sixth summitries the key

findings of the study and the seventh assesses the policy implications of

these findings.

Fourteen Nvvotheses

Tbe folloving fourteen hypotheses -esent the key conclusions of the

study. As typcthsses, they are presented to help guide further study on

the men training, tte new technologies, and emezging market

conditions.

1. The modernization of manufacturing sets the stage for the

tzansformsticp of training. Managers modernize factories to meet

elobs1 ocmpstition by upgradtng quality, increasing the variety of

goods they produce, and becoming more responsive to changing customer

demands.

lc- 2
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2. To modernize, managers undortake tvo critical steps. They invest

in automated systems and machints and they rationalize the flow of

materials. so that the the rhythas of continuous and sustained flow of

materials and parts begins to rwlace the Job shop character of

production. In industrI4s that work lath metals and solids, this

entails a majorreorganization of the vork process. At Engine, Inc.

this means replacing a functional layout based on machine types with a

product layout bssed on the similarities betveen parts. At the sane

tim the machines themselves become more multifunctional as automation

and the microprocessor enable a single machine to perform many

functions.

3. Offices and service settings face similar challenges and pressures

For trample. facing the caallenge of competition and changing

technologies the call ceuter at Elevator, Inc. had to more

systematically use its daza base, train its receptionists to

uderstand elevators, and is currently organizing them into regional

units.

4. The need for manual and craft skills declines, though skilled

mechanics are still engaged in the hand/brain directed production of

new tools and parts. But workers need three new zeta-skills; they

z...st have better basic reading and numeracy skills, they must be able

to think more abstractly by examining relationships, functions and

cantev:s rather than objects and situations, and they must take a

polyvalent or holistic rola as they do thei r. vork.

f
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5. The basic skills become more important as the rate of technical

change makes "hand-me down" knowledge Oinolete Ar"..a uorkers must read

instructions and prints to know what to do. Abstract knovledge

becomes more important as workers monitor electronically governed

machines. and aze called upon to monitor production trends. solve

problems and communicate vith engineers. For sample. the elevator

mechanics at Elevator. Inc. can no longer simply sae and touch faulty

gears and wheels to assess and repair a malfunction. Instead they have

to understand the more abstract logic of circuits and controls.

Polyvalence and holism emerge as the nev techmologies integrate desagn

and manufacturing. the drafting room and the shop floor, so that

workers. managers and engineesm. must have a deeper understanding of

one another's roles.

6. Skill profiles and triining are affected by the qualifications of

the workers. the culture of careers. und the recalibration of the

links between internal job ladders and educational background. Where

technical colleges ate linked to industry. factories can obtain the

skilled workmen vhe have associates degrees to repair and maintain

electronic aad electro-mech4nical machinery. They face more obstacles

and must invest more resources in developing the engineering talent

they need at the top and tha shop floor talent they need at the

bottom. Needing polyvalent engiueers. that I. engineers conversant

with the different disciplines and specialities that shape the

manufacturing process. factory managers must develop a nev training

j in' LI,
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system to retrain and upgrade thsir current engineering staff, while

at the same time lidking these engineers Lore completely with the

designers ho create nev products and process'. Similarly, operators

workIng at the shop floor have weak basic reading and arithmetic

skills. This can create obstacles to factory modernization since

reeding becowrs more important as instructions and blueprints replace

haná-ms down tnowledge, and arithmetic becomes important as operators

are asked to asses.: trends and deviations in the quality of the

output.

7. Educational qualification and continuous training may reduce the

significance of seniority in shaping internal careers vithin a

company. Thus, at Engine, Inc. an increasing proportion of the parts

planners come from fnur year colleges rather from the shop floor, the

salesmen for Elevator, Inc. come out of college rather than the

field,at the Elevator. Inc. call center, an increasing number of

receptionists ere going to college, th( Asintenance technicians at

Control. Inc. have tvo-year associate degrees, and the engineers at

Control. Inc are now taking company sponsored courses to become

familiar with the new technologies of control.

8. Operators enter the shop floor with a nev relationship to

authority. They want to know why they must do something rather than

just do what they are told, and they are less willing to work at the

same job or madhine for a large part oC their vork lives. They want a

piece of the action and want to nut themselves into the picture.

Managers and supervisors remain ambivalent about this emerging culture
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of authority. Wanting to tap worker knowledge and win their

cooperation in rationalizing the shop floor they encourage

participation, but fearful of the chaos that might result, they

may tighten controls if vorkers show too much initiative. It

seams that first line supervisors and foremen come to express

management's ambivalence, often feeling that training restricts

their ability to get the product out the door. Finally, though

workers vant to participate, they may lack tha basic skil2 and the

problem solving skills to make themselves effective. This

suggests that training's function is not only to enable vorkers to

solve problems but to provide vorkers and managers vith a shared

framework or language for communicatang vith one another about

problems, so that the anxieties and discom!ort associated vith

communicating betueen levels is reduced.

9. As a result of changes in technology, labor supply, and skill

profiles the training function is being upgraded and is being

progressively linked into business unit paanning. Trainers vho once

lived in an organizational ghetto isolated both from one another, the

si ? floor and upper management, now have increasingly publ!: and

valul roles and are expected to contribute to the profitability and

intep y of the manufacturing operation. As training's role is more

visibly linked to the business units, trainers themselves need no

longer C61448 up from the shop floor but can coma from a rsnge of

professions and disciplines. While expanding _-1 opportunities open

to non-technical professionals and diversifying ale skill base in

training divisions, this development may also block the upward
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ofrrainers who, though lacking education, have "shop

=marts."

10. As technologies change rapidly, the training department must

develop methods for delivering "just in time training" that balances

the needs to help workers master a new technology without training

them too far in advance so that their skills decay because they have

no new machines to vork mith.

11. To accomplish its more valued mission, trainers are increasingly

using interactive videodisc technology. Such programs mix video

segments tith computer screens and questions, are structured to

proyide immediate feedback to students, and enable the student to

return to old segments or move forward to new ones at vill.

Im.eractive videoprovides good returns on investment vhen trainees are

dispersed and are large in number. Moreover, since each student can

go at his or her ovn pace, average training time par student can fall

by &smith as fifty percent. In the longer run, training vith

interactive video will be delivered through video stations adjacent to

the shop floor. '1upervisors, often reluctant to release groups of

workers for training vill find it easier to release one worker at a

time at frequent intarva.: to master a particular skill or review a

particular product.

1 7
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12. There are nonetheless limits to training's ability to improve

worker competence and:skills. As machine systems are automated,

workers need to deepen and accelerate their learvings from experience,

since they most frequently take action in novel or unexpected

situations. Work designs that help integrate vorking and learning,

suet as the application of Statistical Process Control, Just in Time

production systems, group technologies, and the development of

semi-autonomous teams, can help workers focus their attention on

anomalies, znd understand the production process as a vhole.

Moreover, such new vork designs also reorganize the working

relationships between managers, supervisors, operators and engineers.

To implement such designs managers must change plant culture.

13. Under4mphasizing learning, and confusing learni.lg with training,

managers often neglect the links betvsen vork designs and learning

vhile sometimes hoping that training can resolve work design and

relationshir problems on the shop floor. They alternatively

undervalue or overvalue training.

14. Working as staff personnel with g limited budget, training

professionals cannot single-handedly link work designs to learning.

Instead, they must vork closely with those managers interested in

transforming plant process and culture:.

3.

7,{
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POLICY IMPLICATIONS

This study highlights four possible avenues for policy training

related to education and itconomy.

1. The problem of adult illiteracy and people's deficits in basic

skills may emerge as an obstacle to ,conomic development. Ironically,

the development and application of high technology systems str eeeee

the workforce's underdeveloped basic skills not its presumed inability

to work at high-tech professions. Reading, interpreting, and problem

solving, become extremely important when inlormal methods of training

and work organization give way to more formal ones.

2. The shift to abstract stud conceptual skills rather than manual

and situational skills, might lead educators to ftxpand their concept

of basic ducation. This study suggests that intoosts of thinkidg and

relating may become more important than the skille0 performance of a

particular task since tIe latter changes with technology. Four

methods may emerge as key:

a. Problem solving usimg tho classical methods of scientific

reasoning, Mat As, discovery by induction based on hypothesis

tasting ard the use of dirmnfirming vidence.

b. ztatistical reasoning to ssssss the meaning of trends

variances, probabilities and frequencies

I R 9
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c. systems thinking to ssssss the links between a problem and its

context, and a role and its setting

d. the old but continued importance of thinking in shapes and

geometries, and visualizing three dimensions.

3. The importance of two-year colleges, the obsolescteAce of

particular manual skills, the relatively poor preparalon of students

vho go to vocational schools, indeed, the absence as Hoachlander

points out, of any critical difference in the courses taken by

vocational and non-vocational studentx, suggest that at least in the

U.S. the vocatimal high schools cannot be expected to play a critical

role in rexhaping technical education. We seen to be developing

fustead a deeper adult education sy*Lem both outside and u. Ain

companies in vhich aeults, faced vith career opportunities or blocks.

actively and freely choose to learn skil.e. This suggests that high

school should mphasize a general education. But to prepare the new

operators they should focus increasingly on basic skills and core

methods rather than on particular skills or simply the casuat

smattering of course vork that often shapes curriculums today.

4. Government procurement policy can shape training activities. While

currently government agents audit training departments, procuring

avomes in the futuro might consider revarding contractors vho wee job

designs as learning and training mechanisms. SPC not only improves

quality, it also enables operators to learn vhen and why

saanclacturing process :eils.*Other "learning at vork" designs, such

as QC circles, team systems and "pay for knovledge" compensation

schemes might be rewarded.

0 -1
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5. In developing a policy of training and retraining we should no

longer lave the image of the-"displaced worker" as the fromework for

policy thinking. Increasingly, the employed, as well as the

unemployed, must be retrained, and policy should focus not only on

those left out and left behind but also oa A mainstream companies

and educational institutions that will shape the post.industrial adult

education systems. La particular, we need to valuate the links

between the high schools, the community colleges, the technical

colleges, the vocational schools, the training departments, and the

training companius to see if their relationships best serve our

retraining needs. IL:at planning and coordination mechanisms should be

developed to more effectively integrate their different efforts? How

can we allow these institutions to operate within a spirit of

entrepreneurship while at the sate tine atsuring that their separate

efforts add up to e coherent set of national initiatives/
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Senator GORE. I'm going to recognize myself for 5 minutes and
then Cengressman Scheuer.

You mentioned, Mr. Peagler, the drug problem ii irawing an
analogy to the way we approached it and the length of time it took
us to be concerned about it. But let me ask you about drugs direct-
ly.

In the programs run by your organization, and the experiences
that you have haa in looking at this field, what percentage of the
trainees have a drug problem and how do you deal with that?

Mr. PEAGLER. I'll tell you that it's my understanding and my ex-
perience, in going to our programs in about 12° sites around the
country, that we have youngsters who are coming in who have had
severe drug problems but they've either shaken the problem or oil
their way, that crn programs do not in any way help a youngster
through that, the irag problem. Bat we do have youngsters who've
been Ulm h it, we've had pushers who've come close to dying and
said I've got tc get out of this and so on. 00, peripherally are our
youngsters connected to drugsthey are out of it and on their r.ay

Senator GORE. All -ight.
Ms. Linefsky.
MS. LINEFSKY. It has absolutely devastated, I think, N w York

City. And it has devastated in several different ways. In terms of
some of the youth that are, let's ,ay, in our normal out of school
programs, the classic kind of JTPA, what you find with them, very
few of them are actually taking drugs, because %, hat both the staff
and they will say is they could neer make it into the progiam.
But they'll se: and they'll sell and theyll sell it and they'll say Fm
only going to sell it for so long so I can get my mother a new apart-
ment.

In our welfare programs it has devastated the pc not so
much for the women who are in there but rather du. partners,
issues of spouse abuse, kinds of things that are going on in apart-
men ts.

In our s ls w.. see the same things as we do in terms of our
out-of-schoo; jouth. A kid whose really hung out on drugs heaily
is never going to make it in on a daily basis into school. But
they're going to be selling, they're going to be dabhling.

And if youdon't ever underestimate. I always thLik about
INatching.4,en people are in different parts of the country, the
devastating cc!: :t. I've been in this kind of business, whatever you
want to call it, fe: about 25 years. And I've been with the organiza-
tion that I'm with now for about 8 years. And what I do is bring
staff together and them the difference between what they see
today versus what they saw 3 years ago. There's not a staffer, not a
program that does not say that we live in a different world, total-
ly different world. When you want to talk about crisis, you're talk-
ing about a cap;tal "C."

Senator GORE. Mr. Knight.
Mr. KNIGHT. I think what you'd find, Senator, is that generally

in our program those who are serious abusers, serious in that
sense, are referred somewhere and they run into the ery problems
of limited resources for drug abuse treatment.

,',"11
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I was talking to a PIC chairperson recently though, who indicat-
ed one dimension of the problemand I'm not sure where recre-
ational drug use ends and serious abuse beginsbut he was telling
me these are people who could complete training programs but, as
an increasing number of employers use some kind of drug screen-
ing for new hires, they have to talk to clients in JTPA programs
about which employers those are and find out whether they still
wish to go, in. They aren't sure who is and who isn't affected by
drugs.

But what they were finding at one point was that over 50 per-
cent of their referrals at this particular place to these employers
were not passing drug screens. And I suspect that the problem may
even be worse than that.

Ms. LINEFSKY. Senator Gore, when Mr. Kolberg talked about
New York Telephone, there's another aspect: New York Telephone
has a rather rigid drug screening program and their numbers were
massively high, I mean way over 50 percent. Forget about for the
moment whether someor e could read or write but absolutely could
not pass the drug test.

Mr. KNIGHT. One might also add that these employers that are
using drug screens are frequently the best-paying jobs in a given
community, so that intensifies the nature of the problem.

Senator GORE. Ms. Linefsky, how easy is it for young people to
obtain information today about the kinds of jobs they can expect to
be looking for when they graduate from high school?

Ms. LINEFSKY. Almost none. And i.'s a:most none in two different
ways: not only the youth or, that we normally talk about, the dis-
advantaged, the disenfranchised, but I have two children of my
own and presum.:bly that they come from a background where
they should know about this sort of thing. There is almost nothing
going on in major urban areas that talk about what I mentioned
before about career exploration.

The classic thing of someone who wall:s in and talks about: Let
me tell you about my job. It doesn't eve- happen any more. So you
have young people being forced to make decisions sometimes along
a vocational program, for example, rather than straight academic,
they have no idea wha t.. they're choosing. They have no idea wheth-
er that's the right road to take or whether, in the end, they're
going to get a job.

Senator GORE. So if it's not realistic for them to become a rock
star or a professional football player, then the rest of it is sort of
up in the air?

Ms. LINEFSKY. It is &most by chance. If you were to do a study
about how kids wind up in second chance programs across the
country, I would assume that 90 percent of them make it having
nothing to do with whet is being trained, it's because they heard
you're treated well, someone cares about you, a friend got a joh at
the end of it; it's much more that. It has nothing to do with a de-
cided goal.

The other thing is that most young people are never given the
experience to understand the difference between working for legal
moneyto get work experience so you get legal money in your
pocket, having nothing to do with having a career. The fact that
people change their jobs many, many times.
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And if I were to ask you what your first job was, I'm assuming
that it had nothingmaybenothing to do with what you do now.
Young people have no sense of that.

Senator GORE. Right.
Well, my time has expired. I have a number of other questions

for the record, as I'm sure that other members of the committee do.
Let me now call on Congressman Scheuer.
Representative SCHEUER. Well, thank you, Senator Gore. I've en-

joyed this panel very much and I've learned a great deal from it.
One of the things I've learned, Mr. Peagler, is that your testimo-

ny was not disjointed, as you said. You said it all. You said two
things that are important for us to understand: that there are a lot
of good things going on out there now that are working, and this is
what Ms. Linefsky said, too.

And, second, you said it's a question of will. It's a question of de-
termination. It's a question of whether we're going to put the re-
sources there to bring these programs to life that, in effect, we're
now carrying out on sort of a research and demonstration basis.
They're little laboratories. And they work.

The problem is that we treat programs that work the same way
as we treat programs that fail. We don't know how to take the fail-
ures and cut out with a surgeon's scalpel those elements that cause
failure and then give them more resources. And we don't know
how to say when a program works, like Mr. Peagler's and Ms. Lin-
efsky's, y God, we have something good here, let's go for it and
let's enlarge it and extend it.

It's painful to me, we know so much about what does work: the
National Alliance of Business is conducting excellent piograms,
right in New York City, that we all know about. They're for, all of
these businessmen, full funding for Head Start.

It depresses me that we're not doing these things. But I suppose
in the fullness of time we will, but we're going to hurt our society
and we're going to cripple our own youth to the extent that we
don't get at it now and put the resources to work in programs that
demonstrably work.

And that doesn't mean that we can't know more; of course we
can know more. We should keep on studying, we should continue
oversight, we should continue accountability. But let's 0 with
what we know works and put the resources where the successful
programs are in place.

I thank this panel very much. It was a very fine panel and I look
forward to working with you all in the future.

Senator Gura Well I, too, want to thank the panel. We will have
further questions in writing.

I want to thank you, Congressman Scheuer, for your fine leader-
ship in this area. I always enjoy working with you

And I appreciate the contributions all witnesses today have
made. We're going to continue the committee's interest and in-
volvement in this subject. It is, or course, vital that we find a for-
mula for success.

As has been noted, we know what to do for the most part. We
have to find ways to convince the administration to offer leader-
ship, ways to convince our colleagues in the Congress to demon-
strate a readiness to follow that leadership and work with the ad-
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ministration when and if that leadership is forthcoming to change
our current approach. We're certainly encouraged by the initiatives
that are beginning to take place in the orivate sector.

But again, with the committee's thanks, we will adjourn this
hearing. Thank you.

[Whereupon, at 12:20 p.m., the committee adjourned, subject to
the call of the Chair.]

[The following written questions and answers were subsequently
supplied for the record:]
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RESPONSES OF WILLIAM H. KOLBERG
TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS

NATIONAL MJ../ArCE OF BUSINESS

December 11, 1989

Honorable Albert Gore, Jr.
Joint Economic Committee
Congress of the United States
Washington, D.C. 12510

Dear Senator Gore:

Thank you for your letter of November 9, asking for responses to
written follow up questions from the Joint Economic Committee's
hearing on "Crisis in the Workplace: The Mismatch of Jove and Skills."

I am happy to enclose my written responses to the questions as a
separate attachment. You raise many of the complex issues that
challenge us daily as we search for effective solutions to the problems
of workforce quality.

I appreciated the opportunity to testify again before you and the
Committee. I look for ward to working ciceely with you on these
issues.

Sincerely

William H. Kolberg

cm William R. Buechner
Quinn B. Middleton

1201 Ncw Volt Awnuc. NW Washington. 1K 20003 202 289 2888 (FAX: 202 289 1303
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RESPONSES OF
WILLIAM H. EGLBERG, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL ALLIANCE OF BUSINESS

TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR ALBERT GORE
FOR THE RECORD OF THE JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE HEARING OF TUESDAY,

OCTOBER 31, 1989.

Questions: "How would you respond to Dr. Klein's concern that job training programs in
the past have trained people for dead-end jobs rather than open-end jobs with a ladder of
promotion and success? Is this an accurate criticism of job training programs? Do
participants in current job training programs generally obtain jobs that have little
opportunity for promotion?"

Responses: Past programs under the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act
(CETA) were often criticized in evaluations for being designed in the public sector by
public institutions without adequate information about the real labor market needs of
employers in the community or with knowledge of available jobs, let alone what levels of
skills employers would require of entry level employees. That was reflected in training
for inappropriate or unavailable jobs in the labor market. There was also a large
component of public senice employment which was temporary and not intended to
include training nor to be directed to a career ladder. We did find, however, that even in
public service employment, there were benefits accrued for those who had not worked
before by providing the credential of having worked in a public institution which the
individual could use in seeking other employment.

In 1982 with enactment of the Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA), that criticism
was remedied in part by establishing formal structures, having private sector leadership,
to oversee the skill content, design, and operation of local job training programs. The
involvement of employers in partnership with elected officials also added credibility for
program outcomes among the business community because of the structured involvement
of business peers.

From this experience, we have learned a great deal about what works and what is
still needed to improve programs under JTPA. Amendments in 1986, and the pending
leglaation currently before Congress make substantial improvements toward enriching
the quality of services that must be provided based on assessments of individual needs
and directing programs toward providing a "continuum" of services that prepare
disadvantaged individuals for entry level employment. The most important changes
being made in the JTPA system are to design services with greater attention to basic
skills, literacy, and remedial education components so that individuals are given access
to a broader range of educational services to prepare them for the labor market. Since
the program is serving larger numbers of "harder-to-serve" individuals, the components
of support services needed to deal with complex so..:al problems are increasingly
coordinated with training. The programs are designed largely according to statutory
intent which overcome substantial barriers to employment among the eligible elientle to
that they can enter the labor market with employers who have jobs with career
potential. They tre not intended to provide the profeseional or technical competencies
of individuals whh higher education or long work histories.

Professor Klein's assessment is perhaps better addressed by looking at the nature of
the workplace that clients of public job training programs are being prepared to enter.
Some general observations are needed to put expectations of the training programs in
perspective. Most of the technical job skills that determine career potential are taught
by the employer on the job. The public programs have primarily addressed the basic
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skills, pre-employment competoncies, and basic occupational skills. The issue of career
potential is more closely related to job placement, not to technical skills training. The
placement should be an important consideration for public program administrators in
terms of carefully identifying employers having the potential for additional skill training.
The technical training an individual receives on the job is what qualifies them for higher
paying jobs, even if those jobs are not with the same company.

We have learned that the nature of the job is even iess important than assessing the
potential of that job to provide mtricetable experience and training after employment. A
commonly used example of criticism of public programs is that many individuals are
placed in fast food jobs. Even in fast food, where there have been excellent examples of
career advancement for some of the harder to serve client groups like welfare mothers,
the measure of success was the company's attitude toward providing training and
opportunity, not in the nature of the job or the public training program which prepared
the individual for employment.

We recognize past program problems which, it, the 'first few years of JTPA,
emphasized job placements as the primary measure of success. That attitude has been
modified somewhat with greater attention being paid to the t;:es of jets placements and
the quality of services being provided to prepare individuals for jobs. The problem is
further being addressed by the system moving to performance measures accounting for
longer term placement and earnings increases. Those measures provide proper incentives
to the system to ensure that people are capable of staying employed and advancing their
earnings.

Question: "How do you identify the skills needed for promotion and success and how do
you teach them?"

Response: This question was the basis oLextensive research on basic skills recently
completed by the American Society for Training and Development under grants from the
U.S. Department ot Labor. Their findMgs demonstrate a range of skills not easily
taught, but which employers find valuable. Those skills include such things as leadership,

tearn work, attitudes, and other personal skills that are harder to teach. No
one has developed the perfect model for teaching them. There are various models
developed by corporations, and some from adult literacy programs which have been
oriented toward workplace preparation, but most are based on the unique skills of the
teachers or the individual commitment of companies and few have been standardized
into teaching methods or curricula.

Question: ',Mow do you:measure the success or failure of-your programs and, if
successful, what means do you suggest for disseminating successful program models?"

Response: There haz been a recognizable progression in public policy for measuring
success in job training programs.- ithas moved from measuring "process" or compliance
to measuring program impact and quality. JTPA began to move from the compliance
measures of CETA to measures-of:program outcome. Now the move is to emphasize and
,neasure the long term impact of participation in the program. That will force greater
attention to program design and to the quality of services provided in areas such as basic
skills. The Manpower Demonstration Research Corporation (MDRC) has undertaken a
long term evaluation project under the U.S. Department of Labor to measure the impact
of programs on inolviduals who go through JTPA compared to similarly eligible
individuals who do not participat e.. in the programs.
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There are other national organizations, like the Alliance, which work to provide
technical assistance, share program models, and disseminate information on best
practice within the system. The information shared at national, regional, and state
conferences of these organizations, and the state organizations of JTPA professionals, is
another source for providing successful program models to other areas.

It is clear that the need for technical assistance and information sharing is greater
than the resources currently available. This problem is recognized by the Department of
Labor. The Administration proposed a greater investment in technical assistance in their
recent legislative package amending JTPA, and those provisions were incorporated into
the Labor and Human Resources Committee bill currently pending in the Senate. If
implemented, this initiative should help alleviate past problems.

Question: "With many American corporations under pressure to cut costs and cut
.oayrolls, both from foreign competition ano the threat of takeovers, how can firms be
induced to invest in workers they may have to fire later just in order to survive? What
kind of business environment would encourage businesses to invest more in their
workers?"

Response: As I mentioned in my testimony, American businesses are operating in a
period of exceptional change and challenge, resulting from new technology, demographic
shifts, increasing international competition, and a host of rising domestic social
problems. These factors have changed the environment in which business management
and investment decisions are made. Much of the change in Am.trican business is being
driven by competition and reactions to labor shortages. Employers have had to focus
more creative energy on recruitment of employees. It is true that many employers are
faced with workforce reductions to reorganIzed in the face of competition. But a
significant trend is occurring nationwide, ev.en in companies facing layoffs. That trend is

to increase investments in workers that are remaining on the job. Companies clearly
have to compete based on quality now. They recognize that you cannot produce a quality
product witholit quality people. That requires Investments in human talent.

The Motorola company, a recent recipient of the Baldridge Award for quality, is a
prime example of where American corporations need to go. They undertook an
assessment of employee skills and were able to not only identify literacy problems in the
workforce, but also technical skill deficits that needed to be addressed. Upgrading their
workforce has been a major priority to the point to where they are now second to none in

their market.

Few corporations, except for a few of the larger ones and mid-size companies like
Motorola, are able to Invest as much as is necessary to upgrade their entire workforc..
It Is for this reason that we are convinced that the federal and state governments need
to examine policy incentives that will make the difference in whether or not marginal
corporations invest In worker quality to the degree necessary.

Question: "Would this (the French approach) be a viable approach for the U.S. to take to
overcome its training prohlems?"

Response: I used the French tax policy as an example of the fact that other governments
among our major international competitors have already moved to provide Innovative
policies to address their workforce competitiveness problems. The Alliance is not expert
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enough on the French model to suggest its appropriateness one way or the other to the
American economy. However, the American Society for Training and Development has
summarized some of the pros and cons in their publications. One key observation they
make is that the French system does not specify who is trained or what kind of training
should be covered. As a result, the tax incentive does not always translate into training
or benefits for the line workers, but is used up instead on upper level management.

Question: "A tax incentive for training has also been suggested. What are the pros and
cons of this apprzach, aside from its potential affect on the federal deficit?"

Response: Several observations on current law are helpful starting points in beginning to
think about a niche for tax "credits" as an incentive (again with the caveat that this is
,ot Intended to be an expert analysis). Most expenditures for human development and
training are immediately expensed under current law, rather than being amortized like
physical canital investments over a period of years. Wages of trainees, wages of
trainers, educational fringe benefits, and short-lived traininC materials are all
immediately deductible currently from corporate ini omn. (A special case exists in which
training costs can be amortized. If the training can be considered as a component of
firm "start up costs," the training can be amort!zed. Capital equipment purchased for
training would be excluded from the definition of eligible training expenditures, because
it is amortized under current law).

These deductible training costs are treated much like deductible research and
development costs under the corporate tax system. (The tax code also allows a tax
credit for increasing research and development expenditures. If more research and
development is undertaken in a current tax year, relative to an average of previous
research and development, then one-fifth (20%) of the increase can be deducted directly
from the taxpayer's tax liability. No such explicit tax credit exists for education and
training). Training costs are already subsidized by the tax code as allowable deductions
and business expenditures.

The most pertinent distinction in this discussion might be a proposed change from
the current treatment of training expenditures as a tax deduction (deducted from
amounts otherwise considered taxable income) to their treatment as a tax credit
(subtracted directly from tax amount due). Current law provides the tax benefit of
having training costs fully deductible. The tax credit would be more of an incentive to
increase training investments, because the eligible amounts of expenditures would be
credited directly against the employer's federel corporate tax liability.

Another distinction that currently exists is between personal income tax treatment
ror employee expenditures or self-employed Individuals (primarily small businesses), and
the corporate tax code treatment of employer expenditures for educatioa and training.
If an Individual wants to self-invest in education to generate a higher stream of future
income, tuition and other out-of-pocket costs are not deductible as costs of generating
income, unless clearly linked to the taxpayer's current occupation.

One option reviewed by the Commission's researchers is to combine employer
expenditures on education and training with research and development into one category
of expenditure. This vould treat investment in research /Ind development and human
skill development identically under the corporate tax code. Firms could also have the
option of carrying the costs of investment in human capital forward to offset gains in
subsequent periods similar to the operation of the research arid development tax credit.
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In the case of this proposal, Congress would recognize explicit4 that the tax credit
would not achieve neutrality between education or training compared to other forms of
Investment In the tax code. The tax credit would deviate from this neutral ideal because
of the socially desirable results. As the Commission's research concluded, due to the
complicated incentives introejeet' by the tax credit, further analysis of the incentives
are probably needed.

If a new trainins, tax credit is modeled after the current research and development
tax credit, but not directly folded Into it so that training and development are viewed as
a single investment credit, a more modest option might be to add a second tax credit tier
for training that would apply to amounts above what is eurrentl; deductible, which could
then provide additional incentive to invest more funds above a level determined against a
base period of prior years' expenditures.

One qualircation of the tax credit might be that it apply only to expendhures that
cover portable skils to which it can be assumed there will be broader economic benefits
accrued to society and between firms. Specific training for a particular employer's
requirements, specific only to that employer's production and t..at job, would continue to
be borne by the employer out of economic necessity (unless, perhar.,. the amount exceeds
the average annual expenditure over a previous period of years as ab we). Also,
education or training taken purely for enjoyment but which never generates a stream of
taxable income would not be treated as human capital investment. However, drawing
such a distinction is adminI.:tratively difficult.

Another option discussed in the Commlosion's research would be to extend tne
Income exclusion for employer-paid education (under section 127 of the current code,
commonly called employer tuition assistance programs) In a manner that would reduce
the current disparity between investment in skills useful in the current job and a non-
current job. In other words, It would not distinguish between job-related and non-job-
related benefits. If firms permitted non-job-related educational pursuits, so would the
tax authorities, because of the overall social benefit.

Finally, there a need to better define what types of expenses could be covered by a
tax credit so that it related to those elements of workforce training most appropriate to
a public or shared responsibility in the private sector. The most prominent example
would be incentives for private employers to provide workplace literacy training, or
basic remedial educadon for employees, for employers to work In that area of training
in which workers failed (e.g., public education systems), or whose basic educational skills
are now out-pac _i by new competitive demands or technology.

This question is one that is only beginning to be explored by major national busines.:
organizations in response to employer needs and will need much mere thorough discussion
and development before It can be answered properly. The Alliance plans to participate
actively in those dIscussions in the coming months and will worl, clocely with the
Committee as recommendations can be developed.
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RESPONSES OF OWEN PEAGLER
TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS

January 30, 1990

Senator Albert Core
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510-4202

Dear Senator Core:

I appreciated the opportunity to testify before the Joint
Economic Committee hearing on "Crisis in the Workplace:
the Mismatch of Jobs and Skills." I believe the hearing
properly addressed the problem by using the word
0 :Isis." Today's economic and social condition in the
United States is at a critical point. The hearing helped
to bring the issues to the forefront of the national
agenda and will hopefully asaist in your efforts and those
of your colleagues to bring about improved programming and
IMO of public funds.

70001 Training & Employment Insititute serves thousands of
young people across the nation who are having difficulties
succeeding in school and in tho workforce. Ou& experience
with those young people is both discouraging Ind
encouraging. We are placing thousandu of petyle bacY on
the track to successful workforce entry by teaching the
necessary motivation, attitudes and skills, and the youth
participants aro rerponding and succeeding. On the other
hand, we serve a tiny fraction of those who need our
help. In fact, statisticc show that programs funded under
the Job Training Partnership Act serve only 5% of tho
eligible population. This figure is frightening when you
considcr that our economy needs the JTO. eligibles who arc
unsorved as much as those that are served.

Moro money is needed and could help improve and expand
programs, but increasing the funding levels alone is not
the answer. Simply put, money must be directed to areas
where results are appnrent and funding adde6 where re..dlts
are indicated. Wa do seed to undertake further study of
the problems under dis.cussion, but we know enough already
to redirect our effort., and funding, for more effective
results, while we contibue to search for more effective
answers and responses.

501 Schaal Stroot. SW Sole 6X, Washogton, DC 200244713 4 2021484.0101
Fax: 202/4884595
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Enclosed are my responses to the questions that you posed
after the hearing. I sincerely hope that the idoas that I
have expressed are useful to you and your colloaguea and
aro not too late in coming. If I can'be of further
assistance, please feel free to canted. me.

Mr. Oven Peagas7
Chairman, Board of Directors
70001 Training Employment Institute

Encl.
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QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR GORE

Joint Economics Committee
Answers by: 70001 Training & Employment Institute

1. On April 12, 1989, Professor Lawrence Klein of the
University of Pennsylvania and winner of the 1980 Nobel
Prize in Economics testi,fied before the JEC on a broad
r4,nge of topics, including job skills and education.
During the hearing, Dr. Klein said:

We need more youth job training. We need more
oa-the-job training. I think the programs that we've
had in the past didn't really made a big dent in that
problem because I think they didn't train people for
open-end jobs with a ladder of promotion and
success. They tended to be mainly dead-end positions.

How do you respcnd to Dr. Klein's concern that job
training programs in the past have traiaed people for
dead-end jobs rather than open-end jobs with a ladder of
promotion and success- Is this an accurate criticism of
job training programs? Do participants in current job
training programs generally obtain jobs that have little
opportunity for promotion?

Training programs sometimes :?lace individuals in jobs
without a career ladder, but saying that the jobs are
"dead-end" is really too pessimistic, especially when
we talk about youth. Although Particular job does
not have a clear career ladder, tne work-readiness
skills that are learned in a first job are
transferable; an employee learns critical work habits
and values that will improve his or her chances for
success on any job.

We also must remember that today the labor market is
different than in the past. People need a higher
level of skills to succeed. Employers ask for entry
level workers who can read, write, comprehend, solve
problems, make decisions, and follow instruction.
Any training program that helps people acquire these
skills will help them succeed and 'progress throughout
the labor market.

Any positive work experience will be helpful when
looking for another job. A person's first job is not
mecessarily the only job he or she will ever have, El
if there is not potential for promotion, he or she
can take the acquired skills and move tc. a job with
greater growth potential. 70001 feels that helping
our participants realize the value of any work

. expetience is crucial to their success.
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--How do you identify the skills needed for promotion and
success and how do yon teach them?

Identifying and teaching the skills necessary for
promotion and success is not an easy task. Different
jobs have different promotion criteria. It may
involve typing a certain number of words per minute
or another measure of excellent job performance.
Promotion can also be based on duration with a
company. There are rarely set "benchmarks" for
promotions; it is sometimes a matter of chance,
timing, or the will of a supervisor, thus teaching
the skills that ensure a promotion is nearly
impossible.

On the other hand, most employers would say that
promotions are partially determined by how hard a
person works, by his or her attitude toward
supervisors, co-workers and work in general, by his
or her attendance and promptness in addition to job
performance. 70001 believes that teaching young
people pre-employment/work maturity skills and basic
education coupled with motivation and confidence
provides the keys to success. Feeling important,
that you can do a good job, that your efforts are
valuable and appreciated leads to the perseverance
that breeds achievement and often turns what some
might say is a "dead-end" job into a chance of a
lifetime.

2. How do you meastre the success or failure of your
programs and, if successful, what means do you suggest for
disseminating successful program models?

A program's success can be measured quantitatively by
comparing the program's actual results with the
program's intentions. The Job Training Partnership
Act system uses performance standards to determine
the success of the programs within their delivery
system. These measures include outcomes such as the
number of participants that are placed on a job, that
go back to school, that reach a certain competency
level, that are no longer receiving welfare checks,
and other:.

These standards provide evaluative information, but
you must make sure the measures you are employing
actually reflect what you intend to. Consider the
following:

Program #1 serves high school graduates. It
places an average of 90% of their participants
into entry level jobs per year. Program #2 works
with school dropouts who read below the fifth
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grade level. Apnually, program #2 places 15% of
their participants on jobs. The rest increase
their educational level by two grades. Which
program is more successful?

The two are not comparable -- one is not necessarily
more beneficial than the other. Simply put, any
mez.sure of "program success" must reflect the
population being served and the goal of the
intervention. We must also consider the fact that
there are many positive results that are more
difficult to measure quantitatively, such as
improving one's self esteem or overcoming a drug
addiction. These often are the most important steps
to securing a job, and may be the best indication of
a program's success, however, they are not always
considered during the evaluation process.

once a program is evaluated as "successful", it
should be 1 ,ced in a clearinghouse that provides
information and evaluation of different program
models. This way, individuals who are responsible
for designing the programs for their area would be
aware of what is readily available and would not
attempt to re-invent the wheel. Research and
development is also important as we continue to
improve on our successes.

Employment and training personnel rely on
professional development opportunities to learn about
successful program models. Through professional
associations and conferences we have mechanisms to
share ideas and progress. Continual support for the
professional development of employment and training
personnel is probably the most effective means
through which to disseminate and the replicate
successful programs models.

3. With many American corporations under pressure to cut
costs and cut payrolls, both from foreign competition and
the threat of takeovers, how can firms be induced to
invest in workers they may have to fire later just in
order to survive? What kind of business environment would
encourage businesses to invest more in their workers?

Employers must realize that "human capital" is as
important and necessary as "machine capitol." Over
half of the improvements in America's productive
capacity between 1929 and 1982 were attributable to
learning on the job. This is in contrast to a 20%
contribution made by investments in machine capital.
(E.F. Denison, Trends in American Economic Growth
1929-1982. p.3. DC: Brookings Institute, 1982).
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Human capital will never be obsolete, especially not
with the labor shortage that is facing us. Training
is an effective method to improve employee
productivity along with a company's competitive edge
and profits. This fact alone should be justification
to create a business environment that encourages
training -- both basic skills and job specific skills
training.

Business must develop a strategic plan for their
growth in consultation with individuals who are
responsible for a community's development. Once they
determine how taeir business might grow they will see
the value of investing resources in training their
employees. They will be able to create and
illustrate a definite career plan for employees and
business plan for themselves. Money spent on
training will be filtered back into the business.

Not only will they see direct benefits --
productivity and profits -- training improves the
community in which employers live, work and raise
their families. Helping to solidify the work force
will benefit the entire nation in the long run. The
initial investment of time and resources will pay
off.

4. Some countries have been more serious than the U.S.
in training and retraining the work force. An example is
France, which requires that "firms must either spend a
specified minimum percentage of their payroll to training
their employees or pay that same percentage in o a
government administered training fund." Would this be a
viable approach for the U.S. to take to overcome its
training problems?

Although France's model sounds like a viable and
logical solution, there are some issues and problems
that must be addressed before we decide to implement
it in the United States. First, we would need agree
upona solid definition of "trainins". Also, we would
need to determine whether or not the training should
occur at the work place or elsewhere, during business
hours or after work, be job specific or general in
content, inclule basic skills enhancement or just
technical tra.Lning. In addition, we would have to
consider the administration, monitoring, sanctions
for non-compliance, and issues such as whether or not
to pay employees for their participation, to name but
a few.
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We need to think about the different effect on small
and large companies cf mandating the expenditure of a
percentage DL the payroll on training. Many large
companies have training built into their corporate
budget, and often haye elaborate educational/training
facilities on the work site. They ran afford to put
that money aside and invest in theii employees. They
also recognize the long-term benefits of the initial

commitment of resources. Small businesses are not so
fortunate. They don't have many employees, so it
would not be feasible to have on-site training
programs or a "private" training contract designed to

Zit their needs. They also may not have the
resources up-front to invest in the training costs,
and sending their employees to training at any given
time will reduce their profits which they may need
just for day to day operation.

Small companies would be most likely to contribute to

the government administered training program,
referred to in France's example. If there is a
training tax on businesses for a government program,
the government should be sure that those who
contribute benefit. This leads to the discussion of
what would be done with the 5,-yernmentally-
administered funds. Would they be contributed to the
JTPA system or another training system? Would
businesses be able to see a benefit of the government
system, or would they see it as just another tax?
Would the governmentally-adninistered training funds
provide job specific training, T.tneral employment
skill, or basic remediation?

Businesses do not like government intervention; they
despise the idea of more taxes. Handling the issue
of training with a mandatory tax or spending minimum
would place training in a negative light. Businesses
must see a need and a benefit in order to "buy into"
the concept of training their workers. Those of us
who have been working in the employment and training
field know how important it is to have private
industry on our side when it comes to training
issues. Associating "training" with "taxes" may
work against our efforts.
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